INTRODUCING CABLE GUARD.
Linear Medium Density Polyethylene Outer Jacket

Linear Medium Density Polyethylene Inner Jacket

Until now, if you needed extra protection for cable, you had only two choices.
You could pay the price and buy armored cable. Or you could settle for less protection and buy standard jacketed cable.
New Cable Guard gives you a welcomed alternative—extra protection at an
economical price.
Cable Guard starts out with the same
ee_lectrical properties as all our cable. Then
4d a flooding „Oiiipoynd and a Linek
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Linear Medium Density Polyethylene Cushioning Splines

Believe it or not, Cable Guard outperforms armored cable in most impact tests. Yet,
it's as flexible as standard jacketed cable.
So, the next time you're running cable
through rough terrain—under gardens and
lawns, through roadside right-of-ways, or in
tough urban environments—ask about Cable
Guard.
It's a small price to pay for a lot of
protection.
For more information, please contact
our Comm/Scope Represent.l.tiVe or call.us
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This 1978 article by Dick Covell discusses the economic advantages of
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systems will find his piece enlightening.
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their convenience and security.
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A study by Texscan indicates that your commercial insertion system
had better be flexible if you want to take advantage of local ad sales.
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Redundancy, redundancy...
Considering abroadband LAN? Outages that could cost you thousands
of dollars can be avoided by adopting techniques outlined in this article
by Lee Thompson and Dale Lutz of Scientific-Atlanta.
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We're all under a
Lot of Pressure!
YOU'RE UNDER A LOT OF
PRESSURE.
Operating acable TV system places you
under alot of pressure... the pressure to
perform and to grow profitably. Especially
since aminor equipment failure can cause
asignal outage for many subscribers who
remember only your mistakes.
WE'RE UNDER A Lai-OF
PRESSURE TOO.
We have to perform under pressure too, in
order to make sure that our products will
perform for you year in and year out.
So we design for performance and
endurance, use heavy-duty parts,
manufacture with care, and test our
equipment every step of the way. This
means that nobody makes longer-lasting
equipment than Magnavox!

SERVICE WHEN YOU NEED IT.
When you purchase equipment from
Magnavox, you also receive the best
warranty and repair service available...
from Magnavox Factory Service.
And when you need field service,
troubleshooting, and technician training,
our Field Engineering Team and Mobile
Training Center will be there to help you.
ATRADITION OF RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT.
As asubsidiary of North American Philips,
we carry its strong tradition of R&D into
cable TV systems, with Powerdoublinr,
Feedforward, and DSS Status Monitoring
Systems.
And our advanced modular design gives
existing systems the cost-effective
flexibility to upgrade and add features.

Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #1912

WE HELP RELIEVE THE
PRESSURE.
An unhappy subscriber never forgets. So
don't lose profits and customers to
unnecessary service calls. Install
Magnavox equipment. Your system will
operate smoothly and profitably, year after
year!

SYSTEMS, INC
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
100 FAIRGROUNDS DR, MANLIUS, N.Y. 13104

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
(800) 448-5171 In N.Y. State (800) 522-7464
Telex 937-329 Fax (315)682-9006
Reader Servce Number 2

spotlight

Nick Worth

Red sky in
the morning?
As an avid sailor, Nick Worth probably looks to the morning sky for clues
as to whether the water will be smooth
or choppy that day. In his role as vice
president of engineering at IbleCable,
he's concerned that the sky is beginning to take on areddish hue, indicating an impending storm.
Exactly what the storm's magnitude
will be is dependent upon how quickly
four key areas are addressed. If the
industry reacts soon to the consumer
interface issue, improves reliability
and picture quality, controls casts and
develops a reliable IPPV ordering
system, Worth says, it can safely sail
calm waters instead of facing the
challenge of navigating through a
tough storm, where the outcome is
unknown.
Worth, despite his youthful appearance, is a 14-year veteran of the cable
industry. After astint in the U.S. Navy
that piqued his interest in communications and electronics, he went on to get
degrees in electronics and electrical
engineering from Capitol Institute of
Technology and George Washington
University.
In 1970, he landed a job with the

prestigious Atlantic Research Corp.
and dabbled in broadcast television,
radio, microwave and cable TV But it
was the fledgling cable industry that
held his interest and also offered immediate employment opportunities.
"It was a neat technology that had
lots of growth promise and Iwanted to
get in on the ground floor," Worth
recalls. When IbleCable offered him a
job as director of engineering, he wasted
little time accepting. At that time, the
MS0 served about 100,000 subscribers.
ibleCable is the 20th-largest
operator, servicing nearly half a million customers. "Joining IbleCable
was one of the best decisions I ever
made," he says.
Facing and mastering the big technical challenges described above are
necessary ingredients to the recipe of
increasing penetration and/or staying
ahead of competitive forces, Worth
says. It may be a while before all the
issues are sufficiently addressed, but
efforts like Multiport are important
developments, he says.
Multiport, designed as a set-back
device, will restore the use of a TV or
VCR remote control to consumers by
eliminating the need for tuning converters. In addition, multiport can
reduce costs by reducing in-home capital investments, help make addressability more friendly and perhaps
offer better pictures by removing one
signal processing step. "When an idea
promises to help you solve four key
challenges," says Worth, "you have to
think it's agood idea."
The major obstacle to its success is
sufficient field testing, says Worth. He,
along with other MS0s, plan to initiate
tests so that all the bugs can be worked
out. "Once we clear that hurdle and
the constraints are removed, we can
begin to aggressively pursue it. But I
think afalse start would be worse than
no start."
His test is slated to start later this
summer, after Zenith delivers the decoders and enough Multiport-compatible
TVs are rounded up. After that, the
concentration will be on providing
incentives to consumers, TV dealers
and VCR dealers to buy and sell
Multiport-equipped products. Efforts
may include cross promotion, free
installations and the like.
Despite all its promise, Multiport
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has one critical missing element—an
impulse PPV ordering scheme, Worth
says. Two options exist to correct the
deficiency: Return the device to a
set-top design, add an infrared receiver
and issue universal remote controls to
everyone; or redefine the standard to
accommodate IR coding. Either way,
it's an issue that needs to be addressed
because the PPV promise means so
much to the industry, according to
Worth. "Pay-per-view is key to making
our product fresh again," he says.
Based upon nearly a decade and a
half of experience used to form a
perspective, Worth says the industry
has made great strides toward building
better products. But he thinks there
remains room for improvement. "I
think caveat emptor is still an operative term," he says. "I'd like to see our
suppliers get to the point where their
attention to quality and detail is equivalent to that of the Japanese," who he
admires very much.
Until these challenges are met, cable's
underbelly remains vulnerable to the
competition, which will no doubt become
stiffer in the future. As telephone
companies finish out installation of
fiber, more bandwidth will be available
for data and video transportation. "We
may find ourselves in atough competitive situation," says Worth. "That's
why it's important we get better."
By meeting the tasks at hand, however, Worth feels that cable will "be
OK." By the year 2000 he sees cable
penetration in the 80 percent range,
shopping from home via cable made
convenient, a full menu of PPV selections available routinely, and quality
and reliability improved by an order
of magnitude.
By that time, the industry ought to
be plying calm, smooth waters along
with Worth, who is close to completing
the construction of a 22-foot racing
sailboat. The boat, the plans for which
were garnered from a Naval architect,
is a five-year project. Now that the
sailboat is in the fourth year of construction, he's starting to get the itch.
"I can't wait to finish and get it in the
water," he says.
If the industry as a whole works as
hard to tackle the tasks that threaten
to slow its progress, there's no doubt it
can weather any storm.
—Roger Brown

FOLLOW THE LEADER

GAIN AN EDGE ON THE FUTURE

MC 2

COAXIAL CABLES

Follow the leader, that's what our competitors
are trying to do in order to approach the superior
attenuation characteristics of MC 2coaxial trunk
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and feeder cable. But they succeed only by
increasing the standard diameters of MC 2 —
our familiar .500" must become .565" or .625";
and our .750" must become .840" or .860" or
.875 "The space—saving benefit of MC 2 is now
even greater than before.
The competition is also making alot of noise
about their new medium density jacketing. The
MC 2 jacket has always been medium density.
Trilogy leadership is clear.
TRILOGY LEADS IN TECHNOLOGY

.

Call or write for afree sample and brochure:

COMMUNICATIONS INC.

TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208
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my turn

would most likely be limited by spurious sideband effects that would look
much like cross-modulation. This, of
course, is exactly what happens. Triple
beats involving the chrominance and
aural sub-carriers, and various sidebands, are not masked by phaselocking the visual carriers.
At first, it was thought that HRC
would permit triple-beats to increase
by as much as 10 to 12 dB (5 .to 6 dB
output level increase) before becoming
noticeable. However, based on field
experience, and reasonable caution,
such expectations have been reduced
somewhat by prudent designers, who
generally allow for about 4 to 6 dB
increase in composite triple beat (2 to
3dB in output level).
At the 1972 NCTA convention, Sruki
Early in 1970, Ihad atelephone call
from an old friend in Canada, Israel
presented a comprehensive discussion
of the coherent (phase-locked) carrier
(Sruki) Switzer. He wondered whether
system for cable TV, and, on Oct. 2,
I would consider the idea of phaselocking the visual carriers to a6MHz
1972, filed application for patent. On
Aug. 5, 1975, U.S. Patent No. 3,898,566
harmonic comb to be apracticable way
to reduce the appearance of "triple
was issued to Israel Switzer, Arie
beats." The idea was incorporated in
Zimmerman, and others, assigned to
Phasecom, entitled: "Method and Appahis paper on phase locking at the
ratus for Reducing Distortion in MultiNCTA convention, June 1970, precarrier Communications Systems." This
pared with the help of Arie Zimmerman of Phasecom.
patent covers HRC, and the fine-tuning
of the relative phasing of individual
In a widely disseminated paper in
carriers.
August 1970, Bert Arnold, senior engiThus, Sruki Switzer's letter to CED
neer with Electronic Industrial Engi(Disagreeing with Colquitt, March 1987,
neering (which later became adivision
p. 14) must be considered authoritative
of RCA) calculated that 36 visual
and generally correct as to the facts.
carriers would produce 22,680 spurious
Among other points, he properly calls
third order beats. Other engineers
quickly pointed out that since most of attention to the fact that FCC has
provided for both HRC and IRC offsets
the beats cited would be outside the
from aeronautical frequencies. (See
band pass of any particular 6 MHz
FCC Rules and Regulations 76.612).
channel, the situation was not really
However, the offsets specified by FCC
as frightening as some had thought.
Bert himself indicated in a December for HRC are generally much less than
12.50 kHz. At channel 53 HRC, for
1972 paper that all but about 350 of the
example, (66 x 6.0003 = 396.0198
22,680 spurious beats would fall outMHz) the offset from 396.025 MHz is
side the band of even the worst case
only 5.2 ± 0.066 kHz, substantially
channel.
Although Sruki's phase-lock idea below the 12.5 ± 5 kHz requirement
for non-HRC systems. In the A-1 and
had not occurred to me, its import was
A-2 channels, the non-coherent offset
immediately evident. Iresponded to his
telephone inquiry by suggesting that requirement is 25 ± 5 kHz. Yet, the
HRC rule accepts 19 x 6.003 =
zero-beating the triple-beat products
114.0057 MHz, providing only 5.7 ±
of the visual carriers should certainly
0.019 kHz offset from 114.000 MHz.
improve matters. However, my inlime, FCC has adopted the HRC
stincts told me that such improvement
offsets. But, you may ask, if 5.7 kHz
offset is acceptable in the NAV band
By Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice
for NRC, who do non-HRC systems
President, Engineering, Malarkeyhave to maintain 25 ± 5kHz? Answer:
Taylor Associates Inc.

IRC instead?
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Idon't know. It may be that FCC (and
FAA) will eventually soften and accept
offsets of 10 ± 5 kHz for all; or, they
may even throw out the more lenient
HRC rule. In any case, when the NAV
channels are split down to 25 kHz, as
they probably will someday, the HRC
offsets may no longer work.
This brings up an issue that Walter
Colquitt only touched on tangentially:
HRC is inflexible. Sruki points out in
his letter that, with HRC channelling,
you cannot phase-lock to local TV
signals to reduce direct pickup interference. You cannot change the aeronautical offsets, if 5 kHz turns out to
be insufficient in the aviation channels. Once you choose HRC, the logistics of changing converters from HRC
standard or IRC are likely to be quite
difficult. The A/B switch will be a
special problem for HRC systems, even
if the customer does pay for it.
In my view, we have so many
problems at the receiver/VCR interface
that we hardly need to add a nonstandard HRC channelization plan to
the mess.
Sruki accurately describes an IRC
headend as an "HRC headend that has
been shifted upward by 1.25 MHz."
Except for the special problem of channels 5and 6, the IRC system has most
of the advantages of acoherent (phaselock) system, but few of the disadvantages. Except for the channels 5and 6
problem, you can change easily from
standard to IRC. Since all channel
frequencies are standard (except 5and
6) you have almost no special problems
with cable-ready, VCR, or non-cableready TV sets. Even with IRC, however, you cannot phase-lock to the
strong local TV signals.
I say "most of the advantages."
Sruki is absolutely correct that HRC
shifts most third-order, all secondorder, and all harmonics to zero beat.
IRC shifts only the most important
classes of third order, but not harmonics or second order products. His
formulas as to which beats fall zero
beat, and which do not, are not quite
correct, but Iam sure we know what
he means. The fact is that the components not masked by IRC occur at lower
levels than the triple beat components
that are masked.
Ken Simons (Proc IEEE, July, 1970,
pp. 1071-1086) has shown that second

How To AVOID

SPLITTING HEADACHES.
yet offers equivalent performance,
quality and features, such as aswitching regulated power supply.
EASY ON YOUR SYSTEM.
Forget the hassle of splicing in splitters and couplers. We ve redesigned
them to plug into the inside of the
amp housing. That means fewer
external connections, easier installation and less maintenance. Not to
mention fewer chances of cable suck
out, signal leakage and level adjustment error. So you save on installation
and repair costs.
FAST RELIEF ANYTIME.
Our multipurpose distribution amplifiers are as perfect for upgrades as
they are for new builds because they
easily integrate into your current system. In low-density applications, they
have the flexibility to let you start small
and then grow with the population.
Snap-in modular components provide push/pull, feedforward or parallel
hybrid capability at two different gain
levels and in bandwidths from 300 to
550 MHz.
We know you could use afew
less headaches. So call us toll-free
at 1-800-722-2009 or write to
Scientific-Atlanta, P.O. Box 105027,
Atlanta, GA 30348 for more
information.

OUR NEW MULTIPURPOSE
AMP TAKES THE HEADACHES
OUT OF DISTRIBUTION.
Scientific-Atlanta introduces quick
relief for awhole host of distribution
aches and pains. Our new multipurpose distribution amplifier features
built-in splitters and couplers that make
installation abreeze. And where can
you install it? Just about anywhere.
When we say multipurpose, we mean it.

THREE WAYS TO WORK BETTER.
We gave our new distribution amplifier four ports for multiple outputs.
And they're not there for looks. This
versatiIe product performs. It can be
configured as aline extender, but it
also makes an ideal terminating bridger
amp because it's small, simple and
more reliable. Additionally, when used
with optional AGC, it costs less than a
trunk station of similar configuration

Scientific
Atlanta
Reader Service Number 4

Y TURN

Since IRC offers practically the
same advantage of HRC, with
fewer disadvanlages, why not
use IRC instead?

harmonic levels are 6dB below the sum
and difference beat levels; intermodulation levels (2 f
1 -f
2)are 6dB, and
third harmonic levels 15.5 dB, below
triple beat levels. The relative level of
second and third order components
depends on the ratio of the constants
in the mathematical power series, which
depend on the accuracy of push-pull
cancellation, and the nature of the
non-linearity of the actual devices,
Since it is the low level components
that do not fall to zero beat in IRC, it
can easily be shown that the difference
between HRC and IRC, in terms of the
masking effect of zero beat is extremely
small.
Therefore, instead of asking, as Sruki
did: "Unless coherent channelling creates other problems, why not use it?";
I would ask: "Since IRC offers practically the same advantage of HRC,
with fewer disadvantages, why not use
IRC instead?"
As a matter of fact, Ihave recently

observed that both suppliers and operators are seriously suggesting standard, non-coherent channelling initially (in newbuilds or rebuilding),
retaining the option to add the IRC
reference comb later if circumstances
warrant. Admittedly, this poses problems with respect to the handling of
channels 5and 6.
Walter Colquitt rather bluntly
chooses feed-forward over HRC. Iam
inclined to agree with Sruki to the
extent that the issue is not really that
clear-cut. Ibelieve manufacturers now
acknowledge that feed-forward performance depends on delay lines and
phase cancellations, which in turn are
significantly affected by age and ternperature. Expectations have been lowered, as to the improvements from
either feed-forward or coherent channelling.
Sruki is correct in saying that increasing output level on feeders without
increasing distortion is important; and,

that increasing output level in trunks
without increasing distortion directly
increases carrier-to-noise and signal-tonoise ratios. But the designer, installer, or maintenance technician
should realize that increasing output
levels too far may introduce disastrous
higher order (5th, 7th, 9th, etc.) components in addition to the well-controlled
3rd order. Output levels must not be
raised beyond the point where the
composite triple beat starts to increase
more than 2 dB for 1 dB output
increase. Feed-forward stage gain is
based on asingle hybrid, and does not
have much headroom in this regard.
The parallel hybrid (power doubling)
raises total output levels by combining
the output of two or more hybrids,
neither of which operates at levels
likely to cause higher order distortion.
For this reason, the parallel hybrids
appear to be better adapted to feeders,
while feed-forward may be better
adapted to trunk amplification. •

DEDICATED TO DISTRIBUTION
As the world's foremost producer of indoor
distribution amplifiers, Triple Crown has afirm
commitment to design leadership. We have
the greatest selection of models for best
value application.
• 300 & 450MHz Series
• 10 -56dB gain range
• All pads & equalizer controls built-in
• Bi-directional expansion capabilities
• All controls accessible from front panel
•Set-up instructions printed clearly on face
• North American or European line voltages
• Add-on reverse amplifier side modules

fflf.

For acost effective solution to your indoor cable
distribution requirements, call us first ... because we are!

TRIPLE CROWN #ÇZ;ELECTRONICS
4560 Fieldgate Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 3W6
(416) 629-1111

•
\-)

601 Fairway Drive,
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442
(305) 429-0870
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GROWING BIGGER SHOULDN'T
MAKE YOUR SIGNAL GROW WEAKER
With Standard's Agile 24 receivers' loop-thru IF circuitry upgrading
your system doesn't have to mean
degrading your signal, blowing
your budget, or accumulating lots
of downtime.
Instead of replacing your present
4-way splitter with an 8-way splitter,
thus attenuating your 4GHz signal
output by half, Standard's loop-thru
feature allows you to maintain full
power as your system expands.
All your need is aone-port
jumper from your splitter to our Agile
24M master receiver.
Our loop-thru feature lets you
drive up to 12 Agile 24SB slave units
from the master without expensive
power dividers, and without
losing signal strength.
BRAND X
RECEIVER

4GHz

BRAND X
RECEIVER
BRAND X
RECEIVER

4WAY POWER /
DIVIDER
TO AGILE 24M

STANDARD
AGILE 24SB
STANDARD
AGILE 24SB
STANDARD
AGILE 2458

Our most relied-upon receiver
Known industry-wide for dependable operation, the Agile 24M is a
dual-conversion 4GHz receiver that

block downconverts to 760-1260 MHz.
Its active loop-thru design supplies the entire 500 MHz wide block
of frequencies to Agile 24SBs.
The Agile 24M's phase-locked
loop synthesizer and effective AFC
circuit combines with atemperaturestabilized dielectric resonator oscillator (DRO) to ensure rock stable
operation. In areas where microwave
interference is aproblem, optional
60 MHz and 80 MHz filters can be
easily installed.
Simple installation, testing and
maintenance
The Agile 24 MISB Series features alow-profile 1
3
/
4"chassis that
occupies asingle rack space. The
front panel includes athree function
meter that displays signal strength,
C/N, and center tune; as well as
convenient test connections and
performance adjustment controls.
It is Video-Cipher
tested and
approved for all programs being
scrambled.
Backed with the industry's
strongest warranty/replacement
program
Our satellite receivers are built
to last, and our warranty program
shows it.
Reader Service Number 6

If aunit fails, call us and an
immediate replacement will be
shipped within 24 hours.
If it's within our one-year warranty the replacement is free. Within
years two through five, the replacement is only $100.
For more information on improving your system, and on the full
line of Standard Communications
TVRO products, call us toll free at
800/243 1357 (in Calif. call direct,
213/532-5300, ext. 275), or mail in
the coupon below

Standard

'i® Communications

1

SATCOM Division
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151

Engineered to anew standard
I'm planning to add satellite channels
0 Please send me adetailed
brochure
0 Have asales representative call
Name
Tale
Company
Phone
Street

L ty

State

Zip

Please see us at the NCTA SHOW May 18-20, booth #1626

in perspective

When three isn't
a crowd
Communication. To make it work
there has to be two participants: The
writer and the reader, the speaker and
the listener, the actor and the audience,
etc. And the quality of that communication depends heavily upon the
number of people participating and the
amount of interaction that occurs among
them. Obviously, a panel discussion
encompassing several divergent opinions is much more lively than a program consisting of just one person.
Similarly, an article based on interviews with several respected individuals is much more readable than a
one-on-one interview.
Now that the industry is emerging
from its high-growth era, MSOs are
placing more emphasis on reducing
system operational costs while increasing penetration levels. A result of that
mandate is pressure upon the technical
community to reduce costs and use
people more efficiently while striving
to provide better service and improved
picture delivery. That's going to be a
tough job.
One way to make it easier is to talk
to others in the industry who've already traveled that path—people out
there are experimenting with ways to

improve service without increasing
staff. Others work on reducing powering costs, increasing bandwidth by
using new technology, sweeping systems without disrupting service, and
other tricks to get the most for the
money invested.
Based on some of the comment cards
we receive from our readers, there is a
critical need for this kind of information—and you can help. Maybe you did
arebuild this year. Well, what did you
learn? Did you do anything different,
novel? Did you discover some surprises
that others in the same situation ought
to know? Do you have a question that
another reader might be able to answer?
If you have tips for others but don't
know how to commit it to paper, we're
making it easier for you. Beginning
this month, we'll be inserting a"Letter
to the Editor" card in every issue. Use
it to pass along an idea, atip for others,
comments about the articles and commentaries you've read. Make a stand
on a controversial issue like the consumer interface challenge, addressability, impulse pay-per-view, signal
leakage or A/B switch requirements.
Then, just drop it in the mail to us and
if we need more information, we'll get
back to you.
Are you doing some system construction? Write a short letter and
explain some of the problems you've
encountered. What should other operators look out for, based on your
experience? Maybe you added feedforward technology. How did that affect
the rest of the system? If you added
addressability, is it going to be 100
percent or ahybrid system? Why? Are
traps still the best way to keep your
system secure? Why?
Or maybe you've got technical questions you can't get answered. Write an
open letter to our readers and get a
running conversation going. How to
calculate CLI, how to detect and eliminate signal leaks, how to power budget
for arebuild, how to eliminate interference, etc. We'll publish your question
for others to read and respond to.
Got enough information for an article on employee training tips, improving personnel evaluation techniques,
making installers more sales oriented,
improving system reliability, adding
BTSC to satellite signals, headend
maintenance, improving customer ser-
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vice, etc.? Send it in. All we ask is that
they be typed double-spaced and be
non-commercial in nature. Be sure to
include your name, address and telephone number so we can call for more
info, if needed. Beyond that, the form
and content is entirely up to you. Send
them to my attention at the address
listed on the contents page or, if you
have a facsimile machine, you can
reach our machine by calling (303)
837-8625.
We look long and hard at the letters
and comments we receive. They're
important ingredients when we plan
what kinds of articles to publish. With
your input we can work to bring you
the kind of article you want to read
today.
In this issue, you'll find parts II and
III of the NCTA interconnection guidelines. Part II is being reprinted from
last issue because of a printer's error
in one of the figures. After the final
part runs in the June issue, the entire
bound package will be available to the
industry. Watch for the order form to
appear in June.
Also, coverage of the SCTE's highly
successful Cable-lbc Expo, held in
Orlando, is included. System engineers
and technicians from all over the
country attended the show in record
numbers to participate in workshops
ranging from cable system design to
subleties of sync suppression scrambling. A complete list of award winners
is also included.
And finally, the third installment of
our quarterly construction survey can
be found, beginning on page 26. The
survey covers the Southwest part of the
United States, Alaska and Hawaii,
and, like the previous two parts, includes information on upgrades, rebuilds, newbuilds, pay-per-view and
addressability. The final installment,
along with afull summary, will appear
in the August issue. Watch for it.
Better yet, write and let us know what
you think.
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MOST FOLLOW
STANDARDS...

In every industry
there are leaders who
are innovative and
dedicated to producing the highest
quality product. The
vision of these leaders
fuels progress; they
forge ahead and bring
new solutions to the
marketplace. Most of
all, these leaders
listen to their
customers and translate their needs into
products and services
of the highest
standard.
In CATV, Alpha
has set the standard
in Standby Power
technology. This
leadership is based on
along list of `firsts' in
powering concepts
and product capabilities. Implementation

...AVERY FEW
SET THEM.
of Alpha's single
ferro-resonant power
supply design revolutionized the industry
and gave new
meaning to cable
system reliability and
customer satisfaction.
Direct cost reductions through
improved battery
performance and

simplified system
maintenance were
brought about by
Alpha's temperature
compensating and
performance monitor-

Please see us at NCTA, Booth #3145

ing circuit designs. In
addition to these
technological contributions, Alpha has

established the
highest quality and
safety standards. To
date Alpha remains
the only Standby
Power manufacturer
offering UL, CSA
and SEV listed
products to the
CATV industry.
The unique Lifeline
status monitoring
system provides

diagnostic information and remote
control facilities on
one-way and two-way
cable systems. This
pioneering development now enables
operators to optimize
service strategies and
reduce overall system
maintenance costs.
Lifeline is Alpha's
latest in aseries of

historic status
monitoring milestones: the first and
only stand-alone
power-supply monitoring system,
hardware interfaces

for the major amplifier monitoring
systems, and
complete monitoring
software have all
preceded the Lifeline
introduction.
Alpha Technologies
set the standards in
Standby Power for
one reason: Alpha's
customers won't settle
for second best.

ALPHA

TECHNOLOGIES

're Here to BackYou Up.
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98225
TELEPHONE:
206-647-2360
7033 Antrim Ave.
Burnaby, B.C. V5J 4M5
TELEPHONE:
604-430-1476
TELEX: 04-356760
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SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
SUPPORT MEANS PROFITS
YOU CAN DEPEND ON.

WE BACK OUR EQUIPMENT
AS WELL AS WE BUILD IT.
Without reliable service and support,
your CATV equipment will end up
costing more than you think. Downtime, slow shipments and poor technical assistance all drive up aproduct's
total life cost. And they all eat into your
profit. That's why Scientific-Atlanta
doesn't just build superior equipment,
we also back it with one of the most

comprehensive support programs in
the industry.

training to keep you up to date on
the latest CATV technology.

OUR COMPLETE ATTENTION.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE.

Before you buy anything, we review
your operational requirements to make
sure you get exactly what you need.
Applications engineers configure your
system, then become your technical
consultants after installation. They
also provide technical seminars and

Professional field service personnel
install your system and keep acomplete, detailed file on it. So you can
get technical consulting, upgrades,
retrofits or replacement equipment
fast. And with our extensive training
and support materials, your own
technicians quickly become experts
in system start-up, operation and
maintenance. It's all covered in depth
by excellent technical documentation.
NO LONG WAITING.
Need equipment fast? Cablemart has
a$1 million spare parts inventory and
24-hour delivery. Plus, skilled service
technicians are always available to
handle emergencies. Scientific-Atlanta
has always stood for fast, dependable
service. We wouldn't stand for anything less.
OUR WORD IN WRITING.
We don't just talk reliability, we put it
in writing. All new equipment comes
with aone to three year parts and
labor warranty. Converters are even
backed by a99% reliability guarantee. And awide range of maintenance agreements protects your
investment even longer,
Time is money. The longer your
equipment lasts, the more you profit.
And we're there after the sale to make
sure it does. So call us today for the
best performance and value available
at any price. And for profits you can
depend on.

Call 1-800-722-2009

Scientific
Atlanta
Our Top Concern
Is Your Bottom Line.

Reader Service Number 8
•Ask your sales representative for more information on our
warranties, guarantees and maintenance agreements.
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The quality
of the
professional
At the recently concluded SCTE
Cableac Expo in Orlando, sessions
on professionalism and engineering
management, while generally well attended, were clearly not the most
popular workshop sessions at the convention. Ifind this puzzling. Is there
anyone who would not like to be
thought of as doing his or her job in a
professional way? Surely not the people
who come to the Cable-Tee Expo and
spend hour after hour in workshops
and seminars while the Florida sun
shines outside.
On the other hand, Ifind it understandable for the simple reason that
concepts and components that we associate with a professional are hard to
grasp. They are nebulous in the extreme and they have a nasty habit of
creating the well-known "horns of a
Wendell H. Bailey, NCTA, vice
president, Science and Technology

dilemma." Indeed, when confronted
head-to-head with many of these concepts in real life, painful choices are
usually the result.
These concepts embody such qualities as competence, loyalty, morality,
ethics, honesty and fairness. These
things sound good on paper and are
fairly easy to define in the abstract,
but we're not talking about the application of these qualities in the abstract.
We're talking about how they apply to
daily situations and crises that may
arise.
Most people get chances to struggle
with the values discussed here but they
come at the most inopportune times,
like in the middle of adeadline situation. My puzzlement over why these
sessions were not more popular is based
on the fact they offered a chance to
debate situations with hard, troubling
choices in an environment where the
consequences do not have an immediate or personal result.
Let me try to relate what it is about
the quality of a professional that so
clearly distinguishes an employee from
a co-worker. Two employees can both
be adequate or, indeed, excellent at
their job and yet it is possible to see the
difference if one has the attributes of a
professional. The difference is almost
always more readily apparent in times
of stress.
By stress I mean the conflict and
turmoil brought on by projects, crises,
personnel decisions, deadlines and
things of that sort. While each employee
may be competent at dealing with each
of these things, the hallmark of the
person with a professional attitude is
the way in which that person considers
the impact of any action or decision he
is about to make on areas outside his
realm of authority.
The person with a non-professional
attitude will only consider the immediate ramifications to the area under his
control. For example, the decision of
an engineer to stop recommending a
particular equipment supplier that has
been providing service and goods to a
company for a long time may seem
straightforward. You may agree that
such a decision could be based on a
variety of factors, such as cost, quality
or product, serviceability of the contract or one of several other reasons.
The average employee is likely to
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consider those things only, then make
a decision. The professional, however,
considers awide variety of other issues.
What about the vendor? What will be
the impact on marketplace competition? If there are several companies
making that product, competition may
be vigorous and the effect unnoticeable.
But if there are few competing companies, rejecting one of them outright
may impair the ability to get competitive prices and products in the future.
The employee who considers those
aspects that fall outside his realm of
authority is clearly the more professional.
Some may argue that the above
example does not necessarily demonstrate professionalism, only a more
clever employee who is a better strategic thinker than his co-worker. I
would argue that the kind of person
who constantly considers the world
around him and what impact his activities have on it, and vice versa, is
someone who is demonstrating a professional attitude.
This example only demonstrates one
part of what aprofessional attitude is.
Real professionalism comes in the ability to resolve the conflicts that inevitably arise around the issues of honesty, morality, ethics and fairness,
when major projects or decisions reach
critical points. Those who can perform
the necessary thinking and have the
fortitude necessary to resolve the conflicts in these areas are those who carry
the attitude and ability that also
suggests they may be more professional
that their co-workers.
You'll notice that none of these
qualities include education, degrees,
intelligence, charm or personality. None
of these are necessary to be seen as a
professional. Indeed, there are many
educated people who no one would
mistake for aprofessional just as there
are many people with little or no formal
education who show their competence
and a grasp of the impact of their
actions on the surrounding environment. lbday, this quality is rare enough
to be remarked upon. It need not be
that way. Most of the people who work
in our industry are capable of looking
at their day-to-day jobs in a way that
expands the possibilities for professionalism to apoint where this quality will
no longer be remarkable.

Cablecon°
Cable-in-Conduit...

fill! GREAI PROTECTOR!
Protect your assets and your
1" with
our high standards and specifications.
underground cable all of the way
500 jacketed,
After the conduit is extruded over the
3
/
4"
with RG
through installation with Cableconcoat
flooded
service wire.
cable, it is swept again and each reel is
Cable-in-Conduit (CIC) — 11
2 "
/
with 750
individually certified to meet your
2"
/
1
with RG
"The Great Protector."
jacketed, flooded coax.
stringent QC requirements. The
service wire.
With Cablecon CIC you
end result: Improved quality of
get many hidden benefits that
your underground plant and
aren't apparent on the surface:
product that maintains its reptdl
TIME-PROVEN PERFORMANCE.
capability.
With more than 15 years in business,
EASY AVAILABILITY.
Integral is the oldest and largest
To assure that you get competent service,
supplier of CIC in the CATV industry.
Integral and Channell have created a
As amajor purchaser of cable, Integral
nationwide direct sales network. In
has built tremendous relationships with
addition, distribution warehouses are
all of the major cable manufacturers —
strategically located in the following
all of whom enthusiastically recommend
major cities to serve your needs:
Cablecon CIC for protection of coaxial
•Dallas •Baltimore •Tampa
,
cable in all underground CATV
•Los Angeles
applications.
Whether you're trenching,
HAVE IT YOUR WAY.
THE REAL TEST.
plowing, pulling, or re-pulling, protect
When you choose Cablecon CIC, you get Don't be fooled by substitute products
your assets and specify Cablecon CIC
alot more than just ahole in the ground. that may look similar but fail to come up ... "The Great Protector!" For complete
You select the cable of your choice and
to Integral's high standards of quality and information on CIC, drop-in-conduit,
specify the dB return loss. We take full
performance. Integral
empty duct with pull-string preresponsibility for its performance from
sweeps every reel
installed, or prelubricated conduit,
the time it's shipped until it's in
of cable purchased
contact Integral Corporation or
the ground.
to assure it meets
Channell today.

gljl Integral

90 Corporation
1424 Barry Avenue, Dallas, TX 75223
(214) 826-0590 •(800) 527-2168 except TX
See us at NCTA, Booth #1753
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The economics of system
powering
ith today's high cost of energy
and the need to conserve adwindling supply of fossil fuels, the
CATV operator must be knowledgeable
in the ways he can design his system
for economical powering.
Notwithstanding the sometimes arbitrary methods employed by power companies in their determination of how
much aparticular CATV system should
pay for being connected to its secondaries, the lower the actual kilowatt
hours per month the system devours,
the lower will be its retribution.
A working knowledge of the effects

W

•

= The resistance of 2000 of .750 coaxial cable
with copper clad center conductor (.98 ohms/
1000)

•

= Pole-mounted power supply

A 30 volt surge in phase with the 30 volt input voltage
will produce a120 volt output.

(10 • 30

trout

Output

Transformer Wired
Fbr 30 Volt Operation
A
A 30 volt surge in phase with the 60 volt input voltage
will produce a90 volt output.

(30 •60 •90

ZL = Load consisting of 3amplifier stations.
W

• 120)

See.

= Wattage dissipated within the cable

Transformer Wired
Fbr 60 Volt Operation

V1 = Voltage drop across cable resistance
VL + Voltage available at load

FIGURE 2

W = I
2R
W = 32(2)
W = 18

VL = V. - V1

V1 =
= 3(2)
V1 = 6

VL = 60 - 6
VL = 54

A

w = 12R
W = 62(2)
W = 72

V I = 1111
V1 = 6(2)
= 12

VL = V

- VL

= 30 - 12
VL = 18

FIGURE 1

the following items can have on the
design of a CATV system will aid in
producing one with greater reliability
and reduced power consumption.
1. Whether the system is to be
©1978. Reprinted with permission IEEE
Transactions on Cable Television, Vol.
CATV-3, No. 3, July 1978.
Richard G. Covell, applications engineer,
General Instrument/Jerrold.

powered for 30- or 60-volt operation
2. The current drawn per active
device
3. The real wattage per active device
4. The number of active devices per
unit of system length
5. The loop resistance of the cable
used to power the devices
6. The effect of input voltage level
on equipment operation, wattage and
current consumption
7. The percentage loading of the
pole-mounted power supplies
8. The location of the pole-mounted
power supplies
Power calculations become somewhat difficult due to the interrelation
of some of these factors, which can
influence the effects of each other
almost as much as they directly influence the total power consumed. This
total power is, of course, the sum of
that used by the active devices, that
which is dissipated in the cable, and
that which is lost to the efficiency of
the pole-mounted supplies.
For a given system, a 30-volt powering source will cause twice as much
current to flow in the coaxial cable than
if supplied with 60 volts, and the power
dissipated in that cable (the cable's
resistance multiplied by the square of
the current) is increased four times! In
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Figure 1, Example lA shows that with
60-volt operation the power is dissipated in 2,000 feet of .750 cable with
copper clad center conductor (.98 ohms
per 1,000 feet loop resistance) is 18
watts, while Example 1B shows that
this same cable would dissipate 72
watts for 30-volt operation.
In this same example the voltage
(IR) drop in the cable with 60-volt
operation would be 6 volts, and would
deliver 54 volts to the stations. With
30-volt operation, the cable's IR drop
would be 12 volts, providing the stations with a"too low" 18-volt input.'
Sixty volt operation improves system
reliability, too. The rectifier portions
of most DC power supplies are designed
to "see" the same AC input voltage,
whether the system is powered by 60
or 30 volts (by changing primary or
secondary transformer winding connections). In Figure 2, the power transformer's dual primary is connected in
parallel for 30-volt operation which
provides a 2:1 voltage step-up at the
secondary output, while a 1:1 transformation is used for 60-volt systems
by connecting the primary windings
in series.
Thus in Figure 2, a 30-volt induced
surge (as may be caused by sheath
currents) in phase with 30-volt cable
powering will result in 120 volts being
delivered to the rectifier rather than
the desired 60 volts (Example 2A). This

Cable Classics
Do you know why 60-volt powering
is commonly used in cable systems?
Do you have any idea what percentage
of the power used by cable plant is
actually dissipated in the cable itself
(and never reaches amplifiers)? Are
you aware of the trade-offs between
cable costs and the costs of polemounted supplies (and utility bills!)?
This paper by Dick Covell, first
published in 1978, discussed these
considerations and the placing of power
supplies for economical powering of
cable distribution plant. Published at
a time when 30-volt powering was
commonplace, and gives insight into
ways of minimizing powering costs.
Graham S. Stubbs
Consulting Engineer
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Channell's
low profile
enclosures for
active equipment...
The best money
can buy!
eee\lete
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Channell has developed
the best low profile enclosures
for active equipment that
money can buy...and we're
ready to prove it to you! To let
you see the benefits of these
low profile enclosures for
yourself, Channell is offering
the CPH-1230 and CPU-1730
enclosures at special reduced
prices—and we'll pay the
freight on pallet quantities.
These high quality
HDPE plastic enclosures have
been designed specifically
for active equipment. They
provide ventilation that is far
superior to other enclosures and—unlike
pedestal is built to handle the increased
metal enclosures—come with brackets,
heat associated with today's higher operatlocks and stakes installed. There's no need
ing frequencies. The standard 400 Series
to worry about missing accessories.
cover provides ventilaCPH-1230 Extending just 13-inches above
CPH-1230
grade, the new CPH-1230 enclosure is
(15 per pallet).
designed to house line extender and tap/
With 400 Series covers:
splitter combinations. It is alow profile
Regularly -$167- eacol
o
l h
alternative to Channell's CPH-1016 and
Special PliCe—$134- each
CPU-1022, and to high profile 10" x10" and
CPH-1730
10" x16" metal pedestals. The CPH-1230
With 500 Series covers:
(6 per pallet).
cover has louvers on both the sides and the
Regularly— S19061each
ends to assure maximum ventilation and minSpecial Price—$1620 each
imize internal ambient temperature rise.
CPH-1730 Designed to house trunk
Blanket orders must be completed by August 31. 1987
amplifiers and passive combinations, the
CPH-1730 low profile

tion for active equipment that is comparable to any other enclosure in the CATV
industry. The 500 Series cover provides
ventilation that exceeds any other fully
equipped amplifier enclosure. This superior
ventilation could result in less wear on
your active equipment and reduce longterm maintenance.
The CPH-1230 and CPH-1730 low profile enclosures have aesthetically pleasing
designs that will assist in gaining acceptance by community leaders. Both come
with ground skirts that act as foundation
support systems for active equipment and
allow for storage of excess cable. Also, active
re-splice capabilities are maximized without having to re-plow, re-pull, or re-trench
coax cables. Additional high quality features
found only in Channell's complete line of
enclosures include: 360° working access
area; Inner-Tite security locks (standard);
and hot dipped galvanized bracketry which
permits mounting of equipment without
modification. Unaffected by extreme
temperatures they are available in light
green or beige and never need painting.
Take advantage of this limited time
offer, and order apallet of Channell's low
profile enclosures now—at reduced prices
and with freight paid. Call Channell toll
free today for immediate response.
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Technology you can trust!
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620 W. Foothill Blvd., Glendora, CA 91740
Telex: 670-368 •(818) 963-1694
(800) 423-1863 except CA
(800) 345-3624 in CA

SINGLE PLANT ABOVE GRADE ENCLOSURES
(Also available — Acomplete line of dual plant above grade enclosures)

CPH-1230 Low Profile Enclosure

CPH-1730 Low Profile Enclosure

Houses line extender and tap/splitter combinations

Houses trunk amplifiers and passive combinations
360° working access area

360° working
access
"CATV" identification
permanently molded
into cover

Universal hot dipped
galvanized strand
bracketry permits
mounting of equipment without
modification

*Concealed high
security locking
system

•••

0.

"CATV" identification
permanently molded
into cover

Universal hot dipped galvanized strand
bracketry permits mounting of equipment without modification
*Concealed high
security locking
system

Rounded corners
for public safety

Rounded corners
for public safety

Constructed of HDPE
plastic. Cover easily
removed and replaced

Anchor slots for
concrete sidewalk
applications

*Hasp padlock system
also available at no
additional cost.

Ground skirt acts as
afoundat'on support
system for active
equipment and allows
for storage of excess
cable. Also, active resplice capabilities are
maximized without
having to re-plow,
re-pull, or re-trench
coax cables.

Constructed
Anchor slots for
of HDPE plastic.
concrete sidewalk
Cover easily removed and
applications
replaced. 400 Series Cover has
louvers on both the sides and
ends. Provides ventilation for active
equipment that is
comparable to
any other
CATV enclosure.

Optional
500 Series
cover with"attic".

Ground skirt acts as
afoundation support
system for active
equipment and allows
for storage of excess
cable, Also. active
re-splice capabilities
are maximized without
having to re-plow,
re-pull, or re-trench
coax cables.

*Hasp padlock system
also available at no
additional cost.

(Trunk amplifier application not shown)

CPH-508

CPH-658

CPH-816

CPH-1016

Designed to house small diameter
taps and for above
ground servfce
wire applications.

Houses all taps currently available
in the CATV industry.

Houses tap and splitter
combinations.

Dimensions: 6.5" diameter,
11" -15" above grade.

Dimensions: 5"
diameter, 11" -15"
above grade.

Shipping: 8per
carton.

Dimensions:
8" diameter,
20" -24"
above grade.

Houses tap, splitter and
line extender
combinations, or
small amplifiers.

Shipping: 12 per
carton.

Shipping:
2per carton.

Dimensions:
10" diameter,
21" -25"
above grade.
Shipping:
2per carton.

(CPH-6512, CPH-1006, CPH-1022 not shown.)
Channell Commercial Corporation
designs and manufactures the broadest
selection of free-breathing above grade pedestals, and airtight and watertight below
grade enclosures available anywhere. In
addition, Channell is the exclusive representative for Integral Corporation's
Cablecon® Cable-in-Conduit and Carson
Industries grade level boxes and vaults.
For complete information on

Channell's total packaging concept,
call or write today.
CHANNELL
COMMERCIAL
CORPORATION
620 W. Foothill Boulevard
Glendora, CA 91740 •Telex: 670-368
(800) 423-1863 except CA
(800) 345-3624 in CA
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CLASSICS

Unless there are compelling
reasons to the contrary, 60
volts is today's best choice for
system powering.

POWER SUPPLY MODEL:

44,
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200

400

600

800

1000
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same 30-volt surge, however, will only
produce a90-volt output at the secondary when set for 60-volt operation
(Example 2B). A 50 percent reduction
in surge voltage is certainly a worthwhile consideration.
Obviously, unless there are compelling reasons to the contrary, 60 volts
is today's best choice for system powering.
The system designer should use the
current carried in the coaxial cable to
determine the power dissipated in that
cable and the voltage available at an
amplifier connected to that cable. He
should not, however, use the voltage
appearing at a station times that
station's current draw (VA) to calculate
the station's "real power" unless the
station offers a purely resistive load.
Fortunately, the reactive nature of the
typical station power supply causes the
voltage to be several degrees out of
phase with the current, resulting in a
lesser "real power" usage and a correspondingly lower utility bill.
As an example, the VA or "apparent" power of one manufacturer's trunk
station with ALS (automatic level and
slope) and bridger is 33 watts (60V x
.55A), while the "real" or actual power
consumed is 29.5 watts ... a reduction
of 10.6 percent. This same manufac-

turer's line extender with a switching
regulator (SR) power supply has an
apparent power of 15 watts (60V x 250
mA), but the "real" power consumed
is less than 12 watts, a better than 20
percent reduction. 2
The system designer should also
consider the cost tradeoffs in selecting
high gain, high output capable amplifiers, (even for 12-channel systems), as
the higher operating levels permitted
will result in fewer stations per mile.
Not only is power consumption less,
but often the total equipment cost as
well.
The selection of the size and type of
coaxial cable is often made with too
little regard for its DC attenuation.
Referring again to Figure 1, had asolid
copper center conductor (.68 ohms/
1,000 feet) been chosen in lieu of the
copper clad (.98 ohm/1,000 feet), the
30-volt powered example would have
dissipated 32 percent less power in the
cable, and the input voltage to the
amplifiers would have risen from a
marginal 18 volts to an acceptable 21.8
volts. The same percentage reduction
in dissipated power applies equally to
60-volt systems, and should the approximately 15 percent increase in cable
cost for solid copper center conductor
be offset by an equal savings in reduced
pole-mounted supply locations, abetter
system will result.
The efficiency of a ferro-resonant
pole-mounted power supply improves
as it is operated closer to its rated
output, as indicated in the following
table:
% Rated Output
% Efficiency
100
90
80
85
50
80
30
70
Ideally, then, the designer should try
to locate these units such that when all
present and planned options are installed in the stations to be served by
each power supply, the amperage drawn
will be just under the maximum specified rating. Doing this will have reduced the number of power supply
locations, improved the efficiency of
those remaining, and if his power
supplies are to be individually metered,
he may have reaped still another
benefit: Grouping more of his con-

sumed power within the cheaper rate
category than commercial users usually receive for exceeding a specified
minimum kilowatt hour per month
usage.
The ideal, however, is not always
easy to achieve. With today's equipment allowing fewer active locations
per mile, and with manufacturers placing emphasis on reducing the current
drawn per station, the voltage drop of
the cable is more likely to be the factor
which limits the number of stations fed
from a given power supply, not its
typical 12- to 14-ampere current capacity.
Amplifier stations incorporating SR
power supplies have so far proven to
be the most efficient in converting the
AC voltage supplied by the cable to the
DC voltage required by the amplifier.
Switching regulator power supplies,
however, increase their current demand
when their input voltage is reduced, a
characteristic which has caused some
system designers to run in circles and
bay at the moon! In determining the
input voltage to a station equipped
with the SR power units, the current
consumed by the station (as found in
the catalog for the operational voltage
selected) is multiplied by the loop
resistance of the cable. This product,
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The current of this amplifier
can now be computed, and
used to calculate the
voltage drop in the cable.

the voltage drop in the cable connecting the amplifier to its source, is then
subtracted from the source voltage. The
result is the voltage appearing at the
input to the station ... except, since it
is now lower than the source voltage,

the current consumed by the station is
really higher, which means the voltage
drop in the cable is really greater,
which means the input voltage to the
amplifier is still lower yet....
Th pick the ideal location for a

POWER SUPPLY..
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New Products from Sachs Communications Inc.
The SC18series Smocon
Clips that are ever so
popular have just had
their price reduced at
the MSO level. This reduction is mainly due to
4
":
•
'W-.
"N
the mechanization of
the assembly process
It I
of these clips using the
new "robot". This has
1,
the capacity of doubling
the production output of
the product. Presently,
the clips are available in three sizes: 6mm for
RG59 cables; 7mm for RG6 cables and 8mm
for Quad cables. The company now also produces these clips painted in black.
n
..

1

The new SC28 series identification tags from
Sachs are made of special MG10 aluminum
alloy, which permits the installer to scribe/write
any information that may be required. There are
three variants in the series: 31
/ "long, 7" long
4
and 7" prestamped, with acompany name or
logo, for example, as desired by the custumer.
There is no additional charge for prestamping
except asmall initial stamp preparation charge.
The SC29 series I.D. Flags are for identifying
coax cables but at 1" length, are much smaller
than the SC28. These are available in plain
MG10 aluminum alloy for scribing on or painted
alloy, in literally any colour desired.
Other new items: To add drops to an existing
clamp, Sachs is now producing the SCO3EK kit
to attach to a previously installed SCO3E Span
Clamp. This saves the time of asecond installation and saves on hardware costs as well.
The SC23 series tap brackets come in two inch
or four inch heights with vertical or plain type
clamps and with or without common grounding.
The SC24 series tap brackets are for wall mounting situations of taps such as in appartments.
The two types are for taps facing down or taps
facing out.
Reader Service Number 11
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The SC12 & SC12D
series of ground brackets and the SC13
ground straps are now
UL Listed. The SC12D
-S81 includes one
F81 connector, permitting asecond one
to be added later on.
It also permits the
addition of asplitter
whenever required
using the SCO9
Splitter Ring Nut.
The SC22 series
Ground Connectors
are available for #4 or
#6 wire, copper or
cadmium plated, to
attach to copper pipes
or various fixtures.
The SC26 House
Hook is for messenger
applications. It has an
oval head, where the
messenger is wrapped, thus eliminating
the need for other
hooks.
Contact Sachs
Communications Inc.
30 West Service Rd.,
Champlain, N.Y.
12919-9703
1-800-361-3685,
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pole-mounted power supply within a
given CATV system design, the designer first requires information (such as
the graph in the appendix) which tells
him the current drawn by aparticular
station as a function of its input
voltage. Starting at the furthest line
extender in the system and working
backwards, he may calculate the current drawn by that station (with whatever options it may be asked to accept)
at the minimum input voltage permitted for the system. This current is then
used to calculate the voltage drop of the
cable between this last location and the
next upstream location. This voltage
drop, when added to the input voltage
of the previous station, defines the
input voltage to this second furthest
amplifier. The current of this amplifier
can now be computed, and when added
to the current of the preceding amplifier is likewise used to calculate the
voltage drop in the cable connected to
the next upstream amplifier. At trunk
or splitting locations, the sum of all
currents must, of course, be used in
calculating the voltage drop in the
cable upstream from that junction
point. This method is continued until
the system powering voltage is reached
and that's where the first power supply
is placed. Of course, the designer has

CLASSICS

Of course, the designer has
kept a tally of total current and
real wattage so far consumed.

PO ,,ER SuPPL7 Ald;)EL: 401/ 451

•
1

=

ance and/or inspection average less
than one in 7 million of systems with
60-volt operation. These units, when
equipped with batteries providing two
to four hours of standby time, can be
sufficiently large and heavy to pre-

elude acceptance by the utility company for pole-mounting, and this should
be checked before purchase. The efficiency of this method is about 40
percent due to the loss in the inverter. •

,looking intothe1000series_

•
I.

eoo
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kept a tally of total current and real
wattage so far consumed and he will
more than likely find the aggregate to
be less than one-half the power supply's
rating. Determination of how many
amplifier locations can be properly
powered on the upstream side of the
newly located power supply is presently done by trial and error, but what
is permissable in the way of loading for
one side of the supply certainly gives
insight into loading the other.
A computer program for the HP 97,
patterned after the one written by
Frank Himsl and Al Kuolas which
appeared in a recent issue of CATJ, is
being developed to simplify finding the
best location for pole-mounted supplies.
In large CATV systems localized
power outages affecting only a few
square-block area can disrupt cable
reception to all subscribers downstream
from the fault. The first entry in the
marketplace to alleviate this condition
was the pole-mounted stand-by supply,
which automatically switches its input
to the output of a battery driven
inverter upon loss of utility power,
maintaining signal carriage to all parts
of the system.
These units will accept standard
auto batteries and the number of
locations requiring battery mainten-

IS LIKE LOOKING INTO

THE FUTURE!

WITH THE LINDSAY 1000 SERIES TRUNK, YOU CAN START WITH AN
OPEN RETURN SYSTEM &MULTIPLEX WHEN YOUR SUBSCRIBER BASE HAS
EXPANDED, BY SIMPLY ADDING MODULES. BY MULTIPLEXING, THE
LINDSAY 1000 SERIES CAN ACCOMMODATE UP TO 400 CONTINUOUSLY
TRANSMITTING HOME TERMINAL UNITS, PER BRIDGER STATION. THE SYSTEM
ALSO FEATURES FAILSAFE FORWARD &REVERSE STATION BYPASS, POWER
DOUBLING &FEED FORWARD, AS WELL AS DIAGNOSTIC CAPABILITIES.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
LIMITED
50 MARY ST. W.
LINDSAY, ONTARIO
CANADA K9V 4S7
TEL: 705-324-2196

CAL: TELEWIRE SUPPLY
COL: ADVANCED COMM.
FL: TELEWIRE SUPPLY
NY: TELEWIRE SUPPLY
OH: THE HEAD END
PA: TONER CABLE EQUIP
TX: TELEWIRE SUPPLY

Reader Service Number 12

415-939-9243
303-596-4464
800-237-8203
800-645-9510
614-766-0874
215-675-2053
800-527-1646
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Third construction survey
confirms nationwide trends
One trend you can't buck in the Lone Star state is the wild
pace of cable system sales, CED's most recent cable system
survey has found. We doubt there's astate in the nation with
as many individual transactions occurring this year. Also,
with nearly three-quarters of the nation's systems tallied, a
fairly consistent construction trend has emerged. Nationwide, about 20 percent of systems are doing some rebuild of
existing plant this year. Also, 34 percent of all systems will
be putting up new plant—either line extensions or new
franchise wiring. The bulk of the newbuild activity is line
extensions, although the mileage is, of course, highly
concentrated in the big urban newbuild areas like Phila-

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
SUMMARY:
Miles

Newbuild
aerial

0-20
21-50
51-100
100+

129
16
2
5

Miles

Rebuild
aerial
52
22
19
17

0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

Channel Upgrades
# of systems = 131;
35-37 channels = 24;
50-56 channels = 4;

Newbuild
underground
91
10
O
Rebuild
underground
49
7
2
4
10-34 channels = 69
40-47 channels = 8
60-80 channels = 5

Currently addressable systems
# of systems = 114
# of subs = 1,032,268
Systems going addressable in 1987
# of systems = 22
Anticipated new subs = 51,302
Pay-per-view
# of systems now offering PPV = 32
Additional systems to offer
PPV in 1987 = 35
Alaska:
Miles
0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

Newbuild
aerial
1
0
0

Newbuild
underground
O
o
o

Miles

Rebuild
aerial
3
0
0
0

0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

Channel Upgrades
# of systems = 3;
35-37 channels = 1;
50-56 channels = 0;

delphia, Washington, D.C., New York, Chicago and Detroit.
One trend that isn't so strong among systems in this survey
is major rebuilds, involving complete wreckout of 100 miles
or more of plant. Most of the aerial newbuild activity is 20
miles or fewer per plant. One nationwide constant is
underground newbuild activity: about 47 percent of all such
activity is concentrated in the 20 miles or fewer category.
Addressability moves, pay-per-view introductions and
channel capacity expansions aren't as widespread in this
region as in the Northeast, Midwest and Mid-Atlantic
regions.

Rebuild
underground
3

o
o
o

10-34 channels
40-47 channels =
60-80 channels

Currently addressable systems
# of systems =
# of subs = N/A

Channel Upgrades
# of systems = 13;
35-37 channels -- 2;
50-56 channels = 0;

Currently addressable systems
# of systems = 10
# of subs = 16,889
Systems going addressable in 1987
# of systems = 1
Anticipated new subs = UKN
Pay-per-view
# of systems now offering PPV = 3
Additional systems to offer
PPV in 1987 = 5

Systems going addressable in 1987
# of systems = 1
Anticipated new subs = 300
Pay-per-view
# of systems now offering PPV =
Additional systems to offer
PPV in 1987 =
Arkansas:
Miles

Newbuild
aerial

0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

15
1
0
0

Newbuild
underground
8
O
O
O

Miles

Rebuild
aerial
3
1
2
1

Rebuild
underground
4
2
O
O

0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

O
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10-34 channels = 10
40-47 channels =
60-80 channels =

Miles

Newbuild
aerial

0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

1
0
1
0

Miles

Rebuild
aerial
0
0
0
0

0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

Channel Upgrades
# of systems = 1;
35-37 channels = 0;
50-56 channels = 0;

Newbuild
underground
2

o
o
O

Rebuild
underground
1
O
O
o
10-34 channels = 1
40-47 channels
60-80 channels =

Currently addressable systems
# of systems -- 2
# of subs = 102,123

We won't walk away
›tii
it's turned on, and you're satisfied.

Cable Services can do
your entire construction
job, including design and
field engineering. But
our responsibility doesn't
end there. We're also a
full-line supplier of
everything from the
head-end to the drop
materials. If you need
service, we have a

complete repair facility.
And, if you need
something overnight,we'll
get it to you. All of this
means fewer headaches
for you.
We do the whole job.
And we guarantee all
of it.
Call TOLL FREE: 800-233-8452
(In PA:) 800-332-8545

k
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r
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Cable Services Company Inc.

2113 Marydale Ave., Williamsport, PA 17701 •717 /323-8518
Reader Service Number 13

Construction products/
services marketplace
177 Defense Highway
Suite C -Nichols Center
Annapolis, Maryland 21401
301/721-2744

ALACRITY
=

•

e"
- !=.

A Unique Approach
1-800-752-9663 (outside MD)
261-8110 (Washington, DC)
841-5057 (Baltimore)

Susan K. Hayes
President

We're the contract
service that does it all.
CATV
Subscriber
Services, Inc.
108 State Street
Suite102
Greensboro, NC 27408
919-273-5553 (in NC)
800-334-0860

•Mapping
•Design &Engineering
•Construction. Aerial 8c
Underground
•Door-to-Door Sales 8c
Marketing
•Installations

Reader Service Number 93

Reader Service Number 89

THE BEASTrm

COMMUNICATIONS

APARTMENT BOX

PHILIP A. VERRUTO
VICE PRESIDENT. SALES
AND MARKETING
P.O. Box 505, Quakertown, PA 18951
(215) 536-1354 TELEX 510-651-0060

Cable Security Systems, Inc.
459 N. Dean Road o P.O. Box 2066 o Auburn, AL 36831
205/821-0745 D 205/821-7436
Reader Service Number 94

Reader Service Number 90

L.R. Don Quinton

Staple Gun Tackers • Stapling Machines • Staples
Glue Guns • Rivet Tools • Glues e Rivets

President
Chairman of the Board
Cable Television Services, Inc.
120 Erbbe N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87123

271 MAYHILL STREET
SADDLE BROOK. N.J. 07662
(201) 843-6900

505-292-7766
505-298-1891

Reader Service Number 95

Reader Service Number 91

Harold Bighorn

Data Transmission Devices, Inc.

President

61 7-5 32-1 884

Cable Construction, Inc.
Complete CATV Construction
(904)932-6869

P.O. Box 903
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561

Reader Service Number 92
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Stan Johnson
Vice President -C.0.0.

65 Walnut Street, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960
Reader Service Number 96

CONSTRUCTION MARKETPLACE

Quaii Construction
and/retaliation
SINCE 1977

"Satellite Communications Equipment"
STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR FOR
HEADEND & DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT
CATV MATV SMATV

JD Thomas
President

PO Box 308 / 22 N. 2nd St.

/ Tipp City, Ohio 45371

7720 Blankenship
Houston, Texas 77055
(713) 956-2984
800-231-0629 #538

/ 513/667-4416

Reader Service Number 97

Reader Service Number 101

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS FOR PC OPERATION

THE
INSTALL
PEOPLE.

• BILLING & SUBSCRIBER MANAGEMENT
• MAINTENANCE SUPPORT
• CAD SYSTEMS FOR CATV
• TI ANALYSIS

CS COMMUNICATIONS INC.

Serving the industry
since 1974

ENGLISH
ENTERPRIZES
P.O. Box 6494
Orlando, Florida 32853

CHARLES E. SAMPSON
P RESIDENT

2929 ESKRIDGE RD. #P1
703-560-0080

Reader Service Number 98

\ CABLE TV

305-898-7134

FAIRFAX. VA 22031

O Aerial Installs
O Underground
Installs
O Drop Transfer
O Commercial
Development
D Design
• Audits
D Retrofit
Programs

Reader Service Number 102

CONTRACT INSTALLERS, INC.

UHF Radio Equipped Trucks •Uniformed Installers
HOUSE INSTALLATIONS
Aerial -Underground -Pre-wire
APARTMENT INSTALLATIONS
Post wire -Pre-wire -Commercial Building
Tap Audits

0-ma

MAI Communications, Inc.
MAI CATV, Inc.
141 Shreve Avenue
Barrington, NJ 08007
(609) 547-1600
(800) MAI-CATV

Install or Remove Traps and/or Conveners
Drop change over for System Rebuilds

LENNY FISCHER
(414) 582-7087

P.O. Box 1564
Appleton, Wisconsin 54913-1564

Reader Service Number 99

TOM GIRA RD
President
Reader Service Number 103

Randy A. Pattison

(606) 598-6517

CARPENTER CABLE CONSTRUCTION

8120 Knue Rd. Suite 106
Indianapolis, IN 46250
Telephone (317) 849-7572

Communications

(800) 367-1450

• Eagle Comtronics

Traps &Taps

Route 3 Box 503B
Manchester, KY 40962
Reader Service Number 100

CARTIS CARPENTER

•Texscan Instruments
SLM &Test Equipment
Reader Service Number 104
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REBUILDING OR
UPGRADING
YOUR CATV
SYSTEM?
WANT TO AVOID
THE USUAL
STRESS?

NACOM's
YOUR
ANSWER!
We offer experienced
personnel, competitive
pricing, completion on
schedule, nationwide service
and turnkey if desired.
CALL
Jerry Evans
NaCom Construction Corp.
for Plant Construction and
Engineering or
Eli McKay
NaCom Corp.
for Drop Replacements/
transfers/installs/MDU
wirings/traps/converter
change-outs
at

1-800-848-3998

or

construction survey

Systems going addressable in 1987
# of systems =
Anticipated new subs = N/A
Pay-per-view
# of systems now offering PPV = 1
Additional systems to offer
PPV in 1987 =
Kansas:
Miles
0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +
Miles
0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

Available with Regional
Service Centers in Arizona,
Southern and Northern
California, Georgia,
Kentucky, Minnesota,
Missouri, Ohio, Texas and
Virginia. Local service
centers in many other
locations.

Currently addressable systems
# of systems = 13
# of subs = 77,362
Systems going addressable in 1987
# of systems = 2
Anticipated new subs = 8,593

Newbuild
underground
10
1
O
O

Pay-per-view
# of systems now offering PPV = 3
Additional systems to offer
PPV in 1987 = 5

Rebuild
aerial
15
2
3
2

Rebuild
underground
9

Miles

Newbuild
aerial

0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

19
5
1
2

o
o

O
1
O

Missouri:

Channel Upgrades
# of systems = 17;
35-37 channels = 3;
50-56 channels = 1;

Rebuild
10-34 channels = 9 Miles
aerial
40-47 channels = 1
3
60-80 channels = 1 0-20
21-50
3
51-100
3
Currently addressable systems
100 +
0
# of systems = 11
# of subs = 51,082
Channel Upgrades
# of systems = 19;
Systems going addressable in 1987
35-37 channels = 3;
# of systems = 2
50-56 channels = 0;
Anticipated new subs = 9,416
Pay-per-view
# of systems now offering PPV = 1
Additional systems to offer
PPV in 1987 =

Miles
0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +
Miles
0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +
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10-34 channels = 5
40-47 channels = 2
60-80 channels =

Newbuild
aerial
13
1

Mississippi:

1-614/895-1313

# of systems = 11;
35-37 channels = 2;
50-56 channels = 1;

Newbuild
underground
15
5
o
Rebuild
underground
3
1
o
O
10-34 channels = 12
40-47 channels = 1
60-80 channels =

Currently addressable systems
# of systems = 16
# of subs = 261,505
Systems going addressable in 1987
# of systems = 2
Anticipated new subs = 2,800

Newbuild
aerial
22
2
0
0

Newbuild
underground
9
O
o
O

Pay-per-view
# of systems now offering PPV = 6
Additional systems to offer
PPV in 1987 = 3

Rebuild
aerial
2
5
1
2

Rebuild
underground
4

Miles

Newbuild
aerial

0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

17
2
0
0

Channel Upgrades

o
O

Oklahoma:
Newbuild
underground
20

1
O
o

Remember when 20, 12-even 5channels were your maximum potential?
Now...

Rebuilding?
Save Money
With JERROID
Expand the bandwidth of your system -and your revenue-producing
channel potential -simply by dropping in Jerrold STARLINE® SJ-330 modules.
This quick and easy upgrade to 330 MHz can help you maximize your revenues
and requires:

R

em
1951, when
TV stations were low in power
and antennas not very efficient? Milton
len-old Shapp, the founder ofJerrold
didn't realize he was helping to create a
new industry when he developed an
amplifier that Bob Tarlton needed for
his Lansford, PA community antenna
system.
Cable was new, but it grew rapidly
And Jerrold grew with i4 developing
improved amplifiers, channel equipmen4 and numerous innovations that
increased revenue potentials for operators, and established Jerrold as the leading supplier in the industry.

• No respacing of trunk amplifiers
• No major equipment costs
• No prolonged construction
Regardless of the make or vintage amplifiers now in your system, Jerrold
can show you how to rebuild economically. If you have STARLINE 20 equipment, you'll realize the biggest savings with Jerrold STARLINE SJ-330 drop-ins.
Other amplifiers can be replaced easily and economically by acomplete
STARLINE SJ-330 station. Detailed information on what you will need and
what savings you can achieve is contained in anew Jerrold STARLINE 20 SJ
Series brochure -yours for the asking.
And Jerrold has other possibilities for you too. For longer cascades and
greater channel capacity there's Jerrold STARLINE X feedforvvard and power
doubling amplifiers. Whatever your specific needs, there's areliable, low-cost
Jerrold product to satisfy them.
Send for the Jerrold STARLINE 20 SJ Series brochure, today. Call or write
Jerrold Division, General Instrument Corporation, 2200 Byberry Road,
Hatboro, PA 19040. (215) 674-4800.

JERROLD
You know we'll be there.

Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #2100

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
General Instrument 1986

Ruder Servira NI
trailer q

construction

Miles

0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

--•-•••••• •-•

Rebuild
aerial
8
4
1
4

Channel Upgrades
# of systems = 15;
35-37 channels = 4;
50-56 channels = 1;

Systems going addressable in 1987
# of systems = 5
Anticipated new subs = 9,500
Pay-per-view
# of systems now offering PPV -= 4
Additional systems to offer
PPV in 1987 = 2

Jerrold in stock!
Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #2345

Texas:

That's right. And a lot of it's in stock, ready
Miles

for immediate delivery. Hard to find items like
multi-taps, line extenders and trunk amplifiers.
Why wait for annoying, lengthy
backorders when you can have the
equipment you need shipped to you
today. At competitive prices.
Call us toll free at the regional

41
5
1

1

Miles

Rebuild
aerial

Rebuild
underground

0-20
21-50

18

7
9
8

Order your Jerrold distribution

Channel Upgrades

equipment from TELE -WIRE

# of systems = 52;
35-37 channels = 9;
50-56 channels = 2;

ÏP,

Corporate Headquartera
7 Michael Avenue • C.S. 6025
E. Farmingdale, NY 11735

Call the regional distribution center nearest you.
free:
free:
free:
free:

Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #2345
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800/645-9510; in
800/237 -8203 ;in
800/527-1646; in
800/624 -8358; is

NY 516 /
293-7788
FL only 800 /
282-8257
TX only 800/442-9926
MI on13• 800/523-9537

Newbuild
underground
27
3

0-20
21-50
51-100
100 +

51-100
100 +

SUPPLY CORPORATION

Reader Service Number 32

Newbuild
aerial

distribution center nearest you.

today.

Northeast —Toll
Southeast — Toll
Southwest —Toll
Midwest — Toll

10-34 channels = 7
40-47 channels = 3
60-80 channels =

Currently addressable systems
# of systems = 5
# of subs = 9,724

lepteee

rizemir

Rebuild
underground
9
2
1
1

O

16
2

O

10 34 channels = 23
40-47 channels = 1
60-80 channels = 4

Currently addressable systems
# of systems = 57
# of subs = 513,583
Systems going addressable in 1987
# of systems = 9
Anticipated new subs = 20,693
Pay-per-view
# of systems now offering PPV = 14
Additional systems to offer
PPV in 1987 = 20

Your next trencher.
Here's what you'll miss if it
isn't aCase 760.
Exclusive four-wheel

Minimal maintenance.

maneuverability

Only Case offers atrencher with no daily
lubrication requirements. Just check the easyto-read hydraulic oil sight gauge and engine
oil level and you're ready to go. To further
reduce maintenance needs, the planetary
trencher drive is sealed in oil — another
Case exclusive.

Rigid-frame design and unique Case FourWheel Selective Steering give you extraordinary

Easy operation.

maneuverability, with precision handling and
excellent traction in three different steering
modes. Front-wheel steering is perfect for
trenching and roading. Crab steering puts each
tire in aseparate track for more gripping power
on slopes. And our exclusive coordinated steering mode gives you tight, full-power turning. The
steering wheel controls both front and rear wheel
direction. When changing from coordinated to
front-steer, the rear wheels automatically return to
the straight-ahead position.

A single-lever control raises, lowers,
tilts and angles the backfill blade. The
operator's platform is isolated from the
mainframe to reduce vibration. And
there's acomfortable, adjustable swivel
seat. These are just afew of the ways the
760 can increase operator efficiency, with
features available only from Case.
Greater maneuverability. Reduced maintenance. Easy operation. Three of the many good
reasons to see your Case dealer soon and get
the competitive edge in trenching.

JI
Case

A Tenneco Company

700 State Street Racine, WI 53404 U.S.A.

Building On Qua!aim
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Optical fiber super-trunking
review of a specific application
for video interconnection on
single-mode optical fiber over a
13.9-mile path, covering system design,
aerial and underground plant construction, terminal equipment selection and operating results. Both digital
and analog circuits are used in the
system, and the economics and performance of the two approaches are
compared. The digital equipment installed transports four video channels
on a single-mode fiber using both
1300nm and 1550nm lasers, and the
analog system is tested transporting
both eight and 12 channels per fiber.
'lb explore the potential of the system,
tests are run on afiber path 27.8 miles
(44.7 km) in length. Using actual costs,
an updated economic comparison between fiber optic systems and FM video
coaxial systems is made.
The conclusion is drawn that analog
fiber video transmission systems have
been developed to the point where they
offer economics and performance generally superior to, and reliability substantially better than, FM video coaxial systems. Both analog and digital
fiber systems are shown to be capable
of excellent quality video transmission
through apath loss of over 25 dB.
The technology to make optical fiber
super-trunking apractical, economical
option for CATV system interconnection and other video signal transportation applications is here. Such systems
are significantly more reliable than
other options due to the practicality of
very long, totally passive links. In an
increasing number of cases, they are
actually less expensive than the more
traditional alternatives; microwave and
FM video on coaxial cable. This paper
is intended to document the construction
of such a system and to draw conclusions from the performance results and
economics which emerged. It is hoped
that this will make the optical fiber
option more accessible to the CATV
industry.
In 1985, this author published a
report in the NCTA Technical Papers

A

The time has come: a
performance report on a
real-world system.
outlining fiber basics for CATV applications and providing economic and performance comparisons between FM coaxial cable, and analog and digital singlemode fiber optic video transmission
systems. The conclusions, based on the
information available at that time,
indicated clear advantages for each of
these three technologies, but indicated
that as the optical fiber field continued
to mature, the balance would shift in
favor of the fiber approaches. That has,
to some extent, happened, as will be
demonstrated through the experience
documented here.
Planning and design
Oceanic Cablevision Inc. currently
serves 165,000 cable homes on the
Island of Oahu in Hawaii. The acquisition and assimilation of an adjacent
cable system made it necessary to
provide an interconnection between
Oceanic's headend and the new system.
Because of local advertising insertions,
tape importation of signals not available from satellite, tape-delay of satellite signals, and the lack of highquality off-air reception due to an
intervening mountain range, it was
necessary to transport virtually all of
Oceanic's signals to this system.
An FM video coaxial trunk existed
over part of the route, but it had
insufficient channel capacity and was
plagued with frequent power outages

©1986. with permission from the NCTA
Technical Papers, 1986.
James A. Chiddix, American Television
& Communications Inc.
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of long duration in the mountainous
rain forests through which it passed.
Microwave was not a serious option
because of the lack of sites for aroute
of less than three hops.
The logical route for this new interconnection passed Oceanic's earth station facilities. An FM coaxial supertrunk had been in use for some years
to connect this facility with Oceanic's
headend, and that trunk was in need
of substantial additional capacity.
These factors combined to make a
multiple-fiber single-mode optical trunk
attractive to provide highly reliable
capacity for transportation of additional signals from the earth station to
Oceanic's headend, and of all of Oceanic's channels to the new system. The
schematic in Figure 1demonstrates the
configuration of the planned system.
Two fibers were to be used to provide
additional capacity from the Kalihi
earth station to the Waimanu headend,
and four fibers to provide signal carriage to Kaneohe, the primary hub of
the newly acquired cable system.
The distance to be traversed was
13.9 miles (22.3 km) and a design
power budget was created. One necessary element in developing a power
budget is a knowledge of the number
of splices. Physical locations and underground pulling conditions were taken
into account in selecting the splice
locations, while keeping fiber reel
lengths long. Figures 2and 3show the
splice locations, and the fiber cable reel
lengths which were ordered. Additional footage was ordered on each reel
to allow for vertical riser pole runs, and
to provide slack to make fusion splicing
easier. This extra footage could also be

< Figure 1>
WAIMANU
STREET
HEADEND

7.3 MILES
(11.7 Km)
6-FIBER CABLE

SYSTEM SCHEMATIC

KALIHI
EARTH
STATION

KANEOHE
HUB

6.6 MILES
(10.6 Km)
4-FIBER CABLE

A great cover up for
underground CATV installations!
Carson Industries, Inc., aleading
manufacturer of structural foam plastic
utility products has developed afull line
of Grade Level Boxes (GLB) that are a
great cover up for underground
CATV plant.
Ideal for housing drops, passives
and active splice applications, there's a
Carson "GLB" designed to meet your
requirements:
•GLB-608 — For housing single RG
drop underground cable.
•GLB-610 — Houses multi-drop
underground cables.
•GLB-1419 — Designed for use in
special passive and drop
applications.
•GLB-1320 — For underground
drop and passive electronics
applications. Also used for
coax feeder and trunk
cable splices.
•GLB-1324 — Available
in 12" and 15" depths
for housing underground single or dual
passive applications, and for
coax feeder and trunk cable splices.

•GL13-1730 — This box comes in
either 12", 15", or 18" depths. It will
house single and dual plant tap/
splitter combinations, and coax trunk
splices. Optional racking is also
available for special below grade active
equipment applications.
Carson GLB features include HDPE
structural foam plastic; 100% stainless
steel hex bolts, or optional penta and
captive security bolts; available in grey
or green with ultra-violet stabilizers
added; box bodies tapered to eliminate
ground upheaval and provide stability;
CATV identification molded into
covers; optional anti-skid covers

See us at NCTA, Booth #1753

available; and hot-dipped galvanized
steel bracketry available for below grade
active device applications.
Carson GLBs are marketed
exclusively by Channell as part of the
Channell total packaging concept for
underground CATV installations. They're
also readily available from authorized
distributors throughout North America:
Anixter
Cable TV Supply
Signal Vision
Looking for agreat cover
up for your underground CATV
installations? Take agood
look at Carson's complete
line of Grade Level Boxes.
For complete information,
call Channell toll-free, or
contact your nearest
authorized Carson
distributor.

CARSON
INDUSTRIES
INC.
1925 "A" Street La Verne, CA 91750
Reader Service Number 34
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The terminal equipment
selected for the first phase of
the project was digital.

< Figure 3 >

< Figure 2 >

FIBER ORDERING LIST

SPLICE LOCATION DESIGN
WAIMANU
NEADENO
FACILITY

A
A

REEL "A"

REEL "B"
X

4623' SPLICE *1 4388
REEL "D"

X

3906' SPUCE

X

Waimanu Street to Splice #1
Splice #1 to Splice #2
Splice #2 to Splice #3
Splice #3 to Splice #4
Splice #4 to Splice #5

A

SPUCE *2 4292' SPLICE *3

REEL "E"
4 5000'

REEL "F"
•X•
X
BRUCE *5 6141' syucE •6
mum SATELLITE
EARTH

REEL "G"

REEL "H"

4462' smicE *7

4476'

STATION

REEL"I"

BRUCE *e 5450' SPLICE *9
D

REEL "J"

REEL "K"
REEL "L"
X
•X
X
5013' smicE io 3834' spucE *11 3031' SAUCE *12

D
D

REEL "M"

REEL "N"

X
5788' spLicE*14

REEL "0"

6144' SPUCE *13 3923'

pulled through the system to simplify
repair splicing, should the system be
cut in the future. The fiber order
specified reel lengths to a tolerance of
-0 percent, +5percent.
The power budget in Figure 4 reflects relatively conservative design.
The budget assumes asplice loss of 0.25
dB per slice; fiber loss of 0.4 dB per
kilometer both at 1300nm and 1550nm;
connector loss at terminal equipment
of 0.5 dB per connector, and a total
WDM diplexer loss of 6dB. The potential for future use of the same fiber at
both 1300nm and 1550nm was considered an important factor. A total design
path loss of 25 dB, used in evaluating
terminal equipment, allowed for asafe
operating margin.
The fiber cable to be used was
selected on the basis of both cost and
availability. Because of the fact that
there was substantial demand for singlemode fiber from the telecommunications industry, availability was an
especially important factor. A steel
strength member was specified, along
with loose buffering of the fibers, in
pairs, in gel-filled polyethylene tubes.
A Kevlar wrapping and an outer polyethylene jacket were specified, but no
armor was required since the cable
would not be direct-buried at any point.
The same cable was specified for both
aerial and underground portions of the
route.
The cable which was selected cost

STRAND

REEL USE
LOCATION

A

REEL "C"

D
ICANEOHE
SYSTEM
HUB

Splice #5 to Splice #6
Slice #6 to Splice #7
Splice #7 to Earth Station
Earth Station to Splice #9
Splice #9 to Splice #10
Splice #10 to Splice #11
Splice #11 to Splice #12
Splice #12 to Splice #13
Splice #13 to Splice #14
Splice #14 to Kaneohe Hub

approximately $1.05 per foot for the six
fiber portions and 75 cents per foot for
four fibers, which equates to about 60
cents per fiber-meter. The outside diameter of the cable was the same (0.46")
in either case, with one buffer tube
being replaced with a solid polyethylene cord in the four-fiber cable. The
manufacturer selected, Siecor Corp., of
Hickory, N.C., agreed to a maximum
loss specification of 0.4 dB per kilometer at both 1300nm and 1550nm.
The terminal equipment selected for
the first phase of the project (channels
which were most urgently required)
was digital. Although digital equipment costs were significantly higher
than analog, there was digital equipment available which was reasonably
competitive, could be delivered quickly,
and in which there was a high degree
of confidence in performance, based on
other installations. This equipment
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< Figure 4>

DESIGN POWER BUDGET: Waimanu

Laser Output
Fiber Loss:
22.3 Km @ 0.4 O6/Km
Splice L050
14 @ 925 Ea
Com Loss
2ST,as Ea
WCIN Loss
2@ 3Ea

Street to Kaneohe

ANALOG
(1300 nn9
-3 dern

DIGITAL
(1300 nrnl
—3 clrirn

DIGITAL
(1550.9
-5 dem

89 dB

89dB

89 de

3.5 dB

3.5 dB

3.5 48

19 dB

1.0 de

1.0 dB

69 dB

6.0 dB

6.0 de

TOTAL LOSS
POWER INPUT
MIN RECEIVER INPUT

19.4 dB
—294 am
—28.0 dem

19.4 dB
—22.4 Om
—34.0 dem

194 OB
—294 dElm
—34.0 dem

SYSTEM MARGIN

5.6 dem

11.6 dem

9.6 dBm

LENGTH

REEL #

4623'
4388'
4292'
3906'
5000'
6141'
4462'
4476'
5450'
5013'
3834'
3031'
5788'
6144'
3923

A

D
E
G
H

N
O

REEL LENGTH
ORDERED RECEIVED
4825'
4600'
4500'
4125'
5400'
6575'
4850'
4900'
5650'
5200'
4100'
3250'
6000'
6400'
4300'

5032'
4808'
4858'
4461'
5776'
7013'
5143'
5264'
5720'
5510'
4339'
3638'
6570'
7016'
4494

was ordered from Quant,e Corp., of

Santa Clara, Calif.
In the equipment specified, video is
converted from analog to digital form
with seven-bit encoding (providing 128step amplitude resolution) and a 9.28
MHz sampling rate, producing a data
stream of 65 MBits/sec. Audio is converted using 12-bit encoding (16-bit
encoding is optional).
Two video channels and up to eight
audio channels (or 16 RS-232 signals)
are time division multiplexed (TDM'd)
together into a 140 MBit/sec. data
stream. As Figure 5demonstrates, data
streams (each including two video
channels and associated audio signals)
are applied to one 1300nm laser and
one 1550nm laser. The outputs of the
two lasers are combined optically in a
process termed "wavelength division
multiplexing" (WDM), and the resulting two optical carriers, containing
four video signals, are transported on
one single-mode fiber. At the receive
end, signals are optically separated,
received with PIN-FET detectors and
demultiplexed, and the baseband signals recovered. The equipment uses
Lasertron lasers and QLT PIN-FET
receivers. This entire process involves
well understood technology and the
equipment has essentially no adjustments.
For the second phase of the project,
providing the remainder of channels
in the system, there was sufficient time

Broadband:
For the best in distribution amplifiers
Broadband Engineering offers adistribution
amplifier for every application from the lowest
cost to the highest performance CATV, MATV
and SMATV installation.

excellent heat transfer from active devices for
long life and reliable service.

Flexibility to meet demanding system requirements is our goal with:
•Bandwidths up to 550 MHz
•Gains from 14 to 50 dB
•One and two-way operation
•Sub, mid and high-split options
•Standard or power doubler hybrids
Extruded aluminum housings insure

And we don't forget maintenance either. Our
hybrids are installed in sockets so that replacement is quick and easy and down time short.
We don't cut corners in design, we engineer the
best
For more information, call Broadband Engineering at 800-327-6690 (305-747-5000 in Florida) or
write us at 1311 Commerce Lane, Jupiter, Florida
33458.

For quality, performance and service, call Broadband

AUGAT BRUMMANO
Quality and Innovation

Reaaer Service Number 35
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This entire process involves
well understood technology
and the equipment has
essentially no adjustments.

<Figure 5>
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R.T.G.* VERSALIFTS •Ready for You -Right Now!
When you need alift in ahurry, call
your Versalift Distributor. He has
fast access to our R.T.G.* pool of
complete, mounted Versalifts. No
waiting because of long delivery on
vehicles, manufacturing delays, or
freight problems. Best of all, they're
Versalitts, with job-proven
reliability and industry-wide
acceptance. And, since we're
mounting them in quantity, the
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prices are right, too. Truck or van
mounted, telescopic or "elbow"
models, with working heights up to
55 feet, all ready to go to work —
Now!

For the name of your
Versalltt Distributor,
call:

o

TIME
MANUFACTURING COMPANy

*n

needy To Go

Mounted on current
model chassis.
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P.O. Box 20368
Waco, TX 76702-0368
(817) 776-0900

Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #3118

f

re
CALL THE LEADER IN
HE CATV INDUSTRY

T

TOLL-FREE 800-327-9767
(IN FL.) 800-433-0107
REPLACEMENT
COMPONENTS
REPAIR
UPGRADE
With confidence in our products, money back guarantee,
experienced personnel and aproven track record, why would
you settle for less?

WHEN ONLY EXCELLENCE WILL DO!
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE OUR NEW 1987 CATALOG—CHECK HERE 0

Qar
QUALITY R.F. SERVICES, INC.
850 PARK WAY

JUPITER, FL 33477

*Replacement Components*

*Upgrade Electronics*

*Repair Service*

System Name
Address
City/State

ZIP

Telephone (
Your Name
Equipment Used in System

Reader Service Number 41

Please:
fl Send Replacement
Components Catalog

__ Position

El Send information on
repair service.
0 Send information on
Circuit Boards to
increase your
channel capacity.
DMV

SUPER-TRUNKING

The !primary concern with the
technology was the potential
effect of intermodulation
products.

to thoroughly explore analog transmission. Analog transmission was particularly attractive because it involved
substantially less expensive terminal
equipment, and could, with available
equipment, transport significantly more
video channels per optical fiber. In
addition, frequency-modulated (FM) frequency division multiplexed (FDM)
analog video transmission on fiber is
theoretically capable of excellent video
performance. The primary concern with
the technology was the potential effect
of intermodulation products between
the various FM subcarriers due to
non-linearities in both the laser and
detector systems. Because of these
concerns, a demonstration was arranged by the equipment vendor with
the assurance that eight video channels per fiber would be delivered over
a25 dB path within ItS250B (mediumhaul) video transportation specifications.
The manufacturer chosen was Syn-

chronous Communications Inc., of San
Jose, Calif. The equipment specified
uses 8 MHz peak deviation frequencymodulated video carriers, and separate
frequency-modulated aural carriers. The
system uses Hitachi 1300nm lasers and
Fujitsu avalanche photo-diode (APD)
detectors. Figure 6 shows a block
diagram of the system.
The vendor dealt with intermodulation concerns in two ways. By using
very wide deviation FM, ahigh carrierto-interference toleration was to be
obtained. It was expected that secondorder intermodulation products would
have a greater effect on this system
than third- and higher-order products
at the laser operating point selected. A
frequency plan was devised whereby
the center frequencies of all secondorder products would fall precisely
between channels. The frequency plan
is illustrated in Figure 7. The channels
are 40 MHz wide and channel centerfrequencies are located at (N x 40)-20

Model No.
1220

Reel Buck
Collapsible for easy storage. Use on ground, truck, or
warehouse. Handles strand or cable — reel diameters
to 54" (.750 trunk cable).

MHz, ware N is the channel number.
Thus, channel 1would be at 20 MHz,
channel 2 would be at 60 MHz, etc.
Channels 1 and 2 were to be devoted
to aural carriers, which were to be
carried at levels 20 dB lower than the
video carriers on the system.
In this frequency plan, all additive
and subtractive second-order intermodulation products will have center
frequencies between channels. Thus,
the additive product of channel 3 (100
MHz) and channel 4 (140 MHz) will
fall at 240 MHz, between channel 6at
220 MHz and channel 7 at 260 MHz.
the subtractive product between channel 3and 4will fall at 40 MHz, between
channels 1and 2.
The effect of energy falling within a
channel is proportional to the distance
of the interfering signal from the
center frequency of that channel. Much
of the power in the second-order intermodulation products would be near
their center frequencies, although these

Cable Tools
A constantly expanding selection

designed for cable system maintenance
and construction.
•Aerial construction
•Underground construction
•Rebuilds
•Splicing
•Installations
Available from your nearest Lemco
distributor. Call or write for acomplete
catalog.
Lemco Tool Corporation
R.D. 2, Box 330A
Cogan Station, PA 17728
In PA: 717-494-0620
Outside PA: 1-800-233-8713

Trailers
7models available, with choice of 3hitch types.
Standard equipment includes leaf springs, light group,
safety chains, license plate bracket, reflectors. Up to
4-reel capacity, or designed to your specs
Model No.
T-254

All products American-made
Model No
XA-85
Coring/Stripping Tool
Exclusive "Corstrip" features:
•adjustable center conductor stop
•tapered stripping blade creates smooth, clean
chamfer to outer conductor ends. No burrs or sharp
edges: clamp nuts slide on easily
•for use with Dielectric, MC', and Cableflex, in all
cable sizes

Cable Caddies
Quick-Change Adapter
Put this on your Ve" or larger drill chuck and go from
one Corstrip tool diameter to another — in seconds.
Reader Service Number 38
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.can be carried to walk off cable, or stationary for
cable pull-out. 3models available to handle all size
drop cable reels.
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NEXUS SO •
1/TV ST5C ENCODE

The SG-1/TV
BTSC STEREO ENCODER
ou know that sooner or later you will be adding stereo to your
system. Up to now you may have thought this move was going to be
expensive. Finally you have asuperior choice —The Nexus SG-1/TV.
Now you can obtain aBTSC stereo encoder that features:
•dbx® noise reduction
•frequency response of 50 Hz —14.0 kHz
•achannel separation of 30 dB
•asound notch on the video loop to eliminate video interference
•composite or 4.5 MHz subcamer output
•front panel LED indicators for power and H-sync lock along with dual
10-sezment LED audio level mdicators
•matnx/discrete input level monitoring which is switch selectable

Of course, this all comes with the Nexus features you have come to
expect: excellent performance, consistent reliability, alimited 2year
warranty, and the traditional Nexus compact design. It is already
compatible with the complete family of Nexus Series 1headend
products.
Nexus Model SG-1/TV BTSC stereo generator: $995.00 unit price.
Volume discounts available.
For further information on the NEXUS SG-1/TV or any NEXUS
headend products contact your NEXUS factory sales representative
now.

All for the incredibly low price of $99e
For more information on our complete line of products, telephone or write:
Nexus Engineering Corp.
Bellevue, WA. (206) 644-2371
7000 Lougheed Highway, Burnaby, B.C. V5A 4K4
(604) 420-5322
FAX No.: (604) 420-5941

Nexus -Definitely ahead of our time.

NEXUS
ENGINEERING CORP.

PERFORMANCE
YOU CAN FEE

*00
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There is a temptation in
frequency planning to assume
that intermodulation products
behave like CW carriers.

< Figure 6 >
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products would have a peak deviation
of twice the frequency of the fundamentals, and would have energy within
both adjacent channels. Figure 8shows
some of these second-order products in
the spectrum.
The strength of the intermodulation
products would ultimately be a result
of the non-linearity of the optical
devices used, but it was predicted that
through this frequency plan, their
effect could be minimized well below
the the point of visibility.
There is a temptation in frequency
planning to assume that intermodulation products behave like CW carriers.
Because they are the product of two or
more frequency-modulated carriers, the
deviation of the second-order products
is twice that of the main carriers, and
the peak deviation of higher order
products is proportionately higher.
While it is desirable to avoid having
intermodulation product center frequencies fall in-band, it must be recognized that significant side-band energy
will fall there regardless of the frequency plan. Thus, while frequency
planning cannot be ignored, it is higher
deviation (along with more linear optical
devices) which holds the key to high
performance FM/FDM fiber transmission systems.

"

-48

-64
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RF
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'FM DEMODULATOR r
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FM MODULATOR
Weer 180 MHz
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A-3

A.1

18 CHANNELS PER FIBER)

Connections
onnections for the system were to
be fusion splices except at the terminal
points, where final connection to equipment would be through WECO biconical bulkhead connectors. These connectors, while introducing significant
loss and adding a certain element of
unrepeatability to overall path loss,
would provide points for testing and
< Figure 7 >

FREQUENCY PLAN CALCULATIONS
Channel Center Frequencies shown In bold lace Inc.
2n0 Order Center Frequencies shown in light lace type
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Model 5115-AZ includes AZ/EL mount
and dual polarity feed.

Model 6529-2

The Harris 3-meter C-Band Delta Gain" Antenna
gives you more than an impressive 41 dB gain.
It's also rugged enough to withstand 120 MPH
winds. Plus, it's easy to install and available with
either an Az-El Mount or a Polar Mount with
optional motorization.

e

The Harris 6529-2 Frequency Agile Receiver is
the updated version of the popular 6529. It is a 4
GHz input receiver, so if you have an older system you can get the excellent picture quality of
the 6529-2 without the added cost of installing an
external down converter or new plumbing. Plus
you get one of the best warranties in the industry
— two years on parts, labor and workmanship.
As one of the world's largest stocking distributors of Harris equipment, Midwest has these, and
other Harris products, on hand and ready to ship
— instantly. Midwest provides complete systems
or individual components for either C or Ku-Band,
fixed or mobile, Up-link or TVRO.

Communications Corp.

For the best prices and fastest delivery in the
industry, contact Midwest at 800-543-1584.

One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017

VIDEO DECEIVE* MODEL 632

1.

MUM'
800-543-1584

(In KY 606-331-8990)
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There were no difficulties with
this familiar method of
construction or with the
fiber cable.

< Figure 8 >
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manually pulled the fiber into place.
In this way, high pulling tensions were
avoided. Once the pulling was complete, sub-duct sections were spliced
using heat-shrink tubing.
Because the cable was received on
reels up to two kilometers in length,
in most instances pulling a span from
the center made more sense than
pulling the entire length from one end.
First, half of the span was pulled into
place from the reel. Then, the remaining cable was pulled from the reel into
a figure-eight shape on the ground.
After all the cable was pulled off the
reel, the remainder of the span was
pulled from the center, out of the
figure-eight. The toughness of the fiber
cable, especially when compared to
aluminum-sheathed coaxial cable, was
dramatically illustrated when one homeowner insisted on driving over the
cable because her driveway was partially blocked. There was absolutely
no visible or measureable mechanical
or optical damage to the cable or any
of the fibers that passed through that
section.
One portion of aerial plant was built
using standard over-lash techniques,
with cable being pulled from a reel
through rollers hung on an existing
<Figure 9>
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strand. There were no difficulties with
this familiar method of construction or
with the fiber cable that was handled
in this way. Another portion of the
system involved plant which was primarily aerial, but which followed a
rather tortuous path of radical bends
and short underground sections in an
urban area. In this area, sub-duct was
over-lashed to existing strand and
coaxial cables, and was passed down
riser poles and through underground
sections. The fiber cable was then
manually pulled as described previously. This construction method, while
slightly more expensive than direct
over-lash, provided easy pulling of full
reel lengths and will provide for greater
ease of repair should asection require
removal, since the fiber cable can be
pulled once again through the subduct.
All fusion splicing and fiber testing
was subcontracted to Hawaiian Telephone Co., since they had fusion splicing equipment, an optical time domain
reflectometer and trained personnel.
This proved to be very satisfactory. All
splicing was performed in aclosed van.
This was made possible by the slack
which had been left at each splice
location. A laser injection/detection
(LID) system was used to couple asmall
amount of light into each fiber being
spliced, and to detect it on the other
side of the splice. This allowed optimization of positioning prior to fusing.
Underground splices were organized
and sealed within a splice housing. In
many locations, these splices had to be
located below ground level.
System performance

Average Loss:
038 dB/Km

1Km/div.
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Figure 9 shows an optical time

480

520

568

600

640

domain reflectometer display of one of
the 11.7-km fibers from the earth
station to the Waimanu Street headend. The total loss is 4.5 dB. Figure
10 shows splice loss in one fiber over
the route from Waimanu Street to
Kaneohe, as well as the actual fiber
loss. It should be noted that the average
loss per splice was 0.078 dB rather than
the 0.25 dB design specification used.
These results are determined by the
geometry of the single-mode core within
the fiber, as well as the time spent
optimizing each splice. These numbers
probably could have been improved
slightly, but the fact that they were
dramatically better than the design
specification made this unnecessary.
Figure 11 shows the actual power
budget which was obtained in this
system. When compared with Figure
4, it is clear that the original design
was over-conservative. With experience, more realistic design specifications should emerge.
The system used a Quante digital
terminal equipment installed in arack.
<Figure 10>
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Innovation in Cost-Effective CARS-Band Microwave Technology
Turn your cable expansion
goals into aworking reality
with MICRO-BEAM", the
Channel Master® CARSband microwave relay
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cost-efficiency and
flexibility...two important bottom line
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cable expansion plan.

That's why small cable operators, as
well as some of the top MSO's like
United Cable, Centel Cable, Cable
Entertainment, Sonic Communications
and Telescripts, use MICRO-BEAM"

Two New Microwave Products
Channel Master® has added a new
microwave repeater and microwave
multiplier to its line of CATV equipment
products for even greater CARS—band
system expansion.
The new Repeater, available in 1
and 5watts, is alow noise amplifier
designed to consolidate transmitter
and receiver functions, allowing
microwave links to be cascaded or
hopped without down-converting
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Both of our 1and 5 watt systems
offer you more for your investment.
With MICRO-BEAM" there are no
"hidden costs" for the equipment
or services you need to make your
system operational. Our standard
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studies, equipment installation,

The new Multiplier allows the
systematic addition of microwave
paths to a single transmitter location without utilizing tube type
equipment. Also available in Ior 5
watts, the new multiplier is designed with adequate gain to allow full
output power over awide range of
input power, allowing microwave
paths to be added as needed.

on-site service, warranties and
much more, all at no extra charge.
And because MICRO-BEAM" is
basically option free, the system
you order is in stock, giving you
the fastest lead time of any
microwave product on the market.
In addition, our new microwave
repeater and microwave multiplier
offer extra versatility and costsavings to your MICRO-BEAM'»
system by consolidating transmitter and
receiver equipment, as well as allowing
you to add microwave paths as needed
without utilizing expensive and often
excessive, tube type equipment.
Standard Equipment & Services
•450 MHz Transmitter
0 300-450

MHz Microwave Receiver

•LNA/Image Rejection
Filter/AGC
'Mounts, Waveguldes,
Connectors
'Feasibility Study
"Installation of MICRO-BEAM'"
Electronics
•F.C.C. Application Assistance
'Alignment of Microwave Paths
•I-Year Warranty on Parts &
On-Site Service
•24 Hour, 7-days a week,
Technical and Warranty Service
(In Continental U.S. Only)
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Versatility In Signal Delivery

as an alternative to the more expensive systems on the market today.
They know that a MICRO-BEAM"
CARS-band system will put their
money to work profitably.
Eliminates Additional Headends
MICRO-BEAM" reaches isolated subscriber pockets and spans natural
barriers without additional remote headends, adapting to your entire
Jeu
service including audio, video.
data and addressability signals
and commercial insertion capabilities. MICRO-BEAM" also
saves you that $500 perchannel descrambling cost by
allowing you to descramble
each channel at the main headend. In fact. MICRO-BEAM" is
so compact, it allows you to
transmit from a weatherproof
unit that mounts behind the
antenna. It can even be mounted on water towers, and can
be placed anywhere in your
system. not just at the headend!

36-Channel 300 MHz System
1-Watt:Transmits afully loaded signal up to 9 miles in four directions.
5-Watt: Transmits afully loaded signal up to 15 miles in four directions.
Sample Applications:
60-Channel 450 MHz System
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Contact us today and let our staff of
qualified specialists show you how flexible and cost-efficient your cable system
expansion can be, now and in the future
with MICRO-BEAM"'
Contact: Jim Crownover

M ChannelMagee

Division of Avnet, Inc.
Industrial Park Drive, Smithfield, N.C. 27577
(919) 934-9711

SUPER-TRUNKING

Limiting factors in the
technology currently available
are the speed of the logic,
lasers and detectors.

1-,qi,re

12

SCHEMATIC -TEST SETUP
WAIMANU HEADEND

TEST
IN

OPTICAL
TRANSMITTER(S)

Fiber #1 /22.32 Km

KANEOHE
HEADEND

BULKHEAD
CONNECTOR

TEST
OUTPUTS

OPTICAL
RECEI
VER(S)

OPTICAL
ATTENUATOR

Fiber #2 /22.32 Km

Total Measured Fiber Loss: 20.9 dB

Performance tests for the digital system
were performed with asystem configuration as shown in Figure 12. Because
the path loss was lower than expected,
tests were done by connecting two
fibers at the Kaneohe hub, and using
fibers over and back as the test run.
This provided a path loss of 20.9 dB,
with connectors, over a total distance
of 27.8 miles (44.7 km). Additional
attenuation was inserted as shown for
threshold measurements. Figure 13
shows the performance of the digital
system vs. the major video parameters
in the RS250B (medium-haul) specification. Video signal-to-noise measurements in the digital system were
performed with a Tektronix model
1430 noise test set, with a measurement limit of 59.5 dB.
It is clear that the system meets
most specifications. There are, however, compromises entailed in using
7-bit video encoding rather than the
8-bit encoding usual in broadcasting.
While measurements indicated that
the video signal-to-noise ratio was 60
dB or better, a certain amount of
quantizing noise was apparent in observing certain wave forms. This was,
however, below the threshold of perceptability. In the context of overall CATV
system performance, this effect is not
of great concern.
The measured video signal-to-noise
performance of the system did not
change measureably as attenuation
was added to the path. At an input level
of -38 dBm, audio "popping" began to
become apparent and, with the rising
bit error rate, video impairment became
noticeable in the form of missing lines.
The system was unusable as soon as
these degradations appeared, and -38
dBm was thus considered the effective
receiver threshold of the system.
It has been shown that digital systems can carry more than four video
channels per fiber through higher speed
time division multiplexing, although
currently, the cost per channel escalates rapidly. Limiting factors in the
technology currently available are the
speed of the logic, lasers and detectors.
As higher speed logic becomes more
economically available (particularly as
the Gallium Arsenide logic family
matures), it should become practical to
carry more digital video signals on a

1
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SUPER-TRUNKING

One critical test was
determining the practical noise
thresholeof the avalanche
photo-diode receiver.
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<Figure /3>
DIGITAL & ANALOG 20.9 dB LINK PERFORMANCE VS
RS 250 B MEDIUM HAUL SPECIFICATIONS
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single fiber using a single laser and
detector, within the economic constraints of the CATV industry. It
should also become less expensive to
use 8-bit video encoding. It is expected
that all of these factors will improve
the economics of digital optical fiber
video transmission, and will provide
some improvements in performance as
well. The technical performance of the
digital system tested, was, however,
quite satisfactory for CATV transmission purposes.
The conclusion was drawn that digital technology is presently capable of
providing relatively high capacity, high
quality video links over long distances.
The optical margins available allow for
systems with some branching loss. In
addition, digital transmission lends
itself very well to repeaters, with little
compromise in signal quality, making
very long-haul transmission practical.
The wavelength division multiplexing
technique demonstrated here also makes
the two-way use of a single fiber a
possibility, in away directly analagous
to frequency diplexed RF transmission
in present coaxial systems.
The test methodology of the analog
terminal equipment used was the same
as illustrated in Figure 11 for the
digital equipment, but measurements
were also taken as a function of
channel loading. Figure 13 shows the
performance of this system vs. the
RS250B specification, again with 20.9
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dB of path loss over 27.8 miles of fiber,
and compares with results of the digital
system. The system performed very
satisfactorily, even when loaded with
12 channels. Video signal-to-noise ratio
measurements in the analog system
were performed with a Rohde & Schwarz model UPSF2 video noise meter.
Figure 14 shows, more specifically,
the change in video signal-to-noise
ratio performance as the system loading over the test path was raised from
eight channels to 12. The signal-tonoise performance, while remaining
satisfactory, decreased as the number
of channels was increased, with the
resulting reduction in transmit power
on each channel (the optical power
output of the laser remained constant).
These results were very encouraging
with regard to carrying alarge number
of channels on a single fiber over long
distances, with ahigh degree of transparency and reliability. All of these
factors directly increase the number of
applications where this technology will
be economically practical in CATV
systems.
One critical test was the determination of the practical noise threshold of
the avalanche photo-diode receiver.
Figure 15 illustrates the result. While
,

Figure 14>
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increased channel loading decreased
video SNR performance somewhat, the
same practical threshold was observed
in terms of APD input, regardless of
channel loading, at approximately -34
dBm. These tests were conducted by
inserting additional attenuation at the
end of the 20.9 dB fiber path. The
system as configured, with a laser
output of -2.7 dB, has amaximum path
loss to threshold of 31.3 dB. This figure
is higher than expected and speaks
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SUPER-TRUNKING

The results of the 12-channel
tests leave a question as to
what the ultimate limitations of
this system are.

well for the performance of the avalanche photo-diode detector, although
practical systems must be designed
with some operating margin.
Measurement of intermodulation products was of great concern in these
tests. Figure 16 shows the RF spectrum
of the combined RF signals at the input
to the laser transmitter. Figure 17
shows the APD output at the end of the
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fiber system bandwidth is a function
of the spectral purity of the laser used.
This is due to the non-uniform velocity
of propagation of light in the fiber as a
function of frequency and the resulting
dispersion effects over the distance
traveled. Thus, if the laser changes
frequency as it is amplitude modulated,
some dispersion will result in the fiber,
and an effective bandwidth limit will
be established over agiven fiber length.
This effect was not alimiting factor in
this system, despite its relatively long
fiber path. It is assumed that highpurity single-mode lasers currently
under development will reduce the
impact of this constraint.
In summary, the system measured
in the 12-channel, 20.9 dB path loss
test configuration seems to provide a
<Figure 19>
PROTECTION RATIO
CARRIER-TO-INTERFERENCE RATIO VS
INTERFERING SIGNAL FREQUENCY SEPARATION
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20.9 dB test path with 12 channel
loading. The second-order intermodulation product center-frequency peaks
can be seen between channels, and are
30 to 35 dB down.
Protection ratio analysis performed
by the vendor predicts that this system
can tolerate, at the limit of measurable
video distortion, 16 MHz deviated interfering carrierns which are at least 38
dB down at center frequency, and at
least 25 dB down 20 MHz from the
center. Figure 19 illustrates this protection ratio curve. It was prepared by
measuring the beat distortion on a
fixed-frequency 8 MHz peak-deviated
video signal, produced by an interfering signal with 16 MHz peak deviation,
as afunction of the frequency offset of
the interfering signal center-frequency
The second-order product center frequency points in Figure 17, which are
offset by 20 MHz and are 30 to 35 dB
down, should not produce measureable
video distortion.
Figure 18 shows the system with one
channel removed, so that the effect of
third-order (and other odd-order) products, the center frequencies of which
fall on-channel, can be observed. The
sum of the odd-order products was
measured to be 38 to 40 dB down at
center-frequency, and should also pro-
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duce no measureable distortion. This
was borne out in the video tests performed.
The results of the 12-channel tests
leave a question as to what the ultimate limitations of this system are.
One, certainly, is bandwidth. Figure
20 illustrates the frequency response
characteristics of both the laser and the
avalanche photo-diode. It is clear that,
while it is theoretically possible to add
additional channels to the system, the
frequency characteristics of the optical
devices will rapidly become a limitation. In addition, ultimate single-mode
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CED

VCR 8t CAM TOGETHER AT LAST.
Finally there's a
solution to VCR/CATV
compatibility. It's called
the Video Control
Center, and it's made exclusively for the CATV
industry by Qintar.
It's the answer to the
problem of program
selection independence.
The Video Control
Center switches up
to 4RF inputs (Basic,
Premium, VCR, & AUX)
on aVCR.
The affordable Video
Control Center, by Qintar,
works with either single
or dual cable systems
and is available in both
passive or amplified
versions.
Now there's no
need to connect and
reconnect wires and

The Video Control
Center. Makes VCR +
CATV amarriage that's
destined to last.
SPECIFICATIONS.

All units can be private-labeled and
custom configured. Your logo is displayed
(in any color ink) on the front panel. And
the switch sequences can be printed to your
specifications.

fumble with many A/B
switches.
The Video Control
Center is built to strict
CATV specifications
and is sold only to cable
companies.
If your system
has special needs, call
our president, Randy
Tishkoff. He'll be happy
to discuss acustom
switch for your system.

Bandwidth
5-550 MHz
Isolation Channel 2-13
60 dB Min.
Insertion Loss at 200 MHz
6dB Max.
Inputs:4 (CATV, AUX, CONVERTER, VCR)
Outputs: 3(TV, VCR, CONVERTER)
Dual-cable compatible
Private labeling available
Model 4004B-Passive
Model 4004A-Amplified
Noise figure on
Amplified version
5.3 dB at 400 MHz
1913ot capability on
Amplified verston
16 dB mV for 7Ch

Call Qintar today:
(800) 252-7889
Toll Free
In California (800) 572-6262
(818) 706-1940
or Collect
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ILLUSTRATION # 15

ILLUSTRATION # 16

CONVERTER

1

ANTENNA

- 1TWO

CONVERTER

IN

=

=

CABLE IN

WAY SPLITTER
MID-UHF CONVERTER

VCR
OUT

O

F CONNECTOR

MATCHING

VHF

TRANSFORMER

TELEVISION
TELEVISION

Allows:

Allows:

•recording of ANY CABLE CHANNEL, while viewing THE SAME CABLE GIANNEL
•recording of any off-air channel, while viewing any off-air channel

• recording of ONLY NON-SCRAMBLED channels, while viewing ANY channel

Also allows (for OFF-MR CHANNELS ONLY):

• timed, multi-channel, multi-event recording (i.e. ability to program the VCR to record
•movie or channel 5at 6p.m., and then asecond program on channel 26 at 8p.m.)
• full use of the TV remote control
• full use of the VCR remote control

• timed, multi-channel, multi-event recording (i.e. ability to program VCR
movie on channel 5at 6p.m., and than asecond program or channel 26 at 8p.m.)
•channel selection by the TV remote control
•channel selection by the VCR remote control
Preclude" (for CABLE CHANNELS):

Also allows (except when using the converter):
to record

a

NOTE: allows for viewing of all channels or anon-cable ready TV
NECESSARY DROP LEVEL: +3.5dBmV

•timed, multi-channel, multi-event recording, use of TV or VCR remotes
NECESSARY DROP LEVEL: OdBmV
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ILLUSTRATION # 18

ILLUSTRATION # 17

CABLE IN
MID-UHF CONVERTER
THREE WAY SPLITTER
CABLE IN

CONVERTER 2

e••=z

MID-UHF CONVERTER

OUT
IN 0
UHF

CONVERTER 1

VHF

SWITCH

--411120E1IP--

t

o IN 1
)
UHF VHF

VCR
(i) OUT

TELEVISION

TELEVISION
F CONNECTOR

Allows:
• recording
channels
• timed,

of

NON-SCRAMBLED

multi-channel,

multi-event

channels,
recording

while
(i.e.

viewing

ability

to

ONLY
program

NON-SCRAMBLED
VCR

to

record

a

movie on channel 5at 6p.m., and then asecond program on channel 26 at 8p.m.)
•full use of the TV remote control
•full use of by the VCR remote control
Now: This illustration is useful if the non-cable compatible VCR has a inn= control but
the TV doesn't. Illustration #2.5 à superior for VCRs with bypass circuitry
NECESSARY DROP LEVEL: +5dBmV

Allows:
•recording of ANY channel, while viewing ANY channel
• timed, mulà-channel, multi-event recording (ir. ability

to

program

VCR

to

record

a

movie on channel 5 at 6 pan., and then a second program on channel 26 at 8 pan.) of
NON-SCRAMBLED CHANNELS ONLY
Precludes:
•clumarl selection by the TV :smote control
•channel selection by tir VCR remote control
Now: use of =Isere+ ,emote contrai will affect both converters simultaneously
NECESSARY DROP LEVEL +7dBmV
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ILLUSTRATION # 19

ILLUSTRATION # 20
CABLE IN

CABLE IN

n

OUT IN

D

THREE WAY SPLITTER

FOUR WAY SPLITTER

CONVERTER 1

CONVERTER 1

SWITCH
OUT

IN

CONVERTER 2

-CD

CONVERTER 2

igr

SWITCH

IN I
OUT

IN T
OUT
O

VCR

VCR
TELEVISION

IKE

ED

TELEVISION

SWITCH

L_Z

VHF

MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

•recording of ANY channel, while viewing ANY channel
Allows (when VCR in non-conmerter, bypaas mode):
• timed, multi-channel, multi-event recording (i.e. ability to program VCR to record a
movie mi channel 5 at 6 p.m., and then a second program on channel 26 at 8 p.m.)
(NON-SCRAMBLED CHANNELS ONLY)
•channel selection by the TV remete control
•channel selection by the VCR remote control
Precludes (m scrambled channels):
•timed multi-channel, multi-event recording, use of TV or VCR remotes
Noie: use of carnerter remote control will affect both converters simultaneously
NECESSARY DROP LEVEL: +7dBinV

Allows:
•recording of ANY channel, while viewing ANY channel
Also allows (for NON-SCRAMBLED CHANNELS ONLY):
• timed,

multi-channel,

multi-event

recording

(Le.

ability

to

program

VCR

to

record

a

movie on channel 5 at 6p.m., and than asecond program on channel 26 at 8p.m.)
•full use of the TV remote control
•full use of the VCR remote control
Precludes:
• timed multi-channel, multi-event
SCRAMBLED CHANNELS

recording,

use

of

TV

or

VOL

Now: cc:owner's remote control will affect both comerteni simultaneously
NECESSARY DROP LEVEL: +7dBmV
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remote

control

on

ILLUSTRATION # 22

ILLUSTRATION # 21

CABLE IN

CABLE IN

FOUR WAY SPUTTER

THREE WAY SPLITTER

MID-UHF CONVERTER

CONVERTER 1

OUT

UHF

IN

CONVERTER 1

CONVERTER 2

CONVERTER 2
SWITCH

SWITCH

VCR
IN

OUT

0 0 our
UHF VHF
IN

SWITCH

WO [Ea

VCR

--023 EID

TELEVISION

SWITCH

• F CONNECTOR
VHF

TELEVISION

Allows:
•recording of ANY channel, while viewing ANY channel

Allows:
•recording of ANY channel, while viewing ANy channel
•full use of the TV remote control
Preludes:
• timed, multi-channcl, multi-event recording (i.e. ability to program VCR
movie on channel 5at 6p.m., and then asecond program on channel 26 at 8p.m.)
•use of TV mince control for SCRAMBLED CHANNELS
•channel selection by the VCR remoto control
Not: concertera remote contra will affect both contesten signultaneously
NECESSARY DROP LEVEL: +7dBmV

to

record

a

Also allows (for NON-SCRAMBLED CHANNELS ONLY):
• timed, multi-channel, multi-event recording (i.e. ability to program VCR
movie on channel 5at 6p.m., and thou asecond program on channel 26 at 8p.m)

to

record a

•full use of the TV remote control
•full use of by ths VCR mute control
Precludos:
• timed multi-channel recording, use of the TV or VCR remote control on SCRAMBLED
CHANNELS
Not: converter's remote control will affect both comerters simultaneously
NECESSARY DROP LEVEL: +7dBmV
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ILLUSTRATION # 23

ILLUSTRATION # 24

r-- CABLE IN

CABLE IN

THREE WAY
CONVERTER

OUT

=a:E.

THREE WAY SPLITTER

SPLITTER

7
-1

IN
00
IN
OUT

VCR
OUT

IN

SWITCH
CONVERTER

«12S]

SWITCH

SWITCH

in2DEQD

VCR

TELEVISION

SWITCH

°

F CONNECTOR

TELEVISION

Allows:

•recording of ANY channel. while viewing A NON-SCRAMBLED channel

•recording of A NON-SCRAMBLED channel. while viewing ANY channel

Also allows (for NON-SCRAMBLED CHANNELS ONLY):
• toad,
at 6pm.,
•full use
•full use

rmilti-channel reuneling (in. un program VCR to record a movie on channel 5
.d then:L..1nd program on channel 26 at 8p.m.)
of tic TV remote control
of the VCR remote contra

Precludes:
• timed multi-charmel
CHANNELS

recording.

tow

of TV

or

VCR

remote

NECESSARY DROP LEVEL: +7dBmV

control

for

SCRAMBLED

Also allows (for NON-SCRAMBLED CHANNELS ONLY):
• timui, multi-channel recording (i.e. ability to program VCR
chorine' 5at 6pm., .d then a.cond program on channel 26 at 8p.m.)
•full use of the TV remote control

to

record

a movie

on

control

for

•full use of the VCR remote control
Precludes:
• tirrcd multi-channel, multi-event
SCRAMBLED CHANNELS
•recording of scrambled channels

recording,

u.

of

TV

or

NECESSARY DROP LEVEL.: +7 dBmV
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VCR

remote

ILLUSTRATION # 26

ILLUSTRATION # 25

MID-UHF CONVERTER

MID-UHF CONVERTER

CABLE IN
UHF

VCR

TELEVISION

MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

F CONNECTOR

TELEVISION

• recording

of

NON-SCRAMBLED

channel,

while

viewing

A

NON-SCRAMBLED

charnel

Allows:
•recording of ANY channel, while viewing A NON-SCRAMBLED channel
Also allows (for NON-SCRAMBLED CHANNELS ONLY):

Also allows (for NON-SCRAMBLED CHANNELS ONLY):
• timed, multi-channel, multi-event recording (i.e ability

to

program VCR

to

• timed, multi-channel, multi-event recording (iz ability to program VCR
movie on channel 5at 6p.m., and then •second program on channel 26 at 8p.m.)

record

movie an channel Sat 6p.m., and than •second program on channel 26 at 8p.m.)

sfull use of the TV remote control

•full tam of the TV remote control
•full um of the VCR remote control

•full um of the VCR remote control

Precludes:
•recording of scrambled channel while viewing •scrambled channel
• timed multi-channel, multi-event recording, use of TV or
SCRAMBLED CHANNELS

Precludes:
• timed multi-channel,
VCR

remote

control

on

multi-event

recording,

use

of

TV

or

VCR

SCRAMBLED CHANNELS
NECESSARY DROP LEVEL: +0dBmV

NECESSARY DROP LEVEL: +3.5dBmV
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ILLUSTRATION # 27

71

CABLE IN

TWO WAY SPLITTER

CONVERTER

ri

TWO WAY SPLITTER

SWITCH
TELEVISION

Allows:
•recording of ANY channel, while viewing THE SAME channel
•recording of ANY channel, while viewing aNON-SCRAMBLED channel
•recording oft NON-SCRAMBLED channel, while viewing ANY channel
Also allows (for NON-SCRAMBLED CHANNELS ONLY):
• timed,

multi-channel,

multi-event

recording

(i.e,

ability

to

program

VCR

to

record

a

movie on channel 5at 6p.m., and then asec.ond program on channel 26 at 8p.m.)
•full use of the TV remote contrai
•full use of the VCR remote control
Precludes:
• timed multi-channel, multi-event
SCRAMBLED CHANNELS

recording,

use

of

TV

or

NECESSARY DROP LEVEL: +7dBmV
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Chapter Three-Ingress/Egress Discussion
Analysis of Ingress/Egress Issues in the Home:
Ingress and egress can be found at any device between
the cable drop and the viewer, including the TV receiver
itself. Ingress, also known as direct pickup or DPU, can be
defined as any undesirable signal induced on the cable from
an electro-magnetic environment outside the cable system.
Egress is defined as any signal originating within the cable
being radiated to the outside environment from the cable
or any device connected to it.
Ingress
Ingress is not limited to the near proximity of TV
transmitting sites, it has been observed more than 50 miles
from the source of the signal. Sources of ingress can be
many, but high power TV transmitting stations, amateur
radio and private and public safety land mobile radio
operations are the most common sources of ingress. Field
intensities in excess of 1 volt/meter have been recorded
within two miles of TV stations. Cable channels 2-13 and
18-21 are most often affected. Early TV receivers offered
virtually no protection from ingress; this led cable operators
to use converters to overcome the effects of DPU.
More recently, TV receiver manufacturers began offering
"cable-ready" receivers for sale; these are distinguished
by the ability to tune the unique cable channels in the mid
and super bands. While the 300 Ohm twinlead, used
between the antenna terminals and the tuner in earlier
sets, was often replaced by F-fittings and coaxial cable, the
shielding was often not adequate to operate satisfactorily
in most urban environments.
A test to measure the amount of ingress has been
developed. All connections are removed from the device to
be tested. A signal level meter is connected to the input
connector of the device. The level of ingress can be measured
directly on the signal level meter while the tuner on the
device under test is operated over all channels. The highest
level observed should be recorded; the relative impairment
can be determined by taking the ratio of signal on the cable
to the level recorded from the meter. For example, if the
signal from the cable is 0dBmV and the level recorded from
the meter is -30 dBmV, the Carrier-to-Ingress ratio is 30
dB. If the interfering signal is another TV signal, the
interference should be suppressed at least 45-50 dB; if the
interfering signal occupies a narrow band of frequencies,
such as from a two-way radio, the interference should be
suppressed at least 55-60 dB.
Measurements like those just described have been made
on 1984 and 1985 model TV receivers, VCRs and CATV
converters. The ambient field intensity ranged from 133
mV/m to 1.2 V/m. Ingress on the TV receivers ranged from
-44 dBmV to -2 dBmV, VCRs ranged from -30 dBmV to -20
dBmV and CATV converters ranged from -46 dBmV to -32
dBmV. In spite of the foregoing, experience has shown
VCRs are more likely to experience ingress as aresult of
their poorer shielding integrity. Older receiving equipment,

especially that employing 300 Ohm twinlead for the
antenna connection, experiences ingress to amuch greater
degree. Levels from nearby transmitters have been recorded
as high as +50 dBmV on some equipment. FM tuners which
have built-in antennas, or are coupled to the power line for
an antenna, are especially prone to high levels of ingress.
When connected to a cable system, this equipment causes
back-feeding of the signals into the cable system. The
EIA/NCTA Joint Engineering Committee Interface Working Group is expected to issue an interim standard which
will increase the field intensity in which TV receiving
equipment is to operate satisfactorily from 100 mV/m to 1
V/m.
In some instances, ingress in the home has been so severe
that not only is the affected subscriber's viewing disrupted,
but signals are back-fed into the cable distribution system.
In these cases, everyone downstream from the affected
subscriber also experiences the effects of ingress. In these
cases, the operator will often try to use aconverter as an
isolation device to prevent back-feeding; where this is not
practical, special amplifiers which exhibit good back-front
isolation can be installed in the line to reduce or eliminate
back-feeding.
CATV operators selecting components for installation
between the subscriber tap and the TV receiver should take
care to select products with adequate protection from the
effects of ingress. In addition to the usual care in choosing
cable and connectors, the operator should also take care in
selecting A-B switches, two-way splitters, VCR switch units
and converters.
Ingress can occur from standard broadcast radio stations
operating in the 550-1620 Khz band. This ingress can be
exacerbated when CATV distribution and drop cable
shields act like long wire antennas increasing signal
intensity at the connected devices. Interference has been
observed in both TV sets and VCRs. Although this type of
interference is hard to eliminate, its effects can be
minimized by good local grounds at the affected equipment.
Egress
Egress can result from inadequate shielding, either from
equipment provided by the cable operator or from subscriberowned equipment. In general, emissions from CATV
systems must be limited to 20 µVim at three meters. Any
operator using channels in the aeronautical bands (108-137
MHz and 225-400 MHz) is required to monitor all portions
of the cable system annually; any egress in excess of 20
p..V/m must be identified and corrected. Under certain
conditions and after 1990, operators must monitor all
portions of the system on aquarterly basis.
The FCC Rules assign responsibility for egress from cable
systems and subscriber-owned equipment connected to it
as follows:
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76.617 Responsibility for receiver-generated interference
Interference generated by a radio or television
receiver shall be the responsibility of the receiver

operator in accordance with the provisions of Part
15, Subpart C, of this chapter: Provided, however,
that the operator of a cable television system to
which the receiver is connected shall be responsible
for the suppression of receiver-generated interference that is distributed by the system when the
interfering signals are introduced into the system
at the receiver.
Even though the subscriber might be responsible for
correcting problems with subscriber-owned equipment, the
cable operator is faced with the often difficult task of
isolating the source of egress. If the cause of the egress is
inadequate shielding in a TV receiver or VCR, the owner
is often precluded from using the equipment as it was
intended; e.g. a "cable-ready" TV receiver or VCR that
cannot be connected directly to the cable. Generally, as
ambient signal levels increase, ingress will become a
problem before egress will. This is true because taps and
splitters used by the cable industry have inherent isolation,
usually at least 20 dB. Therefore, DPU will become visible
on acustomer's TV set before it gets high enough to affect
the neighbors. Systems will sometimes provide converters
to some but not all subscribers. Those subscriber's TV sets
not using aconverter are usually connected directly to the
cable. In cases where shielding in the TV sets is poor, cable
signals radiated by the TV receivers can and do cause
interference to licensed radio services such as amateur
radio operators, fire, police and forestry services. CATV
maintenance personnel need to be especially vigilant to find
and control or eliminate this type of egress. If necessary,
the offending drop should be disconnected until the egress
can be eliminated.
It should be apparent many people are affected by ingress
and egress; the cable operator experiences increased
operating costs and deteriorated signal quality. If the
offending equipment is relatively new, the dealer often
experiences the wrath of a dissatisfied customer. The
biggest loser of all is the cable customer who suffers from
impaired service, often after paying apremium for special
"cable-ready" equipment. If the cooperative efforts of the
ETA and NCTA are successful, designers of new equipment
will be cognizant of the cable environment and include
shielding to make their products immune to the effects of
the electro-magnetic environment.
Following, on the next page, is a document which is
suitable for use by field personnel who are faced with
problem solving when equipment is connected directly to
the CATV system. A complete treatment of all problems
encountered would be voluminous, so this will only serve
as aguide. It does not treat every possible situation which
might be encountered.
Technical Guidelines for Direct Connection to Customer
Owned Equipment:
Introduction
Surveys have shown the number of cable-ready television
sets have increased exponentially in recent years; we
estimate about one-third of our customers now own a
receiver capable to tuning most or all of our non-scrambled
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channels. These sets are selling at arate of 10 million per
year. So we expect the number of customers desiring to
connect directly to the cable will increase substantially in
the next few years. Concurrently, the number of VCRs sold
has increased remarkably. CATV converters and converter/
descramblers are a barrier to using the features of these
consumer devices. We desire to accommodate and aid our
customers in using their own equipment to tune CATV
channels whenever possible; at the same time the CATV
operator can reduce his investment in owning and maintaining converters.
However, in accommodating direct connections to the
cable we must establish policies and procedures to protect
the quality of the service we provide. These guidelines are
intended to protect the customer and the CATV network
from service problems and picture impairment which could
be caused by the direct connection of inadequately shielded
equipment.
While a converter/descrambler or a descrambler will
continue to be necessary for anyone receiving scrambled
signals, use of plain converters can be reduced and perhaps
eliminated in the future. Based on survey data, we believe
one-third of our basic customers may not require aconverter
to receive our service.
Unfortunately, only a few of the cable-ready television
receivers and VCRs are completely satisfactory for direct
connection to the cable system. While more present day
consumer products designated as "cable-ready" can tune
most or all CATV channels, few, if any, have adequate
shielding for signal ingress and egress. Egress can result
in re-radiation of CATV signals in excess of FCC limits.
(Section II, chapter one contains definitions and ageneral
discussion of these mechanisms.)
The most common problem results from signals from
television stations and mobile radios entering the equipment and .disrupting customer viewing. The phenomenon
is known as ingress or Direct Pick Up (DPU). Disruption
can take two forms: echoes and other interference and/or
beats in the connected television set or VCR. This can have
an impact on the owner of the equipment. The more
disturbing effects occur when DPU is so intense so as to
feed DPU back into the cable system from poorly shielded
equipment. Not only can this impair reception for the
equipment owner, but for every other customer downstream
from that location. Diagnosis and elimination of this "back
fed" DPU can be very difficult and time consuming,
especially if there is more than one location where DPU is
being introduced on the system.
It is the purpose of these guidelines to establish
procedures to prevent DPU from impairing the viewing for
the customer where the direct connection is made, and to
prevent DPU from direct connections from back feeding
into the cable system.
Many of these situations already exist and the number
can be expected to increase as sales of cable compatible
television receivers and VCRs continue.
Installation and Maintenance of Basic Service
A. Identification and Prevention of Back Feeding

(1) Discussion
Most CATV passive devices have at least 20 dB isolation between any two ports; this is depicted on Figures 1and 2.

CATV DISTRIBUTION
SIGNAL .20 dBmV MIN
DPU =-45 dBmV
SIGNAIJOPU =65 dB

.8— ISO ≥20 dB
CATV TAP
SIGNAL

.13 dBmV

DPU =-45 dBmV
SIGNAL'OPU 58 dB

ISO ≥20 dB

DPU =-25 dBmV

MGUREI

TYPICAL TAP ISOLATION

SIGNAL =0 dBmV MIN
DPU =-45 dBmV
SIGNAUDPU =45 dB

DPU =-25 dBmV

ISO ≥ 20 dB MIN

2ND TV OR VCR

TV OR VCR

FIGURE 2

TYPICAL SPLITTER ISOLATION
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DPU from television stations, which is manifested as a
sync bar or echo in the picture, should be suppressed at least
45-50 dB if DPU is not to produce visible echoing. If the
passive components provide aminimum of 20 dB isolation,
then DPU levels from television sets and VCRs should be
less than -25 dBmV. This assumes drop levels are 0dBmV.
Beats caused by other services such as land mobile radios
and television stations off frequency from cable channels
should be suppressed 50-55 dB if they are not to cause
visible beats in the picture. In these cases, levels at receiver
and VCR connectors must be less than -30 to -35 dBmV if
they are not to cause harmful back feeding.

When DPU at the antenna terminals exceeds the limit,
a converter or isolation amplifier is needed to reduce the
amplitude of the DPU signal back fed into the CATV
system. The amplifier has modest forward gain (approximately 10 dB), but has at least 45 dB attenuation from the
output port to the input port. It should be understood, the
isolation amplifier only protects the CATV network from
back feeding, it will have minimal or no effect in reducing
echoing in the receiver or VCR; if echoing is present as a
result of DPU in the VCR or receiver, only aconverter will
eliminate the phenomenon.

CATV DISTRIBUTION
SIGNAL"-`, +20 dBmV MIN

f

DPU =-50 dBmV
SIGNAL/DPU
70 dB

ISO >

CATV TAP

20 dB

SIGNAL ,
,+13 dBmV
DPU =-50 dBmV
SIGNALJDPU

63 dB

ISO ≥20 dB

DPU >-30 dBmV

GAIN .0-10 dB

I

CONVERTER,
ISO AMP, OR
BAND PASS FILTER

t

i
ISO 50 dB

DPU =+20 dBmV

TV SET
VCR
FM RADIO

FIGURE 3

ISOLATION AMPLIFIER OR CONVERTER FOR ISOLATION
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Although a complete discussion of locating and curing
back feed problems in the distribution plant is beyond the
scope of this document, it should be mentioned that single
sources on a given trunk or distribution cable can be
difficult to locate and isolate, multiple sources of back
feeding can be very difficult to isolate. Technicians will
necessarily have to use television sets to observe and clear
sources of back feeding. As more customers begin direct
connection, the number of back feeding incidents can be
expected to increase substantially.
(2)Diagnosis
• Remove all cable connections, and connect aSLM to the
input terminal of the television receiver to be connected
directly to the system. Keep the test lead as short as possible
and do not use push on connectors.
• Measure the amplitude of all local VHF off-air channels
and note highest level.
• If a VCR is also to be connected directly to the cable,
measure levels at the input terminal on it also.
• If the measured level exceeds -25 dBmV on any
channel(s), the direct connection to the CATV system
should not be made; aconverter or isolation amplifier must
be connected between the customer's equipment and the
CATV system.
• Repeat the procedure for each outlet not using a
converter. If an amplifier is installed, the preferred location
is on the input side of any splitters that may be installed.
With an amplifier located at the splitter input, it would be
possible to connect equipment directly to any outlet without
installing additional amplifiers. If the splitter is installed
in a location where an amplifier connected to its input
would be exposed to the elements, then the amplifier should
be installed between the splitter output and the television
set. This will necessitate the use of aseparate amplifier for
each outlet. If the need is demonstrated, we will begin
development of aweather tight version which can be cable
powered that could be installed before the splitters. This
will necessarily include concurrent development of apower
passing splitter.
B. Identification and Elimination of DPU
in Television Receivers and VCRs
(1) Discussion
This phenomenon will be the one most often encounetereed since the inherent isolation of the system passives
provide at least 20 dB of protection to other equipment
connected to the cable. Measurements have shown the worst
victims of DPU in present day equipment will be VCRs.
Standards to raise the shielding of television receivers and
VCRs are being promulgated by the EIA and NCTA. As
they are placed in practice, we hope to see improvement in
television receiver and VCR performance.
Unlike VHF broadcast television signals, which are
ubiquitous, amateur radio and mobile service signals tend
to be localized to an area in the near vicinity of the
transmitter. Isolation of signals from mobile radios can be
made by observing the picture when the offending unit is
transmitting. This is almost impossible when the offending
transmitter is in a vehicle. While DPU from television

stations should be suppressed at least 45-50 dB below the
television carrier, other types of interference need to be
suppressed at least 55-60 dB.
(2)Diagnosis
• Disconnect all inputs from television receivers under test
and terminate input connector if possible.
• 'lime the receiver's channel selector to each local VHF
channel and look for the presence of apicture.
• If a picture is observed on any channel, remove the
terminator, connect the cable directly to the television
receiver and look for a sync bar, echo or co-channel in the
picture.
• If no sync bar, echo or co-channel is present, then the
cable can be connected to the television receiver; if an echo
is observed, proceed to the next step.
• Measure the drop level; if it is less than +5dBmV, then
connect an isolation amplifier between the drop and the
television receiver. This is to prevent overloading of the
amplifier and/or the television receiver.
• Look for async bar, echo or co-channel in the picture. If
it is still present, it will be necessary to use aconverter.
• If aVCR is also connected, the preceding test should be
repeated with the VCR output connected to the television
receiver and the VCR input terminated.
C. Other Connected Devices
(1)Discussion
Other types of equipment connected to the cable system
can also cause DPU problems. Often equipment designers
are not cognizant of potential DPU problems from inadequate shielding. FM receivers, burglar alarm equipment,
modems, VCR switch boxes, computers and games are
examples of equipment which is often connected directly to
the cable that can cause problems.
Some of this equipment subjects CATV service personnel
to two types of problems: DPU and the associated back
feeding, and egress. In many instances, device shielding is
so poor, emissions from the device exceed the 20 µVim at 3
meters limit established by the FCC. While Part 76.617 of
the Rules holds the customer responsible for emissions from
most or all customer owned equipment, cable maintenance
personnel are faced with the difficult task of finding and
isolating the offending equipment.
Use of special band pass filters and/or isolation amplifiers
can help reduce or eliminate back feeding to other outlets
on the same dwelling and the cable distribution plant. With
their inherent 10 dB gain, use of isolation amplifiers can
make the signal leakage problem worse.
If this if found to be the case, consideration should be
given to installing attenuator pads to reduce levels to the
offending device, however care should be taken to keep
levels well above the minimum needed for reliable operation of the equipment.
(2)Diagnosis
If the equipment to be connected is to be used with a
television receiver or VCR (such as A-B switches, VCR
switches or games) use the procedures described in chapter
two.
If the equipment to be connected is used for other
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services, such as FM radio or data receivers (like X*PRESS),
the procedures should be as follows:
• Disconnect all inputs from the equipment to be measured
and connect a SLM to the input connector. Keep the test
lead as short as possible and do not use push-on connectors.
• Measure the amplitude of all local VHF off-air channels
and measure the highest level.
• If the highest level exceeds -25 dBmV on any channel,
direct connection to the cable system should not be made;
an isolation amplifier should be connected between signal
splitter or tap and the equipment to be connected. If the
equipment is an FM receiver or will receive signals in the
FM band, then an isolating bandpass filter can be used to
reduce or eliminate back-feeding.
• If the recorded levels exceed -25 dBmV, then the potential
for harmful back-feeding exists. If the recorded levels
exceed the -25 dBmV limit by only a small amount,
television receivers served by the same splitter or tap
should be checked for async bar, echo or co-channel. If it is
observed, then the equipment being measured should not
be connected to the cable system.
• Alternatively, an isolation amplifier with 60 dB or more
isolation could be tried if they are available.
D. General Discussion
As the use of cable-ready receivers, VCRs and other
ancillary equipment increases, we can expect to experience
a corresponding increase in related service requests.
Effective training of all personnel in dealing with related
problems can be beneficial to both the cable company and
the customer. The cable company can enjoy reduced costs
while the customer can get the most benefit from the cable
service and the equipment to be purchased.
It is best for everyone if problems can be handled by the
telephone whenever possible. Therefore, the importance of
training office personnel cannot be over-estimated. Examples of questions which might be used by CSRs to diagnose
and isolate problems are shown below:
• Did you buy aVCR and connect it?
• Did you move your television receiver to a different
location in the room?
• Have you connected an FM receiver to the cable?
• Have you installed any splitters or cable from a source
other than the CATV operator?
• Did you connect a different television receiver to the
cable?
• Is the isolation amplifier plugged in?
The details of a CSR training program are beyond the
scope of this policy; they will require the cooperative efforts
of everyone involved to be effective.
Very Important: Every location not using a converter
needs to be identified in the billing system. This will help
prevent future service calls and will help CSRs identify
problems resulting from direct connections.
In the future, consumer equipment will be designed and
manufactured with cable in mind. Then CATV customers
can use all their features without the resultant degradation
in service quality being experienced now. Hopefully, this
document will help during this transitional period.
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Appendix A-Summary of Scope and
Progress of other Industry Groups
RF Cable Interface and Decoder Interface Working
Groups:
Introduction
Standards committee progress is often painfully slow.
lb anewcomer, especially someone accustomed to the "fast
lane," this activity can be quite frustrating. There are
several points to be made about this. Firstly, if cable
interface and decoder interface standards were easy to
achieve, they would have been agreed to a long time ago.
There has been pressure for an extended period of time.
Secondly, the issues being settled are delicate points
involving trade-offs which impact the economics and
performance of two industries. These two industries have a
history short on cooperation and long on confrontation.
Fortunately, the trend toward cooperation is on the up
swing.
At first blush, it would seem difficult to find two
industries with more reason to cooperate than the Cable
Television Industry and the Consumer Electronics Industry. Better pictures should enhance satisfaction in cable
service and better choice should increase the desire for
quality images. Most of the difficulties to date have been
due to alack of information and misunderstanding. Open,
honest, and frank contacts should be helpful to all.
Structure
In 1982, the National Cable Television Association,
NCTA, and the Electronic Industries Association, EIA,
formed aJoint Engineering Committee to discuss technical
issues which impact both industries. The first order of
business of that committee was to create achannelization
standard for frequency assignment. After considerable
debate, the committee recommended the plan which became
an EIA Interim Standard for one year. It has recently
emerged from this probationary phase to become an official
recommended standard.
It is important to note that these standards are voluntary
standards. Neither the NCTA nor the EIA have enforcement powers. Adherence to the standard depends on the
good faith of the companies involved.
After the channelization standard, two Working Groups
were formed to consider an RF cable interface standard and
adecoder interface standard. Shortly after formation of the
Decoder Interface Working Group, it was discovered that
the EIA R-4 Group had its own decoder interface group.
Seeing little point in duplication of effort, the Joint
Committee decoder working group disbanded.
Attitudes
An important reason for the successes of the Joint
Committee has been achange of attitude on the part of the
participants. In the past, cable/consumer electronics relations were marked with finger pointing and name calling.

It is important to realize that the TV receiver manufacturers have taken on a significantly greater burden with
this new standard. This level of performance will be difficult
to achieve. However, the customer/subscriber will benefit.
This achievement demonstrates that two industries can
work together to resolve difficult issues when acooperative
approach is employed.
Cable converter product has also been measured in
T.E.M. cells. These tests were funded by cable volunteers
and the NCTA. The goal was to understand techniques for
implementing the converter's seemingly better performance.
A recurring problem in this committee work is the
separation of performance standards from interference
standards. It is felt that the regulation of performance is
best left to the marketplace. However, the control of
interference is abona fide standards matter. Four kinds of
interference have been considered in order of increasing
severity:
1. Interference with the product's own performance
2. Interference with other products in the same home
3. Interference with other subscriber's reception
4. Interference with other users of the electromagnetic
spectrum, such as aircraft navigation and communications
radio.

Very important technical trade-offs were the focus of
arguments which had significant economic impact. This
behavior has been replaced with a realization of the
importance of customer satisfaction. The customer/
subscriber must be satisfied if the two industries are to
prosper. It is pointless to try to shift blame. The customer/
subscriber demands satisfaction from both industries.
A significant step in the right direction has been the
relaxation of what has been called the "70 dB syndrome."
In the past, the cable industry has tended to demand that
any potentially harmful phenomenon be suppressed by 70
dB. The consumer electronics industry has become offended
by this approach since this degree of suppression is difficult
to measure for most parameters and impossible to achieve
in practice. The result has been near zero progress.
The "70 dB syndrome" has been replaced with a much
more reasoned discussion of actual problems. A phased
approach has been recommended which sets achievable
targets, timed to cover frequencies ranges as they are
implemented in the cable practice over time. When acable
representative believes there is a need for a specification
which the manufacturers feel can't be presently achieved,
atutorial is included. This motivates the manufacturers to
strive for solution in future designs.
The defensive guards have been lowered and technical
people are listening to one another in open dialog. People
are trying to understand each others problems and
accommodate.
Occasionally, a new member joins the committee and
makes moves in the old ways. The committee brings the
newcomer in line and progress resumes.

The Long Term Future

The RF Cable Interface, IS-23, Working Group
The RF Cable Interface Working Group's major concern
is the Cable Compatible Consumer Product, such as the
Cable-Ready TV. The committee very quickly got over the
issues of connector type, impedance, and signal levels. A
more serious problem has been Direct Pick Up (DPU) of
broadcast signals.
The committee has taken voluntarily committed receivers and measured them in a T.E.M. ('fransverse ElectroMagnetic) cell. The tests were funded by the EIA, and each
participating manufacturer received data on his products.
A non branded table of data was supplied for committee
use. Sets ranged in performance from satisfactory behavior
to sets with considerably lower levels of tolerance. Manufacturers have been carefully considering the art of
radiation immunity as it applies to their products. Progress
has been made.
The most significant aspect of this work is a ten-times
increase in the direct pick up specification. Under this
proposal, a complying product must not show noticeable
degradation of performance in the presence of broadcast
electromagnetic fields having a strength of one volt per
meter. The previous specification came from the Canadian
standard and was based on one-tenth of a volt per meter.
It is expected that the proposal will cover 80 percent to 90
percent of all cable DPU problems. The remainder will
require aconverter to completely solve the problem.

The logical conclusion for the trends in CATV home
terminals is for subscriber ownership. This is the best
outcome for nearly all concerned. The subscriber has his
favorite hardware relationship: ownership. Unlike his
European cousin, the US TV receiver user has historically
preferred ownership to rental. The same should apply to the
decoder hardware. This will especially be the case if he can
own the tuner, remote control, and other convenience
features as part of the bargain. These later goals are
achieved by having the descrambler come after the TV
receiver's tuner. There are two ways of accomplishing this.
One way has a"decoder interface plug" on the back of the
TV receiver (or VCR, etc.) into which the subscriber owned
(or leased) descrambler fits. The second method is to build
the decoder directly into the receiver by the receiver
manufacturer. The latter will happen if there is ade facto
or actual decoder standard which would permit free
movement from cable system to cable system. If this is not
achieved for whatever reason, then plug-in, re-sell, or swap
devices will be required.
The principal entity which is disturbed by this approach
is the manufacturer of home terminals who doesn't also
make TV receivers. He sees more than half of his "value
added" eliminated. But from the bigger picture, the waste
and inefficiency of having atuner, remote control circuits,
and related components in the home terminal, only to have
them duplicated in the TV receiver, is undesirable.
From the cable operator's point of view, the program
protection method must ensure that subscribers cannot
defeat the system and receive the programming for free.
Another interested party in all this is the programming
producers. If they believe their product can be stolen, they
will not make it available to the cable operator. The cable
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operator realizes that the would-be pirate has nearly
unlimited time and resources at his disposal. The system
which meets this test will be robust indeed. Once this
assurance is obtained, the cable operator will gladly give
up the capital requirements caused by the need to supply
the descramblers. The money would be better invested in
more programming, service-enhancing facilities, or home
terminals that provide new services to subscribers.
The Decoder Interface, IS-15, Working Group
The Decoder Interface Working Group is not a Joint
Committee effort, rather it is entirely an EIA activity. In
spite of this, there has been significant friendly dialog
between the two industries. Cable participation in this
committee work has been welcomed. Specifically, there
have been cable industry contributions to the design and
testing of the interface plug.
The Interface Plug is also called the Cenelec 20 pin plug.
Even with twenty pins, the committee wished it had more!
Composite video in and out is provided. RGB inputs are
optional. A data line pair to communicate logical instructions such as EIA Home Bus signals, has been provided.
At some day in the future, it will be possible to connect
consumer electronics products to a master home system.
Fast-blank for text insertion and decoder restored sync
input pins are provided. Devices with the interface plug are
intended to be optionally "daisy chained." That is, devices
may be designed in such a manner as to be connected in
series, allowing interaction between devices and an extension of product into an easy to use, consumer friendly
system.
The most serious and controversial issue regarding the
interface plug is automatic gain control (AGC) design
philosophy. AGC has two modes of operation with strongly
conflicting demands, acquisition and stable operation. The
circuit time constants must be different for these two modes.
Additionally, the AGC time constants of the cable converter
and television receiver must be significantly different so
one is dominated by the other. If the two time constants are
close together in value, oscillations may result. The problem
is that some receiver manufacturers are using long time
constants while others have decided upon short time
constants. An important difficulty to appreciate is the fact
that in scrambled mode, most systems suppress horizontal
sync pulses. For decades, television AGC design philosophy
has depended on finding and accurately measuring sync
pulse parameters. The two processes are in fundamental
conflict. Without sync pulses, there is a tendency for the
amplifiers to increase gain and saturate. This crushes the
signal and ensures that sync pulses will never be found.
This "lock-out" condition is a disaster which must be
avoided. It is most complicated in systems which suppress
sync pulses in the vertical interval as well. This phenomenon is extremely non-linear and not well understood. Some
engineers insist that there is no theoretical basis for these
systems to ever work! They claim that each time the system
achieves synchronization and decoding, a fortunate electrical accident has occurred!
One serious complication is the fact that AGC expertise
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in television receivers is a scarce resource. There are
probably less than twenty experts in the entire world. The
subject is very complex with almost no published technical
literature. An engineer becomes an expert in this field
through years of apprenticeship to an existing expert. A
second complication is that competitive performance between manufacturers' products is largely determined by
AGC characteristics. 'lb someone who appreciates this, the
committee interactions take on a whole new dimension.
There is the careful guarding of secrets, the pained release
of just enough information to make the interface plug
system work, but the anxiety that too much may have been
revealed to acompetitor.
The Decoder Interface Working Group has had three field
tests in ATC's cable systems in Denver, CO. Several TV
receiver manufacturers and several decoder manufacturers
participated with varying, but basically very good, results.
The level of success exceeded expectations and re-energized
the committee. At least one receiver manufacturer's
engineers formed astrong alliance with adecoder manufacturer's engineers. Extensive cooperation and mutual sharing of information has resulted in araising of the potential
for success of these two companies. At least one other
manufacturer took a very unfriendly, parochial approach
in the first test which offended the other participants. This
has caused embarrassment to others at that company who
have worked long and hard at trying to establish arecord
of cooperation and leadership. By the second test, this was
corrected.
The best indication of the success of the field tests has
been the lively interchange that took place afterwards,
resulting in significant improvements in the proposed
standard. The most interesting improvement is the proposal
of an AGC time constant control pin which would yield
control of the time constant to the decoder.
Current tests have concentrated on base band scrambling
schemes because the interface plug connections do not
include RF signals.
Committee agreement on the interim standard was
achieved by mid-April 1986. The parent group approval
process is essentially complete.
Upon completion of the Base Band Decoder Interface, the
committee will turn its attention to two more issues: a)
practical details of implementation of the standard and, b)
potential of the standard to include an IF (Intermediate
Frequency) connection.
Practical issues include the facilitation of testing of
designs. To that end, the New ibchnologies department of
ATC volunteered to host tests. Decoder manufacturers will
supply encoders and decoders and Television receiver
manufacturers will provide TV sets. Engineers will be
welcome to use the laboratory to make measurements and
conduct experiments. Confidentiality will be preserved by
proper attention to ethical practices. Another practical
issue is the promotion and promulgation of the standard.
For that purpose the EIA and selected manufacturers had
a hospitality suite at the International Conference on
Consumer Electronics (ICCE) in Chicago June 4 through
6, 1986. ATC helped in equipping that suite. The ICCE is
the principal technical conference for consumer electronics

design engineers. Similar hospitality suites are contemplated for upcoming cable shows. Strategies for generating
cable support of the Interface Standard are under consideration.
Both the EIA and the NCTA recognize that most of the
scrambling systems displayed are not base band. The next
order of business is to strategize away of accommodating
RF scrambling at IF. This may be done on aseparate plug,
or the signals may be descrambled at base band. Whether
the return will also be at IF or through the base band plug
at base band, will be determined by the committee. This
work is expected to take no more than an additional six
months, perhaps less because the issues are less complicated than the previous problems.
First availability to TV receivers incorporating the
interface plug will likely be in late 1986.
The Committee Process
The committee has alife cycle of its own. At first there
is a small group of attendees trying to make it happen.
Slowly the group expands until so many attend that it is
difficult to get anything done. After several months, those
low on patience cease to attend. Decision-making picks up.
Then some dramatic event such as afield trial takes place.
Once again, attendance soars. A new danger to progress
takes place. New members attend for the first time. They
start questioning the fundamental philosophy. Old ground
is revisited. The skillful chairman must maintain progress,
yet not turn off the new attendees. The new attendees will
have their say in the final standards approval process. They
must not be alienated. As the committee reaches the end
of its work, two forces come to conflict. Those who have put
in years of work want to bring it to a close. Others who
have been alerted to the committee's work by the expected
issue of anew standard become alarmed. They see all kinds
of threats to their interests and, of course, better ways to
do the job, usually using advanced technology which wasn't
available when the committee started its work. The
committee chairman must manage these forces or total grid
lock will result.
Another practical difficulty with committee work is the
fact that the most likely contributors are industry experts
and industry decision-makers. By definition, these individuals are very busy and in demand by their company's
engineering departments and by other committees. Getting
the right people involved is critical to success. Occasionally,
acompany's management's view of committee work is too
parochial. Important contributors are denied permission to
attend, or are not supported in this activity.
An important element of the committee process, is the
mutual education of the two participating industries.
Committee work is an excellent means of communication
between experts in the cable and the consumer electronics
industries. Well before an agreement on standards is
reached, the TV receiver design experts are applying what
they have learned from the committee work and are
anticipating the new standard. This process makes timely

introduction of product, based on the new standard,
possible.
While it will be years before asignificant penetration of
product built around these standards takes place, those
customers with an urgent need or desire will be able to
purchase products in the second half of 1986. Thus, atimely
impact will be made even though extensive use of the
standard will take many years.
Thanks go to the EIA and the NCTA for their leadership
in these issues. Special thanks to the EIA for sponsoring
the meetings and to 'Ibm Mock, of the EIA, in particular.
The task would have been much more difficult, if not
impossible, without his time and energy And, of course,
thanks to the committee participants for their participation
and time away from home.
Conclusion
Progress is being made on two fronts, the RF cable
interface and the decoder interface. Progress is slow and
painful but essential if the customer/subscriber is to be
provided with the maximum utility potential of the
technology. These are long term solutions. But they will
never arrive without heavy investment of energy and time
in current committee work.

Consumer Electronics Bus Committee:
Introduction
The Consumer Electronics Bus Committee (CEBC) was
formed by the Electronic Industries Association's Engineering Policy Council to recommend voluntary standards for
what has been popularly called the Home Bus.
The Committee chose not use that name, but used the
Consumer Electronics Bus (CEB) instead, because past use
of the name Home Bus has inferred a purely digital
environment. The standards under development now are
for multiple media, some of which will use mixtures of
analog and digital techniques.
The media for which standards are under development
are:
1. The Power Line Bus (PLBUS).
2. The Wired Bus (WIBUS).
3. Infrared media for use in asingle room (SRBUS).
4. Low Power RF (RFBUS).
At the heart of the CEBC standards development effort
are anumber of basic requirements:
1. From the consumer's point of view, extreme "ease of
use" is required.
2. Future expansion for unknown uses built in.
3. Commonality of language across the media.
The methodology of the CEBC is to focus on systems and
techniques proposed by member companies. Where there
are no proposals forthcoming, consultants are used to gain
a particular goal agreed upon by the Subcommittee
responsible for it.
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The Single Room Bus
The original single focus of this Subcommittee was the
problem of proliferation of remote control systems: all using
infrared media, not standardized, (and in some cases) not
compatible. It was felt that further development of the
Remote Control marketplace would be inhibited by further
increase in the number of hand-held controllers as more
products became remotely accessible. This original target
we called the "Unified Remote Control System."
Upon consideration of the capability of the IR media, we
realized that the SRBUS Standard must include the
capability of remotely addressing the WIBUS and PLBUS,
as well as for use as a Single Room LAN for unattended
wireless communication between pieces of equipment
within the room.
We were forced into these expansions because it was clear
that the probability was very high that infrared would be
used for these applications: the CEB standard would
quickly become obsolete if we did not roll those obvious
applications into it.
We also came to the conclusion that the new SRBUS
Standard must be defined in a way that precluded
interference by existing products. After all, it would be very
difficult for the Chief Engineer of amanufacturing concern
to make adecision to go to the new CEB Standard if it had
demonstrable performance problems at the outset. At the
same time, we have a strong bias toward establishing the
standard in such a way that we minimize interference by
the CEB to existing equipment.
The concept of a number of separate systems, using the
IR media, operating more or less simultaneously in the
room led to the definition of "Consumer Service Levels."
These are descriptions of performance levels as seen by the
consumer, not OSI levels.
Level 1:
Single, shared, one-way control channel services. User
feedback or verification of control operation is only present
in the form of the visible and/or audible response of
equipment responding to user commands. Access to other
CEB bus types may only be realized through active two-way
"gateways" and not "bridges."
Level 2:
Single, shared two-way control channel services. User
demand or quasi continous driven control signaling is
provided with channel provisions to allow multiple Level 2
devices to be operated within the same room. Two-way
operation is assumed to be primarily used to validate
communications and resolve channel contention and collisions. Level 2 will enable use of the SRBUS as a bridge
with other CEB media and the use of repeater-like
functions.
Level 3:
Dedicated, independent multiple audio channels. Compact-

Disk-equivalent performance is supported from multiple
sources or channels to multiple receiving devices tuned or
enabled to receive a selected stereo audio pair. As a
secondary application consideration the channels may be
configurable as either one or two-way data channels to
permit use as a limited speed LAN between devices
operating at speeds beyond the capabilities of PLBUS. Note
that the maximum speed of the bus is limited to that
required to support its primary multiple channel audio
application.
Level 4:
High speed data communications. In recognition of the
potential of future optical data bandwidths an open ended
provision is intended for unspecified data applications. The
only available example at present is hard disk data.
Level 5:
Wideband signal communications. An optical wideband
wireless link is intended to extend the reach of future
SRBUS concepts to include video and/or WIBUS communications.
Note that Level 1 defines a simple, one-way Unified
Remote Control System. LEVELS 2-5 define a two-way
approach.
At this point, the Subcommittee faced achoice: we could
focus on quickly defining the Unified Remote Control
standard so that industry could start using it. But the risk
of developing the Level 1language and protocol and then
later finding it to be incompatible with other levels was too
high. Therefore, the Committee decided to use atop-down
approach, and take the time to develop aunified command
and addressing language for the whole home. The language
then used by any one particular level of the SRBUS would
be ahierarchical subset of the CEB language.
Development Strategy
The command and addressing language is being developed by a working group existing within the lbchnical
Steering Committee (the top level Committee of the CEBC).
Therefore, the strategy presently being pursued by the
SRBUS Subcommittee is that of implementation in away
that guarantees coexistence with existing systems.
We are presently focusing on Levels 1 and 2, and
pursuing two implementation strategies. In order of
preference, they are:
1. Staying at 900 nm (the wavelength used by almost all
production systems now) and guaranteeing noninterference by receiver design and coding techniques.
2. Move away from 900 nm to the 850-800 nm range and
separate the systems by optical filtering.
The reasoning for the order of preference is one of
simplicity: staying at 900 nm means minimal change for
those businesses already in production, and the coding
techniques can be achieved through enhancing the capability of the microprocessor systems already used in most
manufacturer's designs.
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different (but just as severe) type. Almost all of the
Consumer Electronics Industry has participated in developing new markets in which the consumer became confused
and irritated: we've watched the new businesses stumble,
and sometimes stall.
The CEB SRBUS standards provide amethod of avoiding
the proliferation problem. They can substantially reduce
the complexity, on the consumers part, of operating awide
variety of remote control equipment made by various
manufacturers. Strong acceptance and conformance to the
coming CEB Standard can make the marketplace growth
rate much quicker and its path much less thorny.

To stay at 900 nm and to be able to perform reliably in
the presence of transmissions from older systems, the
CEB/SRBUS system must very carefully define optical
receiver techniques to ensure that good quality signals are
presented to the decoding sections of the receiver. It is
expected that wide dynamic signal latitude will be required.
It is not expected to be an overly difficult task.
Present Status
At the present time, no company has come forth with a
proposed system for achieving Level 1and Level 2system
implementation. Upon retrospect, this seems reasonable
since no company has been contemplating such global
standards for the home simultaneously with the remote
control system.
Therefore, the Subcommittee has decided to use the
services of a consultant. The task of the consultant would
be to evaluate the approaches recommended by the
Subcommittee and make their own recommendations as to
how best to implement a realizable system whose performance is consistent with the goals of the Subcommittee.
The consultant will then construct breadboards to
demonstrate feasibility of the standard and for demonstration to the Member companies of the Subcommittee.
Schedule and our Plans

At the time of the writing of this paper, a number of
consultant candidates are being evaluated. By the time of
presentation, the chosen consultant will be at work on the
task described above. We then expect that breadboards will
be available toward the end of 1986 for evaluation by
member companies and subsequent alterations should some
objections be encountered.
Human Interface

Using the CEB Unified Remote Control System to control
a number of pieces of equipment probably presents no
problems for firms already in the business. A number of
products are already in the marketplace using remote
control systems that can address many different pieces of
consumer entertainment equipment.
The real challenge will be to those firms who decide to
design and sell wireless remote access to the PLBUS and
WIBUS. In doing so, they will be able to create awireless
hand-held remote control system which can address the
entire home. The challenges in the area of good human
factors design will be large, even if the addressing space is
limited to a small number of devices. Making consumers
comfortable with actuating and controlling lights, VCRs,
etc. which are out of sight will take well-thought-out,
carefully executed algorithms and devices.
Indeed, the area seems to be large enough to appear to
support entire companies: a number of small firms are
moving into the Home Control area, specializing in human
interfacing.
Proliferating more and more different, and conflicting,
hand-held systems is a human interface problem of a
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SECTION II—SOLUTIONS FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW
Chapter One-Integrated Switching Systems
Discussion
The confusion and mess of A-B switch configurations has
led to the design of numerous integrated RF switching
networks. Typically such devices contain several splitters
and multiposition switches and may contain integral
amplifiers to overcome splitting losses. While they have the
disadvantage of some lack of flexibility, their use reduces
much of the necessary cabling and results in clearly labeled
functions for the customer.
Unfortunately, many of the devices on the market
(particularly those available through retail electronics and
hi-fi stores) are inadequate with regard to functionality,
switching isolation, through loss and/or shielding. In their
defense, many were designed more for the interconnection
of other video equipment (video disk players, video games,
multiple VCRs, etc) than for cable installations. Only
recently have devices been introduced which were designed
with the requirements of cable operators in mind.
This section contains adiscussion of the various options
available to the designer of such equipment and closes with
a model specification for one possible configuration. The
NCTA is not in the business of equipment procurement and
thus the specification is not intended to be complete, nor to
focus on features other than those necessary for minimum
operation. Such factors as mechanical configuration, additional input or output ports, AC power switching, etc. are
more properly considerations of market assessment. The
subcommittee is indebted to George Hart of Cablesystems
Engineering for many of the provisions in the model
specification.

sources is avoided. The Zenith "Video Organizer" is an
example of acommercial product using this technique.
This configuration involves two compromises: first, the
savings in signal loss is more theoretical than real and
second, it may be more confusing to the subscriber. The
problem with the signal loss savings is that many VCR's
are quite lossy in their signal bypass path, which contains
asplitter and switch of its own as shown in the diagram
below. Although the EIA/NCTA interface specification calls
for a 5 dB maximum loss recommendation for future
designs, afew models of currently installed VCRs may have
losses in excess of 10 dB.
VHF IN

1

SIGNAL
SPLITTER

RECORD
CIRCUITRY
LOOP-THROUGH
LOSSES

PLAYBACK
CIRCUITRY

VHF
MODULATOR
o

Configuration Options:

TAPE

Most useful switching devices will contain certain
features in common-namely the ability to select several
sources for viewing or taping and to view pre-recorded tapes
without cable changes. Beyond that, however, there are
choices to be made in amplification, feeds to descramblers,
FM outlets and non-RF features.
Splitters vs. VCR Feedthrough. A device which only
provides switched outputs for VCR and television set may
be built without any splitter loss if desired, although some
control logic is required. This is done by feeding each input
to an armature port on both the VCR select switch and the
television select switch. Provided the physical distance
between the switches is kept very short and the switch
arms present an open circuit when non-selected, this can
be done without the use of splitters.
The logic is set up so that independent selection may be
made of RF source for the television and VCR unless both
select the same source. In that case, the television is
connected to the output of the VCR instead of its selected
source. Provided that the VCR is internally switched to its
bypass mode, the television will receive the same source as
the VCR. By preventing both selector switches from
activating the same input port, double termination of
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ANTENNA

/SWITCHING

VHF OUT
VCR Signal Flow Diagram
The potential customer confusion stems from the need to
switch the recorder between tape mode for playback and
(sometimes) to bypass mode for viewing non-recorded
material in addition to selecting sources of the RF switching
box.
Descrambler Output Pores). One requirement which is
unique to cable installations using scrambling is the
necessity of a signal feed to the descrambler. With some
addressable descramblers, in fact, afull-time cable feed is
necessary not only for receipt of new authorizations, but to
keep the unit from totally deauthorizing. Descramblers
built for use in dual-cable systems generally also contain
internal A-B switches and thus need inputs from both
cables. The inclusion of such output ports is one of the
factors that distinguishes switching units intended for the
cable market from simple video source selectors.
FM Receiver Port. A second port that is sometimes
provided is a full-time feed intended for use by an FM

receiver. If such aport is considered, the egress and ingress
implications outlined in Section I, chapter three should be
carefully considered. As a minimum, it is recommended
that the FM port be fed through a bandpass filter. If
addressable devices or other terminal equipment that use
signals in the area above 108 MHz are in use, then the filter
should be designed to have minimum through-loss in that
region. Similarly, the principal aircraft frequencies are
located immediately above the FM band as are many
leakage detector signals, so the sharpness of the upper
cutoff is of interest. A low-gain, high-isolation amplifier in
series with that port can reduce the effects of strong local
TV signal ingress.
AC Powering Considerations. Configurations which use
active signal switches or amplification will require line
power of some kind. While this may seem a mundane
consideration by itself, it may not be so when combined
with the requirements of other equipment. A customer with
aconverter, VCR and television set may have already used
all available outlets within reach. As a cost-savings
measure, some manufacturers of switching networks may
choose to use wall-mounted transformers ("calculator
power supplies") as those may be independently UL
approved, saving both time and money in bringing the new
product to market. Unfortunately, many such transformers
not only use one outlet, but may cover additional outlets
as well. Also, there is no possibility with such a unit of
providing an accessory AC outlet on the back so that the
total number of receptacles in use is the same. Finally,
consideration should be given to the reliability and
durability of the light duty low-voltage cords and plugs
used to connect the transformer to the switching unit.
Amplification. Given that most switching networks
involve signal splitting to feed multiple receivers and that
low signal levels limit attainable noise performance as
explained above, the obvious answer is to provide amplification in the switching network. If such amplification is
provided, careful consideration must be paid to its placement within the network and electrical characteristics.
Wherever the gain stage is placed, it becomes part of the
cable system's distribution network. Unlike trunk amplifiers, however, it operates without well-determined input
and output levels, owing to the variation in drop levels
within asystem. Thus, it must provide:
• Acceptable distortion characteristics when the network
is supplied with the highest expected drop signal level.
• Acceptable noise performance when the network is
supplied with the lowest expected drop signal level.
• Sufficiently flat frequency response that the range of
signal levels does not exceed either the NCTA or EIA limits
when connected to atypical drop.
Fundamental to the design is the question of whether the
gain is to be placed at the input ports or output ports. If the
gain is placed after the splitting and switching, then the
distortion characteristics are easier to meet as the levels
are lower, however, the passive losses add directly to the
noise figure and, unless the inherent noise figure of the
amplifier is significantly lower than the customer's video
equipment, nothing is gained.
Placing the amplifier ahead of the splitters requires it
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to handle somewhat higher signal levels, but allows
optimizing noise performance. It is important that such
amplifiers have a gain not significantly higher than the
passive network losses. This keeps the output level within
reasonable range for distortion reasons and keeps the
amplified signals from leaking into the non-amplified
signals due to the finite isolation of the switching.
Preamplification also requires that the switching devices
handle somewhat higher signal levels which may be
important to some active switching technologies.
The addition of an active amplifier stage also is of concern
to system lightning/surge protection via the cable input
port. Low noise figure high-performance amplifiers are
inherently sensitive to lightning surges and require special
consideration in the design of an amplified switcher
product. Such may not be the case with direct cable inputs
to converters depending on whether the converters use an
input amplifier.
Model Specification-ConverterNCR Switching Network:
Description:
An RF routing and switching device capable of routing
signals from four sources to two switched and two fixed
output ports. Two of the input ports are "wideband ports"
and two are "low-band ports." The two fixed output ports
are permanently fed from the wideband input ports.
Functional schematic:
In

AvY-

c
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2

3

D
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4

3
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Applications:
B. Single cable with decoder, VCR, and antenna or
external source
1) Connection diagram
Antenna >
Cable>
on,

cna

DECODER

VCR

3

TV

4

2) Labels

2) Labels

A Cable Input
B Antenna (or ext)
C From
Decoder
output
D From VCR Output
1 Cable to Decoder
2 lb TV Set
3 (not used)
4 lb VCR Input

Switch 1
Pos 1
Pos 2

View
Cable
Antenna

Pos 3
Pos 4
Switch 2
Pos 1
Pos 2
Pos 3
Pos 4

Premium
Tape
Record
Cable
Antenna
Premium
(not used)

A
B
C
D
1
2

Cable Input
From Decoder Output
From VCR #2 Output
From VCR #1 Output
Cable to Decoder
To TV Set

3 lb VCR #2 Input
4 To VCR #1 Input

Applications:
(3) Features
• Allows use of antenna, playback VCR, video disk, MDS
or STV decoder, computer, etc.
• Allows "cable-ready" tuners to access all non-scrambled
program material with independent TV and VCR channel
selection.
• Allows VCR to use timed recording functions on all
non-scrambled channels or single premium channel.
(4) Limitations
• Doesn't allow simultaneous access to more than one
scrambled channel.
• Doesn't allow unattended recording of both scrambled
and clear channels.
• If external input is antenna, requires high isolation
switching due to ingress/egress requirements and variation
in signal level. Also high input levels from antenna may
cause distortions.

Switch 1
View
Pos 1
Cable
Pos 2
Premium
Pos 3
Tape 2
Pos 4
Tape 1
Switch 2
Tape #1
Record
Pos 1
Cable
Pos 2
Premium
Pos 3
Tape #2
Pos 4
(not used)

(3) Features
• Allows integration of two VCR's with controls for tape
duplication.
• Tape 2may be used to record aclear or scrambled channel
from decoder while Tape 1is recording the same channel
or any other unscrambled cable channel.
• As an alternative, Tape 2may be used as playback only
and output #3 used as feed to 2nd TV set.
(4) Limitations
• Cannot copy from Tape 1to Tape 2.
• Same limitations as other configurations with respect to
use of remote controls or timers for manipulation of
switcher controls or descrambler tuning.
• Tape 2input limited to Converter/Descrambler output.
A. Dual cable with decoder and VCR
1) Connection diagram

D. Single cable with decoder and dual VCRs
1) Connection diagram

Cable ‘13
In

I
A

Out
DECODER
B
1.
A

Cable

Out

Out

VCR 2
In

DECODER
In

A

BC

D

1

2

4

3

Out

VHF Out
2

VCR 1
In

TV

TV
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3

4

VCR
VHF In

2) Labels

2) Labels
A
B
C
D
1
2
3
4

Cable A
Cable B
From Decoder Output
From VCR Output
Cable A To Decoder
TV Set
Cable B To Decoder
lb VCR Input

n

Switch 1
Pos 1
Pos 2
Pos 3
Pos 4
Switch 2
Pos 1
Pos 2
Pos 3
Pos 4

A
B
C
D
1
2
3
4

View
Cable A
Cable B
Premium
Tape
Record
Cable A
Cable B
Premium
(not used)

Switch 1 TV #1
Pos 1
Cable A
Pos 2
Cable B
Pos 3
Premium
Pos 4
Auxiliary
Switch 2
TV #2
Pos 1
Cable A
Pos 2
Cable B
Pos 3
Premium
Pos 4
Auxiliary

Cable A Input
Cable B Input
From Decoder Output
From Auxiliary
Cable A To Decoder
lb TV Set #1
Cable B lb Decoder
'lb TV Set #2

(3) Features
• Allows either of two TV sets to access both non-scrambled
and scrambled programming with a single descrambler,
although still limited to one scrambled selection at atime.
• Allows integration of other video sources into home video
connection.

(3) Features
• Independent access by TV and VCR to A Cable, B Cable
and Decoder output. Allows use of built-in tuners for
independent selection of non-scrambled channels. • Restores utility of remote control and timed tuning functions
of TV and VCR for channel selections within asingle cable.
• Allows recording or viewing of scrambled or clear
material or tape playback without changing any cables.

(4) Limitations
• Access to only asingle scrambled channel at atime.
• Cable and function selection for remote TV set not
convenient because of location of selector box.

(4) Limitations
• Cannot record one scrambled channel while viewing
another.
• Cannot do timed recording sequences that require cable
selection or decoder channel selection.
• Cannot use wireless remote controls for cable selection.

E. Dual cable, dual decoders and VCR
1) Connection diagram

C. Dual cable with decoder, Iwo television sets and
external input

Cable

1) Connection diagram

In

B>

I
A

Out

VCR
VCR,
Video Disk,
MDS,
STV,
DBS,
Computer,
Video Game,
etc.

Cable S
In
1
(A

Oui
DECODER
B—In —A

2

3

In

Out
DECODER 1

13-

in

-A

2

3

4

Out
DECODER 2
in

V

4
2) Labels

TV1

A
B
C
D
1
2
3
4

TV2
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Switch 1
Cable A Input
Pos 1
Cable B Input
Pos 2
TV Decoder Output
Pos 3
From VCR Output
Pos 4
Cable A To TV Decoder
Switch 2
'lb TV Set
Pos 1
Cable B To TV Decoder
Pos 2
To VCR Input
Pos 3
Pos 4

View
Cable A
Cable B
Premium
Tape
Record
Cable A
Cable B
(not used)
(not used)

(3) Features
• Allows for simultaneous access to two scrambled channels.
(4) Limitations
• Requires cost of two descramblers to be amortized.
• Wireless remote controls may not be usable on both
descramblers because of interaction.
• Timed recording functions of VCR involving more than
one channel will not work as VCR's tuner is fixed on decoder
output channel.
• On addressable systems, decoder #2 will not receive
authorization data if Record switch is left in position 3or 4.
Note: Addition of a second decoder to any of the above
application diagrams ahead of the VCR will work in much
the same way.
Electrical specifications:
(unused ports terminated in 75 ohms)
Bandwidth
A and B Inputs:
54-450 MHz
(Note: two-way systems will require that the lower limit
be 5 MHz (in the reverse direction) while the upper limit
can be expected to increase with the development in cable
technology to 550 MHz or higher).
C and D Inputs:
54-74 MHz
Switching isolation
(on-off insertion loss ratio)
54-74 MHz:
75 dB
(Note: if applications are contemplated in which one port
will be used for roof-top antenna inputs, this should be
increased to 80 dB minimum, through 216 MHz. If the cable
system upper frequency limit extends above 470 MHz, the
same consideration will apply to potential UHF station
interference.)
74-450 MHz
65 dB
(Note: this specification assumes that dual cable systems
have opposing channels RF phaselocked).
Input terminal isolation
A and B ports to each other:
70 dB, 54-450 MHz
(Note: if applications are contemplated in which one port
will be used for roof-top antenna inputs, this should be
increased to 80 dB minimum up to 216 MHz. The same
considerations discussed under switching isolation above
apply here for systems whose upper frequency range
overlaps the UHF broadcast frequencies.)
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All combinations of input
Ports from each other:
75 dB, 54-74 MHz
(Note: this specification is included so that impedance
mismatches of various sources do not degrade the effective
switching isolation.
Amplification
Although the functional schematic above shows threeway splitters on the wideband input ports, an analysis of
the suggested applications shows that, except for (C), only
two of the three outputs are actually used at any one time.
Thus, with sufficient switching flexibility and some control
logic, it would be possible to achieve the same result using
only two-way splitters. In that case, the losses could be
kept to 4dB or so and the complications of active amplifiers
avoided. If amplifiers are used, they should be placed as
shown in the functional diagram at the beginning of this
section. Unless provisions are made for return paths, of
course, such amplifiers would preclude use in a two-way
system.
Gain and distortion
Net Gain:
The net gain, considering amplification, splitting and
switching shall be in the range of -4 to +3dB (0 nominal)
from 54-450 MHz from A or B inputs to any selected output
and -4 dB maximum from the Cand D inputs to any selected
output over the frequency range 54-74 MHz. The frequency
response shall be flat within 4dB in each case.
Crossmodulation Ratio:
>58 dB for 60 carriers synchronously modulated with a 15
KHz square wave at +14 dBmV input level at A or B input
ports.
Carrier to Second or Third Order Beat Ratio:
>58 dB for 60 CW carriers at +14 dBmV input level at A
or B input ports.
Carrier to Composite Triple Beat Ratio:
>60 dB for 60 CW carriers (standard frequency assignments)
at +14 dBmV input level at A or B input ports.
Note: As with the upper frequency limit discussed above,
the number of simultaneous carriers that must be handled
while producing an acceptable level of distortion products
can be expected to increase as the technology of cable
distribution changes.
Carrier to Hum Ratio:
>50 dB for an input level of -6 dBmV over an AC range of
97 to 132 volts (if applicable).
Shielding
Egress:
Shall meet FCC Part 76.605 (a)(12) leakage limits with the
outputs terminated for input signals of +15 dBmV applied

to A or B inputs.
Ingress:
When operated in an external ambient RF field of strength
1.0 V/m at any frequency from 54-450 MHz, the signal level
measured at the A or B input ports shall be less than -35
dBmV when all other ports are terminated. The level
measured at any other port shall be less than -55 dBmV
when all other ports are terminated.
Note: This number is higher than that specified in the
EIA/NCTA interface document (paragraph 2.1.1) dealing
with signal transmitted back to the cable system, but is
consistent with paragraph 2.1.2 dealing with performance
degradation.

Chapter Two—Accessories to Aid Compatibility
Discussion
In general, use of the various switching networks
discussed in earlier chapters results in improved capabilities for the customer, but at an increase in cost and
operating confusion. Also, any of the schemes presented
have the built-in problem that the cable converter is not
controllable by the VCR's timer. Finally, there is the
problem of too many separate remote control handunits:
television, VCR, converter(s), FM tuner and video or audio
disk players. Presented below are some approaches to
solving these residual problems.
Timers
The problem of time-sequence recording on different
channels has been approached in several ways. Oak and
Zenith, for instance, have made available optional handheld remote units with built-in timers for their converters
while another vendor has introduced a"generic" controller/
timer unit. These units perform the same functions as the
normal remote but can be programmed to do several
channel changes over aperiod of time. Thus, aVCR which
is connected to aconverter output could be programmed to
record several events (all on the converter output channel),
then the converter's remote timer programmed to select the
proper input channels for the recording.
The advantages of putting the timer functions in a
separate remote unit are that it allows the operator to offer
timing as an option without the costs of handling two types
of descramblers and that it offers backwards compatibility
with existing converters. The downside is that the remote
must be left pointed at the IR receiver in the converter and
any missed command could ruin the entire recording
sequence (particularly a toggled command, such as ON/
OFF).
Other manufacturers, for instance Jerrold, Pioneer and
lbcom, are choosing to eliminate the uncertainty of the
command path from the remote by offering the timer as an
internal converter option.
From the standpoint of the customer, the question is
whether the additional capability is worth the cost and

operating confusion. Each time a recording is made two
separate timers, with different controls and logic, must be
set up.
Multi-Function Remote Controls
A remote control option that is designed to reduce
duplication and messiness is the multi-function remote
control. An early example on the market is a unit by
General Electric that is capable of duplicating the functions
of up to four wireless remote units by any manufacturer. It
is programmed using abuilt-in IR receiver which receives
and stores control sequences from the units it will replace
in service. Assuming that the controls are clearly labeled
for the various functions and that the control codes for the
various video appliances do not interfere with each other,
it could save clutter in the home. An alternate design would
include plug-in "personality" modules for each of the units
to be controlled. Both approaches could represent either a
potential loss of remote control revenue for the cable
operator or anew market potential depending on whether
the cable operator is the only source for such devices in his
area.
One operator has suggested a much lower cost way to
accomplish a similiar objective. He offers his customers a
plexiglas "pad" to which two or three remotes can be
attached using Velcro fasteners. The other side is used for
atuning guide.
Chapter Three—Hardware Modifications
Discussion
While external switching networks can return some of
the utility of VCRs and remote controllable television sets,
they cannot solve all the problems and those that are solved
are at the cost of hardware and operating complexity.
Further improvements require either modifications to the
designs of converters or specially designed hardware.
Several ideas are presented here with the intent of
stimulating discussions in the industry leading to innovative long-term improvements.
Proposal I: Wideband Cable Feed Including Premium
Services
Description
Under this proposal the input cable feed is split, one input
line used for the descrambler input and the other fed to an
output combiner. The descrambler output is recombined
with the broadband input so that the output of the network
would contain all clear channels plus one selected descrambled premium channel. Thus, normal television sets
and VCR's could access services on standard television
channels, extended tuning range devices could access all
non-scrambled services and aselected premium service.
Such a device would allow access to premium services
by second sets and VCRs without losing independent tuning
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capability, although simultaneous access to multiple premium services would still be denied. It has the advantage
that no additional wiring or switching functions are
required.

combiner would be required. The diagram below shows a
baseband converter modified to put the added circuitry
(shown in dark lines) completely within the device.

Functional schematic:
Band Stop Filter

Band Stop Filter

I

Output to
Subscriber's
Equipment

Input
Cable

Input
Cable

Output to
Subscriber's
Equipment

(Optional)

Detailed Discussion:

Advantages:

Key to implementation of this method is the choice made
for the output channel. Either a blank channel must be
allocated in the distribution system to allow for the
reinsertion of the decoded signal, or afilter would have to
be used to "create" such achannel. In that case, the cleared
channel should contain programming of little or no worth
in its as-received state, such as an encoded premium signal
or space-filler character generator. A filter of some sort will
likely be necessary in any case to avoid recombining
distribution system noise with the converter output, though
the requirements are not as stringent in that case. Since
single channel filters which do not affect adjacent channels
are very expensive to fabricate, it would be preferable to
think in terms of removing one channel and degrading
considerably each adjacent as well. Several frequency
ranges suggest themselves:
• Channels above the maximum for the distribution
system in question, but within the tuning range of "cable
ready" sets are apossibility for older systems. In that case,
the band-stop filter could be replaced with alow-pass filter
at asignificant cost savings.
• If several scrambled channels are grouped together, then
there is no loss of utility in trapping out center channels of
the group. There may even be auseful increase in security
because of denying access to other scrambled services for
pirate descramblers.
• Aircraft channels which had conflicts under the old
signal leakage rules and which could not be activated
without losing grandfathering privileges could be used
since the converter output power levels are quite low.
Upon examining possible applications of this proposal,
it becomes obvious that asignificant cost savings could be
realized if converters were available with bridged input
connectors having little loss (or even slight gain) and also
if converters were available with outputs on arbitrary
channels so as to avoid any output channel conversion
requirements. In such a case, little more than a two-way
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• Fully simultaneous access to all non-scrambled services
and any selected premium service is available for both
television set and VCR and (potentially) additional sets as
well.
• No additional user-operated controls and complexity are
created in asingle-cable installation and only one switch
in a dual situation (compared to a simple descrambler
connection).
• For the special case of single premium service installations, a potentially lower cost configuration results if
descrambler tuner, remote control and other features are
eliminated and this cost more than exceeds the cost of the
filter required.
Disadvantages:
• Simultaneous access to only one premium channel is
provided. Generalizing this system for additional channels
requires either additional splitting and combining with
attendent amplification problems, or series connection of
networks. In any case, devices would have to be available
with a variety of input and output channels for various
permutations.
• Restraints may be placed on channel arrangement in the
system so as to leave blank channels or adjacent "rejectable" channels.
• The lack of standardization of channel usage among cable
systems will result in demand for many models of such a
device, affecting economies of scale in manufacturing.
• Splitter losses may very well be such that amplification
will be required, either integral to amodified descrambler
or externally. In either case, there is acost impact. If the
amplification is external, then there are problems with an
additional power cord behind the TV set.
• A lower cost single-service device forgoes one of the
principal advantages of addressability, namely the easy
changing of service levels.

An Alternate Configuration:
One possible realization of this technique is to put the
output of the descrambler in the UHF television band and
not recombine it with the remainder of the signals. The two
outputs of the network can then either be connected directly
to the UHF and VHF inputs on a television set or looped
through the VCR and then to a television set. Zenith
currently markets an external network based on this
technique except that the UHF output is recombined with
the direct cable signals.

Functional schematic:

IR Remote
Receiver

TUNER
Ch. 3
DECODER 1
Cable
Input
A

Advantages:
• This approach eliminates both the filter and recombining
network, thus saving cost. Also, additional amplification is
generally not necessary as only one splitter is in the line.
• Modified descramblers or external networks could be
standardized since one standard UHF channel could be
used unless more than one descrambler were used for
simultaneous access to additional scrambled services.
Disadvantages:
• Consumer video equipment is not standardized as to
whether the VHF and UHF inputs use separate or asingle
input connector so recombining may not always be
avoidable.
• Many extended tuning range VCR's and TV's do not have
simultaneous access to cable mid- and super-band channels
and UHF channels. Generally there is arelatively inaccessable switch which changes tuning modes. Certainly, for
that equipment, the user gains less convenience by this
technique.
Proposal II: Dual Channel Premium Decoder
Description:
This is aproposal for adual-channel integrated decoder.
It overcomes one fundamental limitation of all the proposals
above presented in allowing simultaneous access to more
than one scrambled channel. Since both decoders are
included in asingle package, the problem of insuring that
both units stay in asingle residence is solved. Also, certain
economies are realized by elimination of some features,
common power suppliés, etc. The two descrambled outputs
are available either separately or multiplexed on a single
cable.

Output to TV
(multiplexed)

TUNER

Ch 4

DECODER 2

4

Local
Keypad

Output for
Remote TV or
VCR & multiplexed
Return Dato

H

Remote Data
Receiver

Detailed Discussion:
The proposed dual decoder is more than just two decoders
in asingle package. One of the decoders will be controlled
by alocal IR receiver from awireless remote control unit.
The second will be controllable either by the local keypad
or by control signals multiplexed on its output RF line.
Potentially aremote IR receiver or keypad of simple design
could place keystroke data on this line that would duplicate
the signals from the local keypad. This tuning arrangement
would allow current package designs to be used since many
incorporate both keypad and remote command entry. From
afunctional standpoint, it also makes sense since the second
decoder is either used for aremote television which needs
to access the tuning commands remotely or it is used with
aVCR, in which case the local keypad would be preferable
to awireless remote anyway.
The second difference between this configuration and two
individual decoders is that each has a modulator on a
different channel. The RF MULTIPLEX output allows for
both outputs to be on asingle cable which is advantageous
for VCR hookups. The output levels are set somewhat
higher than for a normal converter to allow for the
combining and the expected cascade of VCR and TV on the
main output.
Finally, even though the hardware savings over two
individual units may be minimal, the very fact of their
inseparability and a single telemetry receiver means that
one of the units cannot find its way to another subscriber.
This means that an operator can comfortably charge lower
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second outlet rates for the dual unit knowing that he has
some protection against theft of services.
While the provision for an external remote control input
adds some cost, it should be minimal and, in the long term,
may coincide with requirements for such capability,
depending on the direction of the EIA HOME BUS effort
or the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB)
SMART HOUSE project. Finally, it opens the possibility for
direct control of tuning by the VCR timer via a signal
transmitted out the VCR's input port, given acooperative
effort by the manufacturers involved.

B. Second television outlet:
1) Connection diagram

,e‘

Cable B>"'
In

Dual
A>— Decoder

Remote

Keypad or

IR Receiver

_temotl
TV

Applications:
A. Standard VCR/Television connection:
1) Connection diagram

Dual
Decoder

vz

e

VCR

VHF
OUT

VHF

TV

2. Features
• Independent selection of programming for VCR and
television, including simultaneous access to multiple premium services.
• Simple wiring, simple installation, no level matching
problems.
• Allows use of converter's wireless remote for control of
one channel (television watching) and manual selection of
another channel (recording).
• Increased security over separate converters.
3. Limitations
• Use of IR remote mandatory for one channel.
• Relatively high cost compared to simple switching
systems.
• Prevents use of built-in remote controls and extended
tuning ranges in customer's equipment.
• Will not allow timed recording sequence which require
channel changes unless atimed channel change mechanism
is also built into one of the decoders.
• Possibility of degraded reception due to use of two output
channels, one of which may be used locally for off-air
reception. Also, the degradation caused by the signal
processing within the converter.
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2. Features
• Allows two television sets to access separate premium
programming without requiring separate descramblers, so
lower second set rates are possible.
• May allow full wireless remote control for both sets.
3. Limitations
• With remote control on second set, the hardware cost
may be more than the cost of two descramblers.
• If separate enabled levels or parental control are
required, the cost will be higher.
C. Combination installation
1) Connection diagram

Cable
In

Dual
¿A>— Decoders

—

IVCR gocal
TV
?i

l
Remote
Keypad or _temote
TV
IR Receiver
e

2. Features
A straight combination of the above allows for VCR plus
second set installation with minimum complexity. It is
limited to simultaneous access to two channels, whether
scrambled or not, however any combination of two channels
is possible.

Proposal Ill: Master-Slave Descramblers
Description:
The above proposal attempts to solve the problem of
simultaneous access to multiple premium services by
packaging two descrtunblers in a single package and
providing both single and multiplexed outputs. An alternate proposal was presented by Ibny Chen-tung Li of Oak
Industries at the NCTA 1985 National Convention. Oak's
proposal is to modify tdescrambtlers to optionally allow an
alternate telemetry input from the normal distribution
cable signal. The first descrambler in a home serves as a
master unit and transmits control signals to the secondary

units.
The advantages of such ascheme are:
• Less descrambler modification than the dual unit
described above.
• It can be generalized to more than one slave unit.
• Each descrambler can be located at the video equipment
served, thus simplifying channel selection for remote units.
• Secondary units, as above, cannot be used at other
residences without wired connections.
The principal disadvantage is the added circuitry to
provide for either master or slave operation of each unit
with its associated cost. An additional factor may be the
unique splitter configuration required.
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Multiple Home Terminal Units:
Subscriber Convenience—Security Risk

James R. Cherry, Director, Product Design Engineering
Ibny Chen-tung Li, Manager, Product Design Engineering
Oak Communications Inc.
16516 Via Esprillo
Rancho Bernardo, California

Abstract
The need of the subscriber to simultaneously operate
multipe TV sets and/or VCRs from his cable service has led
to significant use of multiple home terminal units (HTU).
If a subscriber pays a lower fee for a secondary HTU that
is authorized to receive the same premium service as his
primary unit, arisk exists that the unit will be sublet to a
neighbor. For addressable cable systems using out-of-band
data carriers, amaster/slave configuration is proposed as a
solution to the problem of subletting secondary units. The
master/slave consists of two HTUs: The master used with
the primary set and the slave used with the secondary sets.
The slave unit does not function unless its address-control
channel is protected by a master HTU. Thus, if the slave
unit is used in a neighbor's home without its master, the
secondary, or slave, unit will not function. Both master and
slave HTUs can still respond with all addressable features.
The uniqueness of the scheme lies in the selective blocking,
by the master unit, of deauthorize commands directed at
all slave HTUs. A high level of security is maintained
without the requirement for complex, handshaking duplex
data communications between the two HTUs.

they are authorized. Thus, one subscriber can pay anominal
fee for a second HTU authorized to receive the same
premium service as his primary unit, and sublet this unit
to aneighbor, thereby circumventing the normal premium
service fee.
The security risk is strongly afunction of the subscriber
cost differential between initial and subsequent HTUs.
Also, it is afunction of the social norms in the area covered
by the franchise.
For addressable cable systems capable of out-of-band
data transmission, a solution to the risk brought on by
low-priced second sets is a system in which the HTU
provided as asecondary set will only operate in the presence
of aprimary set ...amaster/slave arrangement.
The master/slave solution
Three approaches to master/slave configurations will be
described: 1) master-to-slave control channel, 2) separate
master-to-slave control line, and 3) control channel interruption.
1) Master-to-slave control channel

Introduction
The HTU converts any cable channel to a channel that
can be received by the standard TV receiver or recorder
(typically channel 3 or 4) and it descrambles premium
channels for which it is authorized.
If asubscriber desires to utilize acable channel which is
outside of the usable band in his TV receiver or recorder,
or which is scrambled, he must do so through an HTU. For
simultaneous use of multiple TV receivers or recorders to
receive different cable channels, one HTU per video device
must be used. Thus, we find some subscribers utilizing
multiple HTUs for the convenience of operating second sets
and VCRs.
In systems where asubstantially lower fee is charged for
premium services received on a subscriber's second or
subsequent HTU, a significant security risk is incurred.
The lower second-set fee can be the result of franchise
agreement mandate or system policy.
Assuming that additional HTUs provided to asubscriber
are identical to the initial unit, then they can be used on
any outlet in the system to receive the service for which
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Figure 1 shows a functional block diagram of the
master-to-slave control channel configuration. The control
channel is assumed to be 10.7 MHz in this example.
Master HTU. The master HTU has been designed to
retransmit the control channel back onto the input cable
at 10.7 MHz. The master HTU is controlled by the standard
control channel at 104.7 MHz.* The 10.7-MHz channel is
interrupted whenever the master HTU receives an inhibit
command from the headend via the standard control
channel. The inhibit command is sent to all master HTUs
in the system as a group. The duration of the 10.7-MHz
channel interruption is of sufficient duration to disrupt the
following message which is directed to only slave HTUs.
The 10.7-MHz channel operates continuously as long as the
master HTU is powered.
* 104.7 MHz is one of the FSK control data channel
frequencies used in Oak systems. This data channel
transmits acontinuous stream of 64-bit message packets
addressed to individual HTUs or groups of HTUs.

HIGH-PASS FILTER (54-450 MHz)
DROP FROM CABLE

HPF

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

INPUT
SPLITTER
(5-450 MHz)

CONTROL
CARRIER
(104.7 MHz)

TO DECODER OR SET #4

1.- TO DECODER OR SET #3

4
CONTROL
CARRIER
(10.7 MHz)

CONTROL CARRIER (10.7 MHz)

MASTER

SLAVE

HTU

HTU

TV #1

TV #2

Figure 1. Master-to-slave control channel
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Slave HTU. The slave HTU is designed to receive the
10.7 MHz-control signal retransmitted by the master HTU.
The slave decoder can be addressed and controlled by the
headend, provided that the control signal is received via the
master HTU, which retransmits the 104.7-MHz control
data at 10.7 MHz.
Periodically, deauthorize messages are sent to all slave
HTUs as agroup, preceded by an inhibit command sent to
all master HTUs. If the slave decoder is receiving its
10.7-MHz control channel via amaster HTU, the deauthorize signal will have been inhibited and the slave will
continue to function normally. If the slave is connected to
the control channel by an independent converter, (i.e.
without the master being present), then it becomes
deauthorized following reception of the first deauthorize
message.
Both slave and master HTUs are manufactured identically and shipped as master HTUs. At installation a
message from the headend is sent via the standard control
channel that will configure designated HTUs as slaves.
Slaves thereafter respond to only 10.7-MHz control.
Splitter. The splitter is standard, except for the requirement to pass the 10.7 MHz signal. The 10.7-MHz control
signal is retransmitted from the master HTU to the splitter.
The 10.7-MHz signal passes through the splitter to its input
port and is reflected from the high-pass filter in that line.
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It is then, in turn, passed to the other output ports.
High-pass filter. A high-pass filter is used to block the
10.7-MHz signal from entering the system by reflecting the
signal back into the splitter. '
2) Separate master-to-slave control
line
Figure 2shows afunctional block diagram of the separate
master-to-slave control line configuration. This system
operates on the same inhibit/deauthorize principle described in the master-to-slave control channel configuration.
Master HTU. The master HTU has been designed to
transmit acontrol signal to the slave HTUs that will disable
the slave's control channel during adeauthorize message
that follows an inhibit message. As in the master-to-slave
control channel scheme, an inhibit signal is put on the
control line by a master HTU whenever an inhibit
command is received from the headend via the standard
control channel. The inhibit command is sent to all master
HTUs in the system as agroup. The duration of the inhibit
signal on the control line is of sufficient duration to disrupt
the following message which is directed to slave HTUs. The
control line inhibit function operates as long as the master
HTU is powered.

V

DROP CABLE FROM DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

TO HTU OR SET #4

I
I-

TO HTU OR SET #3

SLAVE

MASTER

HTU

HTU
CONTROL LINE

TO OTHER
HTUs
TV #2

TV #1

Figure 2. Separate master-to-slave control line
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J
UST BECAUSE
SOMEONE
ANNOUNCES
THEY HAVE
ARRIVED...

...DOESN'T
MEAN THEY
ARE THERE!
Why

wait and risk finding yourself "up a tree" while someone builds a home-made
computer, when you can get aproven computer from IBM, now!

W

-- Over 100,000 IBM System/36's Already Installed!

hy wait for someone to create cable software for ahome-made computer, when you can
get proven Subscriber Management software from CMS, now!
-- Over 21
2 Million Subscribers Already Installed!
/

The Cable Industry's Best Choice For On-Line, In-House,
Subscriber Management/Billing Systems

CMS SYSTEM 1

and

THE COMPLETE SUBSCRIBER
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

IBM SYSTEM/36
THE COMPLETE FAMILY
OF COMPUTERS

The LOWEST cost with the HIGHEST productivity.
For cable systems from under 2,000 to over 250,000 subscribers.
For More Information Call CMS Today

CA"rmgi
Creative Management Systems, Inc.
An IBM Value Added Remarketer
Headquarters:
213 Washington Street
Toms River, NJ 08754
(201)341-6165

Western Region:
1750 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
(415)954-8550

IBM and System/15 are Trademarks of International Bueness Machine Corporation.

Eastern Region:
Park 80 West, II, St. 200
Saddle Brook, NJ 07662
(201)843-4889

Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #2734
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Billing callbook
LARRY EDWARDS
Vice Prasident-Saies

Business
Systems
Inc
!.5911.11
One Marcus Drive •Greenville. SC 29615-9626
803-297-9290 TLX 383674

Business Systems Inc.
One Marcus Drive
Greenville, S.C. 29615
(803) 297-9290, (800) 424-0101 (national), (702) 369-6667 (West regional
office)
PERSONNEL: Earl Blasi, president;
William Cox, vice president; Russ Bosko,
vice president; Larry Edwards, vice
president.
DESCRIPTION: In-house, real-time computerized billing and management
system featuring an interface to addressable converters and taps. Also, standalone pay-per-view automation system
including complete ANI interface capabilities.

Ca

la i
dta
VBEION SUBSCRIBE.

MAGGIE WILDEROTTER
VICE PRESIDENT
SALES. MARKETING a
NATIONAL SUPPORT

SACRAMENTO. CA 95873-1070

(916) 636-5800

CableData
Sacramento, Calif. 95873-1070
(916) 636-5800
PERSONNEL: Maggie Wilderotter, vice
president sales, marketing and national support; Bob Crowley, director
of sales; Nancy Frank, director of
marketing.
DESCRIPTION: Presently serving 20.5
million subscribers, CableData offers
on-line subscriber management and
billing services for cable systems of
0-350,000 subscribers. DDP System
using Tandem computers for complete
system operations including order entry
dispatch, check-in, inventory control,
routing and scheduling etc., addressability and pay-per-view software, as
well as audio response unit (ARU)
interfaces, PEP Unit, PEP (Phone Entry

Processor) for automatic phone functions, TNT Workstations for IBM PC
compatible software for data manipulation and analysis. New computer system,
QuickData, and application software
QBS (QuickData Business System) for
cable systems of all sizes. Custom logos
and message statements available on
customers statements.

location information and inquiries.
System operates on IBM micro- and
minicomputers and PC compatibles
with multi-user and database capabilities.

Gilbert J. Jacobs
Vice President Sales& Marketing

CabiéTEK

Creative Management Systems, Inc.
Montgomery SI
rannsco CA 94111 1415 • :

Subscriber Management Systems
833 Nandlno Boulevard
Lexington. KY 40511-1202
606/259-1366

CableTEK
833 Nandino Blvd.
Lexington, Ky. 40511
(606) 259-1366
PERSONNEL: Robert Noren, senior
vice president; Norman Johnson, vice
president, sales.
DESCRIPTION: CableTEK, presently
serving more than 7 million on-line
and remote subscribers, offers a large
variety of information systems: Online, on-site for systems serving between 5,000 and 250,000 + subscribers;
on-line, remote for 5,000 to 100,000 +
subs; multi-terminal PC for 1,000 to
15,000 subs; and batch remote for 100
to 20,000 + subs. CableTEK is also the
exclusive dealer for Melita audio response units for both inbound and
outbound calls. The company's newest
product, the Portable Terminal, allows
you to take your billing computer into
the field.
Computer Utilities of the Ozarks
103 Industrial Park Road
Suite C
Harrison, Ark. 72601
(501) 741-1616
PERSONNEL: Herb Lair, president;
John Bartlow, vice president customer
support; Jerry Criner, vice president
systems engineering; Lynn Armstrong,
vice president project manager.
DESCRIPTION: Management information and accounting system for inhouse, on-line computer systems to
provide billing, work order processing,
marketing, converter inventory, addressable interface, franchise summaries,
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Creative Management Systems
Corporate Headquarters:
213 Washington Street
'Ibms River, N.J. 08754
(201) 341-6165
PERSONNEL: Morris "Mac" Adler,
president; Alan Meyer, executive vice
president; Ron Samuel, vice president
customer service; Rich Alfonso, vice
president research and development.
REGIONAL LOCATIONS AND PERSONNEL: 1750 Montgomery Street,
San Francisco, Calif. 94111, (415) 9548550, Gilbert Jacobs, vice president
sales and marketing, John Jonopulos,
Western region manager, Gina Marucci, sales promotion/advertising; Park
80 West, Plaza II, Suite 200, Saddlebrook, N.J. 07662, (201) 843-4889,
George McGuire, Eastern region manager; Corporate Plaza, Suite 5, 11212
Davenport Street, Omaha, Neb. 68154,
(402) 330-6610, Bob Hall, regional
sales; Forum VI, Suite 636-H, 3200
Northline Ave., Greensboro; N.C. 27408,
(919) 299-3544, Lee Mixson, regional
sales.
DESCRIPTION: In operation since 1971,
CMS products service over 125 cable
operators serving over 21
/ million
2
subscribers. CMS offers System 1, an
on-line subscriber management and
billing system that operates in the
cable office on the IBM System/36
family of computers. It includes order
processing, customer service, billing
and accounts receivable, scheduling
and dispatch, service call, equipment
inventory, addressability, pay-perview, marketing and financial analysis, and report writer. Integrated
accounts receivable and general ledger
are options. CMS offers complete turn-

Bin ta

COMPL TER DISTRIBUTOR

BSI Delivers aSolution!
BSI's Cable Television Management System (CTMS)
delivers the tools to manage your cable operations
effectively and economically. The system is located on your premises, in-house, enabling it to be
responsive to your needs.

BSI Delivers Functionality!
Our software is simple to use and easy to learn!
Integrated addressability, pay-per-view and comprehensive reporting are featured, all with immediate access to current subscriber information.

BSI Delivers Options!
Options deliver flexibility, options in order entry,
report printing, service packaging, statement
processing and marketing campaigns, options
you structure to suit your needs.

BSI Delivers Price Performance!
It's easy, you can purchase your system or pay a
fixed-monthly-cost per subscriber.

BSI Delivers In -House Control!
Have control of your office procedures. Our
in-house system performs its tasks, on command,
allowing your office to run effectively.

BSI Delivers `kchnology!
We deliver reliable hardware and easy upward
expansion with atop name in computers —
DIGITAL. We are an Authorized Digital Computer
Distributor, supplying superior technology that is
uniquely suited to the needs of the cable operator.

BSI Delivers Commitment!
Years of experience in the cable industry proves
BSI's commitment. We strive to be the cable management system by which others are measured.
That is only possible by delivering to you the leading edge of technology and performance.

WHY WAIT?
Call BSI today! We will soon have your cable
management system
running efficiently.

PRICE
PERFORMANCE

Business
Systems
Inc
One Marcus Dr. /Greenville. SC 29615
1-800-424-0101

/(803)297-9290

Reader Service Number 50

key installation. System 1 has true
cycle billing capabilities with first, last
and change of service bills prepared
daily. Statement, coupon and postcard
bills are available and can be printed
on site. CMS offers a statement printing and mailing service through Dyatron Corporation as an option.

Fen Data Raso «

Inc.

Cable System Services

Jay A. Oxean
President
pen 199-7071

OM. Ad
10825 Fame» Drive
Omaha. NE 68154
Addria.
7301 Pacific Street
Omaha, NE 68114-5497

ators with 20 to 20,000 subscribers,
Information Systems Planners Inc.
both addressable and non-addressable.
6094 Apple Tree
Software packages are available for
Suite 9
your existing IBM or compatible PC,
Memphis, Tenn. 38115
as well as turnkey systems for oper(901) 795-8314
ators that may require hardware. KMP's
PERSONNEL: Snowden Bunch, pres"Cablestar" software gives you a fullident; Bruce Gronich, vice president.
function on-line system that can run
DESCRIPTION: ISP offers "CABILL,"
on a single PC or can be networked to
an on-site computer billing system for
multiple PCs as your workstation requireoperators serving 1,000 to 100,000
ments grow. Software design is portsubscribers. ISP also promotes AT&T
able, allowing for hardware upgrades
products, canned software, modified
without software obsolesence.
software and entire systems designed
for markets where packages have not
yet been developed. ISP has a staff of
nine devoted to producing user satisfying systems. ISP developed CABILL, a
Karen M. Toner
Software Applications
marketable product designed for the
SuPPOHM n 2.r
cable television industry. ISP plans to
969
Horsham Road
develop other packages that would be
Horsham. PA 19044
(215) 675-2053
marketable to certain specific industries.
4

Frst Data Resources
7301 Pacific Street C-46
Omaha, Neb. 68114
(402) 399-7035
PERSONNEL: Jay Oxten, president.
DESCRIPTION: Serving 4.5 million
subscribers, FDR offers mainframebased, full-function management and
billing services and PC-based, on-line,
standalone systems. The cable system
services division of First Data Resources provides the industry with a
complete range of CATV office management and billing systems, from
PC-based on-line systems to the most
advanced mainframe system in the
industry, backed by a responsive customer service organization. Whether
your system has 20 subscribers or
200,000, First Data has a solution
tailored to your needs at an affordable
price.
Snowden Bunch
President
DUN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC.
6094 Appletree, Suite 9
Memphis, TN 38115

9W /795-0955

Toll

KMP COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Division of First Doto Resources Inc
135 LONGV1EUJ DRIVE
LOS ALAMOS, NEW MrECICO 87544
505/672-1600

«DON C. MODEM
CRIKESTRIr CAN Billing & Management Systems

KMP Computer Systems
2075 Trinity, Suite 100
Los Alamos, N.M. 87544
(505) 661-7700
PERSONNEL: Eldon Pequette, president.
DESCRIPTION: Serving more than
250 cable systems nationwide, KMP
Computer Systems provides PC-based
billing services and management
information systems for CATV oper-

Free

800-523-5947 o PA

Only

4

800-492-2512

Toner Cable Computer Systems
969 Horsham Road
Horsham, Pa. 19044
(800) 523-5947
(800) 492-2512 (Pa. only)
(215) 675-2053
PERSONNEL: Robert 'Amer, president;
Steve Deasey, sales; Karen Toner,
sales.
DESCRIPTION: Toner's standalone computer system, with more than 200
systems sold, is aturnkey cable billing
and subscriber management computer
system providing the following: Subscriber billing (monthly, cycle, coupon,
annual, etc.); accounts receivable; management reports; marketing reports;
custom report generator; work order
programs; service call programs; addressable interfaces; OCR (optical character) scanning for ease of payment
entry, etc.

Get The Jump On Stereo TV Audio!
Upgrade Basic with Stereo for Greater Retention
Upgrade Premium with Stereo for Greater Penetration
With New & Improved FMT 633S

3877 So. Main
SantaAna, CA 92707

FM SYSTEMS, INC.
Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #2921
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714-979-3355
800-235-6960

Acommitment to winning.
The full strength of First Data Resources (FDR) is focused, •
through the Cable System Services Division, to help your cable •
operation win in the competition for the bottom line, whether
small system or large MSO. Management systems from FDR
allow you to compete profitably in your business environment.
All the standardfeatures
with uncommon flexibility.
FDR's Cable Control System offers all the standard features,
like 28 monthly billing cycles, complete financial and management reporting, collection control and full addressability.
Coupled with the best in features, the architecture is designed
to give you everything your system needs to compete NOW.
And, FDR backs you up with contractually guaranteed system
availability and response time. At the same time, it remains
flexible enough to add features, as you need them, and keep
your system competitive with no additional hardware
responsibility.
FDR allows complete on-line access
to vital information, when you need it.
FDR's Select System feature gives you immediate access to

your essential marketing and management
information. That means more timely and
profitable access to your data base, including:
collections, service order, subscriber data
and pay-per-view activity.
PC interface lets you compete...
one-on-one.
Through FDR's unique PC interface you can track
specific information and keep complete control of
trends within your system. The PC interface provides database
information from FDR's main frame to your PC. Your proprietary information is immediately transmitted, enabling you
quick access to information essential for your profitability.
Our determination to compete
will allow you to compete... and to win.
FDR Cable System Services is committed to serving the cable
industry. We offer the finest in customer service backed by a
dedicated and experienced support team. You and FDR...
awinning team. Call today and find out how together we can
compete and together we can put awinning entry on your
bottom line.

First Data Resources, Inc.
Cable System Services Division

(402) 399-7545

Cable Marketing Department, 7301 Pacific Street, Omaha, Nebraska 68114
Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #2746
Reader Service Number 51

Commercial insertion
systems must be flexible
n
t analysis was made of 100 cable
TV commercial insertion systems
odetermine patterns of use which
could guide lbxscan and its customers
to select features and functions which
can best meet specific commercial insertion requirements.
These patterns were established in
detail, and the general summary of
factors presented in this report pinpoint two conclusions:
1) There is great diversity in the mix
of features and functions purchased by
cable operators, and
2) The majority of systems will
proceed through an evolution of significant changes—probably within the
first year or two of operation—as local
advertising programs mature.
The purpose of this report is to
isolate the principal features of a
commercial insertion system that control its architecture. The findings are
that patterns of use can be quantified,
but they are subject to periodic change.
The conclusion is: Stress the importance of creating a flexible hardware
and software path for this inexorable
change in the future.

Texscan study reveals
changes inevitable as
advertising programs
mature.

A

V. Program playback automation
A) Single channel
B) Multiple channel

A) Local
B) Remote
III. Computer software level
A) Standard affidavit

Definition of survey parameters
An analysis was made of 100 cable
systems which purchased automated
commercial insertion systems within
the last 18 months. These 100 systems
control 343 channels of ad insertion,
an average of 3.4 channels per system.
The systems range in size from
single-channel, locally controlled installations to networks with more than 50
channels in multiple markets programmed by acentral computer.
The systems have been in operation
long enough to establish a history of
changes made in system architecture
to upgrade or expand in concert with
the rapid learning curve in commercial
insertion operations.
Five major features of a commercial
insertion system
I. Spot selection method
A) Random sequential
B) Semi random access
C) Full random access
II. System control
94 Communications Engineering and Design May 1987

B) Store-and-sort reports
C) Full traffic and billing
IV. Networking
A) Markets in the region
B) Multiple regions with multiple
markets

All of these architectural features of
a commercial insertion system have

Example system featuring matrix chart
Upgrade from basic four channel to four channel networking system
Basic four
channels

Spot selection
A. Random sequential
B. Semi-random access

Expanded
system

I.

X
X

C. Full random access
II. Control
A. Local

X

B. Remote
III. Software
A. Standard

X
X

X

B. PC store and sort
C. Traffic and billing

X

IV. Networking

X

V. Automatic program
playback
A.
B.
VI. Expansion
A. More channels
B. More markets

X

Your
system
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You Can't Buy a Better
Ad Insertion System
This is the system everyone thinks of
when someone asks, "What is the most
widely used random access ad insertion
system?"
The fact is that there are more SPOTMATIC systems in
use today than any other type of ad insert•on system. The
reasons are simple: high quality, proven reliability,
unparalleled factory support, and an unmatched array of
features.
• Completely modular for easy expansion as system
grows
• Interfaces with optional Ad Manager',"billing and traffic
software
Channelmatic, Inc., 82

r"--1,
-11.--dir '• -rur

IMP

• Expandable to 32 channels
with 32 VCR's inserting ads
• Full random access or random pod operation
• Front-panel keyboard or optional personal compute ,
control
• Complete turnkey packages available
• Quick delivery
• Broadcast quality vertical interval switching
• Automatic logging with advertiser-sorted printout
• Automatic bypass of malfunctioning VCR
• Automatic return to satellite in event of VCR or power
failure

Tavern Rd., Alpine, CA 92001. Or phone (800)231-1618 or (619)445-2691.
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Like two systems for the
price of one

111 A new concept in ad insertion allows low cost
fully random access ad playback with one
through four VCR's on one channel, two VCRs
on each of two channels, or 'our VCRs shared
.= between two channels. Features full stereo
audio capability, preview bus, compu:er-adjusted
audio levels, user-friendly CRT terminal interface
us for easy scheduling, advanced audio and video
II switching circuitry, front panel status display, and
unlimited system expansion capability. Traffic
and billing software available. Contact
INC., 821 Tavern Rd., Alpine,
• CA 92001 (800)231-1618 or (619)445-2691
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FREE
CATALOG

Write for our brand new catalog of
television and cable system equipment.
Everything from automatic ad insertion to
playback systems to audio and video
switching to signal processing and control.
Complete product line listing with photos,
block diagrams, and comprehensive descriptions and specifications. Enough detail
to spec out your own custom system. Catalog will become avaluable reference. And
it's yours just for the asking. Write, call, or
circle the bingo number. But do it soon.
Channelmatic, Inc. 821 Tavern Rd. Alpine, CA 92001
(800)231-1618 or (619)445-2691

me

NETWORK SHARE
SWITCHER

•Inserts ads into four networks from one ad
source.
•

i
i
II
É
I

Í

Inserts ads one network at a time on a first
come, first served basis.

• Four Digital DTMF cue tone decoders.
• Four preroll delay timers one for each
network.
• Composit sync out put to facilitate vertical
interval switching.
• Cue tone decoder disable switches
• Power fail relay bypass.
• Inputs and outputs for controlling ad
insertion devices.

NSS-4A NETWORK SHARE SWITCHER
CHANNELMATIC, INC. 921 Tavern Rd. Alpine, CA 92.001
(800)231-1618 tor (619)445-2691

LIKE GETTING
YOUR MONEY FOR
NOTHING AND YOUR
CHECKS FOR FREE
Make Money the Easy Way — Put either
SPOTMATICJR.'m or LI'L MONEYMAKERTm to
work for you now. They are the lowest-cost
tools you can use to automatically insert local
ads into cable TV programming. You have one
unit controlling one VCR to put ads on one
channel. Equipment overhead is very low.
Switching occurs during the vertical interval for
broadcast quality transitions. Once the system
is programmed by the operator, it operates
automatically.
The SPOTMATICJR. has abuilt-in printer for
verification records; however, both the LI'L
MONEYMAKER and SPOTMATIC JR. inserters
connect easily to aLOGMATICT" logging and
verification system. With optional software, this
enables computerized data retrieval and
automated billing and report generation. Write
now to see just how little it takes to get into
automatic ad insertion.
Channelmatic, Inc.
821 Tavern Rd., Alpine, CA 92001
(800)231-1618 or (619)445-2691
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BROADCASTER Irm
PROGRAMMABLE
VMEOCASSETTE
CHANGER
Access 15 cassettes to play
in any order
Uses one Sony VP5000 series 3/4" VCR
Easy to program, stores
up to a full week's
schedule
Highly reliable
mechanism uses no
belts, chains, gears
Suitable for broadcast,
cable, industrial,
educational, and
government
installations for any
multiple-tape playback
requirement
Channelmatic, Inc. 821 Tavern Rd, Alpine, CA 92001
(800)231-1618 or (619)445-2691

ARE YOU THROWING
MONEY AWAY?
Losing verificaran data is just the same as throwing
money away, and who in their right mind would do that.
Make sure when you run somebody's ad you get paid for
it. The LOGMATICTm and LOGMATICJR.Tm logging and
verification systems aiways get their data when used in a
system with SPOTMATIC JR. and LI'L MONEYMAKER
low-cost ad insertion systems.
4.
LOGMA TIC
•

8

l
ac

LOGMATIC JR. •
The LOGMATIC contains a4000-event memory and
irterfaces to an 80-column printer or to aPC for data retrieval. The LOGMATIC JR. has abuilt-in 20-column printer and real-time clock. It prints the event record as the
event occuis. Both loggers feature automatic operation,
and they record insertions on four channels.
Call or write for more information. You don't have to
lose money for unverified spots. Channelmatic, Inc. 821
Tavern Rd. Alpine, CA 92001. (800)231-1618 or
(619)445-2691.

Does the high cost of
monitor switchers have you
behind the eightball? Then
you need to

PUT AN
EIGHTBALL 1m
UNDER YOUR
MONITOR8x1 Very Low
Cost Switcher

It is an integrated circuit-based monitor
switcher featuring broadcast quality stereo
audio and video switching. Lighted
momentary contact pushbuttons are fieldlegendable. Its cost is far less than any other
comparable unit on the market. Write or call
for information today.
CHANNELMATIC, INC. 921 Twee, Rd. Alpine, CA 92001
(600)231.1618 or (619)445-2691

COMMERCIAL INSERTION

An analysis was made of 100
systems which purchased
automated commercial
insertion systems recently.

3-4 *
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BREAK #

100 SPOTS

VIDEOTAPE
FIGURE 1

DEPICTION OF VIDEOTAPE FORMAT FOR RANDOM SEQUENTIAL INSERTION
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30
30
30

38
39

30 Soc.
30 Soc.

2Min
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LENGTH
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Soc.
Soc.
Soc.
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BREAK
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CNN

BREAK
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SPOT
LENGTH

3

2lAln

12
13
14

80 Soc.
30 Soc.
30 Soc.

4*

1MIn

12

60 Soc.

•Sarne u first spot in break 3.

ower
cable clips
for proven quality
and economy

Pep5

1005ec
„ouNO

'
,e1 1411'

3.

Tower-leaders
in the industry

•Sure-fit for quick simple installation.
•Plated, hardened, flat-headed
Steel masonry nails, pre-assembled
ready to use.

o

•Sizes to fit all coaxial cables, including
quad and double shielded, both single
and dual systems. Available in black,
white and grey.
•Write today for samples and literature.
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Dual

Round

• Sold by most leading
distributors—Ask for
Tower by name.
WELDONE TRADING CO. INC.
1401 Legendre Street W., Suite 106
Montreal, Quebec
H4N 2S2
(514) 381.8861 •(514) 387-2503
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Pre-paid mail orders only.
Price includes shipping.
Send check with request to:
NCTA
Science & Technology Department
1724 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

COMMERCIAL INSERTION

An operator should be able to
progress to any feature and
level without discarding any
part of the system.

DEPICTION OF VIDEOTAPE FORMAT FOR SEMI-RANDOM ACCESS INSERTION
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TAPE B

CHANNEL

BREAK
NUMBER

CNN

4

Wig SPOTS IN BREAK 1 gl SPOTS IN BREAK 2

FIGURE 2

BREAK
LENGTH

1

2Min

SPOT NUMBER
TAPE A
TAPE B
A-1
B-26
B-27
A-32

1Min

2

B-88

SPOT
LENGTH
30
30
30
30

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

CHANNEL

BREAK
NUMBER

100 SPOTS*

SPOTS IN BREAK 3

BREAK
LENGTH

SPOT NUMBER
TAPE A
TAPE B

CNN
3

2Min

SPOT
LENGTH

A-3

30 Sec.

A-21
B-87

30 Sec.
30 Sec.
30 Sec.

B-96

30 Sec.

A-13

30 Sec.

"Spots on Tape B may be the same as or different than those on Tape A.
Capacity for spots on this channel is 100 full random access for 1 minute breaks, 200 for semi-random access on all breaks.

Hardware & Software for $6,000
Cable 1 AT Compatible System

SERVING THE INDUSTRY FOR OVER 10 YEAR,
WITH OVER 1[0 INSTALLATIONS

CableTek Center
PRODUCTS, INC.
850 Taylor St., Elyria, OH 44035

CABLE/1 Hardware:

512K RAM, 30MB Hard Disk, Diskette,
Monochrome Monitor. IBM Pro Printer XL
fully IBM PC/AT compatible.

Call or write for our
complete catalog of
protection and
security installation
products.

(216) 365-2487
1-800-562-9378

CABLE/1 Software:
Software alone starts at under $3.000.

Management Information and Accounting System
Complete In-house Accounts Receivable and Billing Software
Multi-user Capability Optional
One-Entry Addressable Interlace Optional

COREPREP 5

High-Security

Residential Enclosures

Coring & Stripping Tool

Ideal for SMATV. MOS. as well as cost-effective solutions for Independents and MS0s.
System is also available on the PC/XT and IBM SERIES/1 Minicomputer for virtually
unlimited growth.

Find out what others know about our In-House, On-Line
Management Information and Accounting System for
the IBM Series/1 and PC.
Interchangeable

The Cable/1 will do the following for you:

Blade Sizes

• Simplify Billing
• Improve Customer Service
• Conform to your business rather

.412

MSE

• Summarize business data
for management

.500

.625

.750

.875

Molding Duct and Riser Guard

• Statements or coupons
• Highlight problem receivables

than vice versa
• Features vast expandability

• Converter Inventory

• More cost effective than

• Location Information
• Marketing analysis

service bureaus
• Increase productivity

Computer Utilities
P.O. Box 1062, Harrison, Arkansas 72601
(501) 741-1616
HERB LAIR. President
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See us at the NCTA Show.

Colors

Fittings

Beige
Brown
Grey
Redwood
White

Tee's
Right Angles
Inside Corners
Outside Corners
End Caps
Reducers
QuIckstall

GFMD

GSO

GFG

Reader Service Number 58
Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #1010

YOUR
AD

max

The Grumman ad insertion system gives you many profitable
advantages. Its speed and pinpoint accuracy reduce "make
e .
1)o
roo
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de
s
.
n
",
redlia.
ble

imize

ongy
-air

tim
td e
b.
uilt-in

cs make the
em easy
to maintain and operate. And aunique multi-terminal layout allows simultaneous
data access. It's the most advanced system for the price, so let Grumman tailor
alease/purchase plan to your ad revenue projections. For more infonnation, call
(516) 435-6001. Or write: Grumman Electronics Systems Division, Broadcast

Only 6UMMAN

Systems Group, Sunrise HighwayGR
A38-43, Great River, NY 11739.

s

r

#

regeerect tralletral of Grumman
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IAL INSERTION

The terms 'random sequential'
and 'random pod' are not
always synonomous.

Full Random Access

100 SPOTS

TAPE A
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TAPE B

••• •
•••• •
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C
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•

RITS-2 ETSC STEREO GENERATOF

*INK YENS

Learning Industries MTS-2 BTSC Stereo Generator, with dbxe companding, provides
cable systems with a means to transmit BTSC stereo TV audio.
FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Dual Stereo Inputs.

.for Local Ad

Insertion or Back-up Audio

• Level Controls accessible from front
panel

• Stereo Synthesizer Built-in

• Deviation Test Tone Built-in

• Separate Video and 4.5 MHz Loop-

• Self-contained, rack-mount unit, only

throughs

1.75 inches high
• Optional Audio Processing (Automatic Gain Control)

Please see us at the NCTA Show,
Booths #3121 & 3122
180 McCormick Avenue
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

•
(714) 979-4511
LEAMING INDUSTRIES
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30 Sec
30 Sec

for spots on this channel is 100 full random access, 400 semi-random access.

TV STEREO
«

30 Sec
30 Sec

Each tape can be the same or as different as the other tapes; the capacity

C-80

•

SPOT
LENGTH

TINX: 510 600 4362

THE TIME TO
FIND OUT IF
YOUR SYSTEM
HAS BUGS IS
BEFORE
YOU BUILD IT.
NOT AFTER.
That's why you need C-COR's
professional services.
When you begin planning your
cable TV system, aC-COR Sales
Engineer will work with you to
evaluate your situation, identify all
critical design details and offer
alternatives.
Once reliable information is
gathered, our skilled designers will
build your system on paper and
thoroughly test it using acomputer
model. The result is finished maps

with complete design, balancing,
splicing and powering information,
plus abill-of-materials.
To keep things moving smoothly,
we'll work with you through construction and activation. Add on-site
services like technical training, system balancing, certification and
performance testing and you'll see
that C-COR is committed to meeting your needs from start to finish.
As apioneer and leader in the
design and manufacture of quality
Reader Service Number 88

equipment for cable TV and other
broadband communications
systems, we'll put our professionals
to work for you.
For more information on the
many services available at C-COR,
please call 1-800-233-2267. Or
write to us at 60 Decibel Road, State
College, PA 16801-7580.
CueCO el WE GIVE YOU MORE.
ELECTRONICS INC

IL

COMMERCIAL INSERTION

We classify computer software
programs into three levels:
standard, PC store-and-sort
and full traffic billing.

ATTENTION

several levels of sophistication. Axiom:
An operator should be able to progress
to any combination of features and
levels without discarding any part of
the system.

SMALL SYSTEMS
OPERATORS!
Here is the

Definition of terms

Ad Insertion System
you

I. Spot selection method.
Prior to each advertising break, one
or more spots are cued up for automatic
insertion to take place after the next
satellite cue signal or programmed
clock time. There are three basic methods of selecting spots which will show
on the next break:

have been wanting!

AD L-100

AD LIEUTENANT

A) Random sequential.
A group of spots are shown consecutively in the order in which they were
placed on the tape. Although spots
must be shown in sequence during the
break, any group of sequential spots
may be used for the next break.

$6495"
Four channel
Ad
Insertion
System...
complete and ready to run.

LOWER STARTUP
COSTS

ABC-100

AUTOMATIC
TAPE COMPILER
$ 6995

00

Automatically compiles on-air"
tapes.

Please allow 4-6 weeks for your
change of address to take effect.
Send your new address, along
with a CEDmailing label showing
your old address, to:

SAVES SUPPORT LABOR
*Less Labor •
*Lower Costs. *More Profit*

(801) 263-1661
6138 So. 380 W.
Murray, UT 84107

j

CEO Circulation
600 Grant Street, Suite 600
Denver, CO 80203
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This is sometimes referred to as
"random pod," meaning that the several spots shown in the break form a
"pod" of spots.
The terms "random sequential" and
"random pod" are not always synonomous. Some systems require that the
"pod" be recorded on the tape as an
inviolate group, others allow the recording of all spots back-to-back so the
sequence of spots can begin anywhere
on the tape.
B) Semi-random access.
A channel or group of channels such
as CNN, ESPN, etc., may be subject to
VCR controllers which have fewer
VCRs than the number needed to cue
up all of the spots necessary for the
break ahead of time. For example, a
two-VCR controller must show four
spots on CNN during the two-minute,
top-of-the-hour break. It can cue up the
first two spots ahead of time, but it
must search for the next two spots
during the break. There is a physical
limitation to the amount of time one
machine can search while the other is
showing a30- or 60-second spot; therefore, the system must select the next
spot within a range of nine spots in
either direction during 30 seconds or
35 spots during a60-second interval.
Because the last two spots cannot be
selected totally at random, this spot
selection method is deemed semirandom access.
C) Full random access.
This spot selection mode permits the
operator to play any spot sold on that
channel during any break, in any
order, at any programmed time.
II. System control
A) Local control.
Each satellite channel's VCR controller must be scheduled by an input
terminal. The terminal and printer
must also receive data from the controller for purposes of verification logging,
status monitoring and print programs.
If this terminal is directly connected
to the VCR controller in the same
building, it is locally controlled.
B) Remote control.
If the terminal is

remoted

over

ABM announces:

VCR'S and PAY TV
are getting hooked on each other.

ARM announces different solutions
to make Pay TV and VCR's more compatible....
VCR SWITCHER
*Attractively Blister Packed
w/Hookup Cables

CABLE CONTROLLER

*Handles Basic VCR
Taping Requirements

CABLE CONTROLLER CENTRE:
* handles all VCR taping requirements and
provides an FM hookup for Stereophonic
Sound
* built-in amplifier, 66 channel capability
* a mini 75n cable hook-up kit crvailable
ALTERNATIVE

e

SPECIFICATIONS:
Freq: 50-450 MHz, Insertion Loss: cable in-nil,
Noise Figure:58 dB, Isolation:≥60 dB below
66 MHz,≥50 dB below 450 MHz
CABLE IN
TO FM
TO CONVERTER
FROM CONVERTER
ACC IN

SPECIFICATIONS:
Thru Loss:
3.5 dB
Isolation: 72 -± 2dB at 60 MHz
Frequency:
50-550 MHz

UNIT PRICE
$7.50

•

FROM VCR —
TO VCR
TO TV

REAR VIEW WIRING DIAGRAM

ABM 450
ACCESSORIES
AMPLIFIER
SPECIFICATIONS
Freq: 50-450 MHz
Gain: 10 dB
Noise figure < 8 dB
UUCSA Listed
Dimensions: 21/
2 x 3 inch

AVAILABLE:

OR WRITE

ABM SALES INC.
P.O. BOX 233
PORT MOODY, B.C.
CANADA V3H 3V5
(604) 931-3115

ABM SALES INC.
RO. Box Q-1
BLAINE, WA 98230
DISTRIBUTORS WELCOME
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
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COMMERCIAL INSERTION

Some marketing organizations
are connecting cable systems
from several surrounding states
into multi-regional networks.

telephone lines or coaxial cable for all
scheduling, logging, monitoring, printing and override functions, it is under
remote control.
III. Level of computer software
We classify computer software programs into three levels: Standard, PC
store-and-sort and full traffic billing.
A) Standard.
Standard computer software for scheduling spots, status monitoring, logging,
tape marking, printing and actual spot
insertion is in the firmware PROMs in
the controller. This software prints
running verification logs, provides a
few days of log storage and prints
sorted client affidavit reports automatically daily. All that is needed to access
the system is a"dumb" terminal.
B) PC storage-and-sort.

Many operators require a computer
and software system which can store
all monthly verification log information through automatic retrieval, and
then convert this data into a series of
customer-designed monthly reports for
affidavits and special client information "cuts." This normally requires the
addition of a PC with hard disk to
handle this larger volume of stored
data.
The PC also provides a "smart
terminal" for programmed auto dial
functions and an interface to other
computer programs such as optional
traffic and billing.
C) Full traffic and billing.
Traffic and billing programs are
constantly being improved in the industry. They provide such services as spot
inventory reports, automatic channel
scheduling from contract data entry,
affidavits, invoicing and many special

reports. Traffic and billing software
requires the power of an IBM PC AT
computer.
IV. Networking
An increasing number of cable TV
operators' commercial insertion systems are being linked to a central
station which schedules and manages
several systems in the same regional
advertising market. Some marketing
organizations, either MSO or independent, are even connecting cable systems from several surrounding states
into multi-regional networks.. We define
a network as two or more cable commercial insertion systems connected to
a central computer which electronically manages them. •

Commercial insertion article provided
by Texscan Corp.

5

Star General
MULTI-BEAM FEEDS

• Maximize your programming capability, by
receiving Galaxy I, Satcom Ill R, Telstar 303,
Westar 5and Spacenet with the use of one dish.

• Add to system revenues, through tier expansion.
• Eliminate additional land acquisition and the
installation costs of multiple dishes, while increasing your earth station investment.
MULTI-DISH?
OR
MULTI-FEED?
The Rainbow Multi-Beam Feed allows you up to
5 prime focus feeds, depending on the size of
your antenna.
For a complete list of antennas that can be retrofitted call or write:

RAINBOW
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
Attn: Brian Wilkes • 1015 Thomas Road
P.O. Box 395 Leesburg, FL 32748 • (904) 326-8030
Reader Service Number 60

Prevention is the only
protection
Lightning rods attract lightning—
that's their function. The only sure
protection is to prevent the
lightning from striking the
structure and damaging the
installations inside. That's what
the VERDA Lightning Deterrent
does—it gives you protection
from all lightning-associated
problems by deflecting
lightning. A positive corona is
formed which deters positive
lightning energy. The VERDA
Lightning Deterrent can be
applied in all situations requiring
lightning protection—
Communications systems—
microwaves—two-way radio
—TV—FM—Nurad antennas
—boats—police and fire
stations—ambulances—
telephones—trucks—
It's round-the-clock
protection against lightning.
This system has been stormtested on the highest structure in
the world.

The
Proven
Lightning
Deterrent!

É

Lightning Deterrent Corp.
5321 South Kedzie Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60632
(312) 434-7912
1-800-241-2360, ext. 532
Reader Service Number 61
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ONE OF A KIND
Only one manufacturer can provide all of the
television program automation services in this rack
TEXSCAN MSI

For CATV, SMATV, MMDS, LPTV, MATV and
Corporate and Industrial Closed Circuit Systems, Large or Small.
• Automatic commercial insertion.
• Automatic VCR and character generator program playback.
• Character generator channels for news, weather, finance, and local bulletins.
• Interactive public access character generator channel.
• NAPLPS computer graphics news and advertising display.
• Traffic and billing systems for commercial insertion.

Texscan®
IVLSI

CORPORATION 124 North Charles Lindbergh Drive • Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 • (801) 359-0077

1-800-367-6011
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scte focus

Record numbers flock to Cable-Tec Expo
The SCTE found its place in the sun
in Orlando, where record numbers of
attendees and exhibitors flocked to the
eleventh annual Engineering Confer-

CABLESTARTm

PRODUCT:
DEFINITION:

ence and the fifth annual Cable-Tec
Expo April 2through 5.
Under sunny skies but cool temperatures, more than 1,100 attendees were

CATV BILLING AND
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
IBM PC, XT or AT

FOR:

$2,750.00

STARTING AT:

Cablestar is acomprehensive CATV Billing and Management System which is now available on the IBM personal
computers. Cablestar provides acable office with automated
statement, postcard, or coupon billing, computer generated
work orders, late notices, mailing labels, and financial
reports for multiple pay services and franchises. Many
reports are available to assist in marketing and subscriber
management.
Complete turnkey in-office systems are available on IBM
computers for cable systems with up to 30,000 subscribers.

CABLESTAR offers the most performance
per dollar of any system available. Join the 150
companies who have already invested in KMP's
CABLFSTAR system.
KMP COMPUTER SYSTEMS
ARE READY-TO-RUN
WORK SAVERS!
IMPROVE CASH FLOW
AND INCREASE PROFITS!
THE ONE COMPLETE
SYSTEM!
Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #2746

KMP COMPUTER SYSTEMS
A DIVISION OF FIRST DATA RESOURCES, INC.

2075 Trinity, Suite 100
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544
(505) 662-7700
Reader Service Number 105

registered, up from 850 who attended
last year's Expo in Phoenix. The Hyatt
Orlando's exhibit hall was filled to
overflowing by 98 exhibitors who came
showing their latest generations of
hardware and services. "The high
turnout came as apleasant surprise to
us," said Bill Riker, SCTE executive
vice president.
Although the big winner was the
SCTE, which now boasts more than
3,300 active members, the Society itself
recognized anumber of people for their
contributions to the industry during
the luncheon portion of the Engineering Conference. Named 1986's Member
of the Year by the SCTE board was Rex
Porter of Times Fiber Communications. A charter member of the SCTE,
Porter was given the award based on
his continuing support and dedication
to SCTE's goals and for his $2,500
contribution to the scholarship fund.
Six members of the Board of Directors were elected by the membership
in January. The entire Board consists
of: Region 1, Bob Vogel, Hanford Cablevision; region 2, Ron Hranac, Jones
Intercable; region 3, Bill Kohrt, M/ACOM; region 4, Gerald Marne11, Douglas
Communications Corp.; region 5, Mike
Aloisi, Showtime/TMC; region 6, Gary
Selwitz, Warner Cable Communications; at-large, Richard Covell, Jerrold;
Len Ecker, consultant; John Kurpinski;
Bob Luff, Jones Intercable; and Dave
Willis, TCI.
Prior to the membership meeting,
the Board elected its officers for the
coming year. They are: President, Bob
Luff; Eastern vice president, Mike
Aloisi; Western vice president, Richard
Covell; secretary, Ron Hranac; and
treasurer, Bob Vogel.
SCTE President Bob Luff bestowed
the President's Award to Communications Technology magazine for the
publication's support and promotion of
the Society.
Other winners of special merit included Paul Beeman of Viacom Networks, who conducted 16 full-day technical seminars to various chapters and
meeting groups over the past year.
Also, Expo conference chairman Ralph
Haimowitz of American Cablesystems
was given aplaque in honor of his work
organizing this year's event.
In recognition of their exemplary

EFFICIENCY
EXPERT

nrobbi
If an inef ficient power supp ly has bee
ng you of profits, it's
time to call i
n the efficiency experts, LECTRO. The new SUPER SENTRY
ypower upply operates at 97)/0 efficiency in normal full lood

New SUPER SENTRI
Standby power Is
92% Efficient

mode. And that can mean signiupplies.
ficant sa vings on
standb
s

you relectri c bill. As

uch as 10% over other power s
The SUPE R SENTRY is the newest innovation in Lectro's Super Lire. To
ge t
all the facts about the Super Sentry the Super Ferro, a nd the Super
Bru te, call 1-800-551-37 90. Ask for the efficiency expert.
m

LE
A Burnup

ÇJ Lect ro
BURNUP &SIMS CABLE PRODUCTS GROUP

SUPER SENTRY

8,

Sims Coble Products Group

Company

SCTE

Sandwiched in between all the
good news was a warning on
consumer interface issues.

blesystems; William Riley, regional
engineer, American Cablesystems Corp.;
Dana Rappold, outside planning manager, American Cablesystems of Massachusetts; Garry Bowman, chief engineer, United Artists Cablesystems; Jack

performance in their respective fields,
Outstanding Achievement Awards were
presented to the following individuals
by Jim Stilwell, chairman of the technical awards committee: John Green,
chief technician, United Artists Ca-

Nee

Model SP-60
from

PICO MACOM

HETERODYNE PROCESSOR

Step Up to Guaranteed Quality
at Attractive Low Prices.

Features
•Low cost
•High gain: 70 dB
•High output: 62 dB
•SAW filtered
•Spurious outputs
down 60 dB

The Pico Macom SP-60 uses the latest low noise,
PLL, SAW filter and AGC techniques to provide
superior processor quality and performance.
Frequency Range

Low, mid, high, super bands

•High adjacent
channel rejection
60 dB

Max Output

62 dB

Min. Output (for 46 dB C/N)

— 7dBmv

Output Adjust Range

46 -62 dB

•Superior low noise
circuitry (6 dB NF)

Gain

70 dB

AGC Range

— 10 dBmv to + 25 dBmv input

•Sync tip AGC for
precise signal
regulation

AGC Type

Keyed sync tip

AGC Stability

0.5 dB

•Stereo signal
compatible
•45 MHz IF loop-thru
•Assured reliability
with 100% burn-in
of all processors

PR.?

Frequency Response

± 1dB

Noise Figure

8dB

Selectivity

60 dB (adjacent channel)

Spurious Outputs

— 60 dB (at 62 dB output)

Aural Carrier Adjust Range

— 15 dB

Two Year Warranty—Guaranteed!
®PICO MACOM, INC.
A Subsidiary of Pico' Products, Inc.

12500 Foothill Blvd., Lakeview Terrace, CA 91342
(800) 421-6511 /(818) 897-0028
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Trower, corporate engineer, Wehco Cablevision; Ron Boyer, applications engineer, Microsat South East; Wendell
Woody, field sales representative,
CATEL Communications; Jason Barstow, chief technician, Group W Cable;
Pete Daly, service manager, Rollins
Cablevision; and Toni Barnett, vice
president of editorial, Communications
Technology.
Seven members were elevated to
Senior Member status, including: Steve
Bell of Video Cable Systems Inc.; Walt
Ciciora with ATC; Gary Donaldson,
Wometco Cable Television Inc.; Larry
Massaglia, Gilbert Engineering; Jon
Ridley, Jerrold; Gary Selwitz, Warner
Cable Communications; and Mike
Smith, also from Warner.
Charles Hutchens, chief technician
for Freedom Cablevision in Sanford,
N.C., and David Soldan, lead technician for Lincoln Cablevision in Lincoln,
Neb., were named scholarship award
winners for the months of March and
April. Awards are presented to individuals who show the greatest potential
for advancement in the industry. Both
will receive tuition assistance for an
NCTI technical correspondence course
of their choice.
Indicative of the Society's rapid
growth over the past year, five more
meeting groups were elevated to full
chapter status. Included was the Cactus
Chapter from Phoenix, the North Central Texas Chapter from Dallas, the
Razorback Chapter from Jonesboro,
Ark., the Tip-O-Tex Chapter from Alice,
Texas, and the West Texas Chapter
from Big Spring, Texas. Meanwhile,
the Chatahoochee Chapter, representing the Atlanta area, was presented a
plaque for its participation on the
jointly sponsored Engineering and Technical Management Seminar held in
January.
Sandwiched in between all the good
news, however, was a loud warning
sounded by panelists discussing consumer interface issues. New VCR product introductions, already announced
and slated for later this year, that
promise significantly improved picture
resolution, may begin a slow rumble
that will surely turn into a cacaphony
of complaints if the industry doesn't do
all it can to deliver clean signals.
"It used to be that the VCR was the

tereo
otline:
,

Just call the Hotline. The technical assistance
you need to implement the latest stereo
technology is at Wegener Communications.
At Wegener, we've done our homework
again—researching and testing every possible
combination of cable headend products with
our Model 1791 Broadcast Stereo Encoder.
Scrambling systems, microwave,
supertrunk— our technical experts want
to share the results of the tests with you.
Because at Wegener, the sale is not complete

until
you're
satisfied
with the
performance
of the
equipment.
Let Wegener help
analyze your system
and determine exactly what
you need to add true broadcast stereo souri

1-800-445-BISC
Call the Wegener Stereo Hotline and
receive your copy of our latest Stereo Applications Report.

WEGENER
UV COMMUNICATIONS
C
TECHNOLOGY PARK/JOHNS CREEK
11350 TECHNOLOGY CIRCLE
DULUTH, GEORGIA 30136

(404) 623-0096 TELEX 54-3634 FAX (404) 623-0698
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This
signal diode
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Television receiver
manufacturers are developing
more sophisticated, more
intelligent sets every year.

survived
a20,000
AMPERE
Lightning
Strike
and a
1KV/NS
ENIP Pulse.
It was protected by aUSA
made, Patented, coaxial
protector that has low
VSWR < 1.1 to 1and
< 0.1 dB loss.
No other protector in the
world works better.

• For 50, 75, and 93 ohm systems.
• For coax to 2.5 GHz.
• For wire line to 2.5 MHz.
• For telephone up to 6pair.
• For power line 120V
60 Hz. -400 Hz.
• For random wire antennas
1-30 MHz.
"To Keep

You

We Changed

Communicating...

Blitz

To Bliss"

PolyPhaser
I\CorporationA
P.O. Box 1237
1425 Industrial Way
Gardnerville, NV 89410-1237
Phone 1-800-325-7170
Telex 272718 PolyPhaser

Cliff Paul (left), consultant, and John Wong, engineering advisor at the FCC, lead
aquestion-and-answer session. Consisting of an informal test covering CARS
microwave, aeronautical frequency usage and the recent AIB switch ruling,
attendees discussed policies, procedures and rules associated with receiving and
maintaining FCC approval to operate.
stepchild of the industry," said panelist
ibm Mock, a staff engineer with the
consumer electronics group of the Electronic Industries Association. "Now,
however, it's going to set the pace."
Similar warnings were expressed by
Wendell Bailey, NCTA vice president,
science and technology and Vito Brugliera, vice president of marketing and
product planning for Zenith cable products.
At issue is the number of lines of
resolution consumers will have available to them. According to Mock, if
consumers own a new TV set that is
capable of delivering between 400 and
500 lines, the new Super VHS will
bring 440 lines of resolution while ED
(extended definition) Beta will deliver
about 500 lines to viewers' eyes. The
newer 8mm video format will probably
soon follow with an enhanced product
soon, added Mock. The resolution numbers compare very favorably to off-air
broadcast and cable, which typically
offer about 325 lines and 250 lines,
respectively, said Brugliera.
What does it all mean? It could be
trouble, because subscribers will be
able to directly compare the pictures
offered by their VCRs against those
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offered by cable. And if the new
recorders offer resolution that is twice
as good as cable, it could be avery long
winter for operators and their engineers. "The comparison (between cable
pictures and VCR pictures) will not be
favorable (to cable)," said Sruki Switzer,
consulting engineer, during a later
session. "In the past, people didn't
know any better. Now they will."
And it doesn't stop there. Television
receiver manufacturers are developing
more sophisticated, more intelligent
sets every year, said Brugliera. The
most widespread trend is in audio, now
that 90 percent of the nation's population has access to broadcast stereo. The
increased frequency range possible in
the sets is forcing cable operators to
deliver stereo, and that isn't necessarily easy. The biggest key to delivering
good stereo audio is maintaining the
proper separation levels, said Brugliera.
'hating functions and on-screen display of information are also becoming
more sophisticated. 'Rulers utilize microprocessors with intelligence, can
tune up to 178 channels and often
eliminate the need for a set-top converter. On-screen displays of channel,
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ONE SWEET DEAL
ONE PACKAGE PRICE
S24,120* complete and ready to go. The price includes an A-28 lift,
1987 Ford E-350 Van with V-8, auto-trans, 9500 GVWR, aerial
lift power unit (APU) and standard options such as 110 Volt outlets
at basket and ground control stations, and emergency lower.

ONE DIRECT SOURCE
You buy direct from the manufacturer. No dealers, no third parties,
no hassle.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
It's the strongest warranty in the industry and it's supported by
Telsta's network of service and part centers. One call gets you
factory-direct service.

ONE CALL DOES IT
Call (303) 427-3700 Ext. 311 to get the ball rolling. You'll get the
most productive tool in the CATV industry at aprice far lower than
you expected. And faster than you expected too. Call today for one
sweet deal.
*Prices slightly higher in
California. Prices good for
delivery by June 30, 1987. All
prices FOB Telsta Plant excluding taxes and registration.

(1 C)

TELSTA
A LIFT
ABOVE THE REST

Utility version 1$27.855)* is the same Aerial
Litt Package on a 1987 Ford F-350 chassis
with

V-8,

auto-trans.

11000

fiberglass body

General Cable Company
PO Box 666. 5600 West 88th Ave
Westminster. Colorado 80030
Phone 303 427-3700
Facilities in Hayward. CA
Frederick. MD
Lithonia. GA
A Unit 01 PC Telecommunications
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The 1988 Cable-Tec Expo will
be held in San Francisco June
16 through 19.

time, type of audio received (stereo or
mono), bass and treble adjustments and
a host of other fields are being built
into top-end sets, said the Zenith
executive, and operators need to be
aware of these trends.

Meanwhile, Bailey iterated the need
for Multiport, the baseband decoder
device standard accepted by the EIA.
Although it will supplant set-top decoders, which is seen as a boon to both
operators and consumers, it will also

117TERCEPT
Traps Mean
Rock Solid Security
With Intercept traps your pay TV penetration is

not going to fizzle away, thanks to steady performance year after year.

Our traps are skillfully engineered, efficient ly
manufactured, and tuned with pride in our
craftsmanship, 100% quality check for lo. adj
sound, hi video and pay video rejection.
Other state of the art products are: Encoders,
decoders, band reject filters, multi channels
traps, 100 db RFI passive, A/B switches, block
converters etc. For further information or
catalog write or call.

onmecepr
INTERCEPT COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS, INC.
85 Fifth Avenue, Budding 16
Paterson, New Jersey 07524
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201-279-2544
800-526-0623

eliminate remote revenues, often a
substantial sum of money, he said.
For the first time, the nine Expo
workshops were each offered in two
formats, one for engineers and one for
technicians. Sally Kinsman, president
of Kinsman Design Associates, and
George Salvador, manager of design
and drafting for ATC, instructed attendees on cable system design. Basic
concepts such as cable attenuation, and
tap and splitter selection were covered,
and included the actual design of a
small feeder leg.
Steven Biro, president of Biro Engineering, discussed the elimination of
interference with antennas and antenna arrays. He discussed how to
design various arrays to protect signals
from interference, how to choose the
best type of antenna, and told attendees to do an on-site survey before
building a tower, adding, "If you get
interference, move it."
Performing measurements on basic
test equipment was covered by John
Shaw, president of Cable Communications Scientific, and Terry Bush, technical support specialist at Wavetek.
Their sessions covered which equipment to use to determine system signal
response and RF signal analysis, what
the equipment does, how to hook them
up and how to interpret the results.
Scientific-Atlanta's Principal Engineer Jim Farmer looked at the subleties of sync suppression scrambling.
Utilizing a slide show, he showed
attendees how to set carrier and modulation levels on scrambled signals, how
to set up a scrambler and how to spot
problems with scrambling systems.
BCT/E review courses on signal
processing centers and engineering management and professionalism were conducted by Alex Best and Wendell
Bailey, respectively.
The 1988 Cable-lbc Expo will be
held in San Francisco June 16 through
19, announced Riker. After receiving a
dozen ideas on where to hold the event,
the field was subsequently narrowed
down to five choices. The Board settled
on San Francisco because the Expo had
never been held in the Northwest,
facilities were available to house the
entire program and significant savings
on room rates was sucessfully negotiated.

Put the lid on unexpected
maintenance
Free yourself with the original
CATV sealed lead acid battery
that eliminates watering and
other service problems. Here's
wall-to-wall computer designed
grids surrounded by gelled
electrolyte. You don't buy empty
space. And you don't buy
stratification that attacks
reliability. What you do buy is
the one standby battery that
defends your lines 24 hours a
day. Non-stop.

Laugh off maintenance
costs
The real shock isn't what you
pay for standby batteries. It's
what they cost you in unnecessary work. The cost of
electronics corroded by fumes
and acid. The cost of replacing
batteries that surrender to
freezing cold and boiling heat.
The cost of trying to mount
batteries you can position only
one way. That's why we give you
afighting chance by making sure
you pay for your standby
batteries just once. When you
buy them.

The "Original"
GC 12 800 80 AMP
The "Second Generation" gel
GC 12V 100 100 AMP
Reader Service Number 87

Make life easier with the
5-year CATV original
Get the protection surprise
that's more than alabel change.
Ask for the standby batteries
with 5years of field testing in
CATV service. With sure-fire
cycling up to 500 times
regardless of float service time.
With standby capacity no one
else can touch. With the tough
durability it takes to protect your
lines in any surprise. And with
one more thing. The difference
between seeing your family at
night and talking to them on the
phone.

JalHNSON
CONTRuLS

Industrial Products Unit
900 E. Keefe Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53212
(414) 961-6500

Providing back-u» to
broadband LANs
ng
ocal

area networks utilizing broadband communications continue to
am n acceptance primarily due to
the continued demand for MAP (Manufacturing Automation Protocol). These
networks are typically a combination
of video and data, and exchange over
this media may consist of manufacturing process control data. Failure of the
network could represent thousands of
dollars of productivity lost for every
minute of disruption. Reliability is
essential. For this reason, measures
must be taken to offer aback-up in case
of network outages.

I

Unpredictable sources of disruption
Interruptions in service in a broadband LAN can be caused by any
number of sources. The primary failure
modes include the following:
1) Cable and connector discontinuities
2) AC power supplies (60 VAC)
3) DC power supplies (24 VDC
typically)
4) Broadband hybrid amplifiers
The above active electronics, 2, 3,
and 4, have adestructive enemy in the
form of surges or transients. Fluctuations on the power grid, grounding
inconsistencies (sheath currents), and
lightning can all be origins of dangerous surges. The network amplifiers
(DC power supplies included) are typically well protected by means of spark
gaps or other devices, but an occasional
failure can indeed occur and result in
costly loss of communications. Various
forms of redundancy are used to guard
against any break in signal integrity
if such amplifier failure occurs.
Redundancy as a solution

past the amplifier that has failed, thus
maintaining signal continuity. However, when in this bypass mode, the
signal quality is compromised. The
advantage to this technique is that
data communications, in many cases,
are quite tolerant of noisy environments and will survive if two-way
batteries and will sound an immediate
continuity is available. The quality of
the signal is indeed seriously degraded
alert if anything goes wrong. It is now
and there are obvious risks. RF relays
possible to monitor the electrolyte level
by definition degrade the reliability of
remotely in addition to making actual
the amplifier station by themselves.
measurements on the AC and DC
The next highest level of redundancy
voltages.
However, this protects the network
is to offer a lower cost amplifier which
against "down time" only in the case
can be switched in when some failure
of power loss. It will not keep the
is detected (see figure 2). This approach
offers a significant advantage in that
network active for failures in the cable,
connectors, DC power supply or the
although the amplifier gain and signature may be compromised somewhat,
hybrid amplifiers.
the signal quality is probably more
than adequate to maintain good twoAmplifiers
way communications.
The best implementation of this
If one considers an RF amplifier as
approach might be to keep the redunablack box with acertain vulnerability
to surge, there are several levels of dant amplifier in a"cold" state so that
its power supply, RF inputs, and elecredundancy which can be used to
protect it. The first level is to offer a tronics are shielded from the very
source of failure (i.e. surges) which
passive bypass from input to output in
damaged the main amplifier. The second
the case of any detected failure within
advantage to keeping the back-up amplithe amplifier housing. RF relays are
fier turned off is to avoid added heat
typically inserted at the input and
build-up in the housing which shortens
output paths of the main amplifier (see
the life of the electronic equipment.
figure 1).
This technique can be implemented
These switches route the RF signal

Learning how to
avoid network failures
could save thousands
of dollars.

FIGURE 1

PASSIVE REDUNDANCY SWITCH
2-WAY TRUNK STATION

INPUT

Power back-up
Standby power supplies have been
used as a standard measure to protect
the system from temporary loss of
primary power. Batteries are switched
on and off to produce a square wave
60V AC waveform in the event of loss
of input power. Status monitoring systems are available which permit regular maintenance (and exercise) of these
Lee Thompson and Dale Lutz,
Scientific-Atlanta
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SWITCH A T

OUTPUT
T SWITCH B

Advantages
1) Data conununications can be maintained if one or two stations fail.
2) Can be constructed internally or externally to trunk station. (i.e. can be
added at alater date.)
Disadvantages
1) MTBF degraded by inserting RF relays in system.
2) Signal quality is degraded when activated.
3) Relays (if external) must be capable of switching AC power as well as RF.

Let General Instrument Guide You Through
The Maze OfLocal Area Networking
Choosing the right technologies and vendors for your Local Area
Network can be like trying to find the right path through ahedgerow
maze in an old English garden. Should it be broadband, baseband,
fiberoptics or twisted pair?...Our experience says your best choice is
broadband.. and with General Instrument you get the convenience
and value offered by the leader in broadband LAN distribution
products for over 35 years.

Broadband Turns Your Communications
Maze Into A Smooth Flowing Network
Much like asystem of highways and roads, broadband
delivers two-way traffic, in the form of data, voice and
video signals to and from remote user locations.
A broadband network provides for hundreds of data,
voice and video channels on asingle coaxial cable. It
readily supports awide variety of services between
multiple points over distances up to 40 miles.

We've Already Put Hundreds Of
Users On The Right Path
You'll find our broadband network products
working for awide variety of customers...from
America's largest auto makers to legislative
centers in Washington and abroad...from the
nation's leading hospitals to high-security
goverrunent and military installations
...from space flight monitoring facilities
to major Ivy League and
State Universities.
For adetailed explanation of
how General Instrument can turn
your communications maze into
asmooth flowing network,
write for our broadband LAN
brochure today. It's bound to
put you on the right path!

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
Jerrold Division- LAN
2200 Byberry Road
Hatboro, PA 19040
(215) 674-4800
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The next level of redundancy is
-- offer
--___ _lowe rcost am lifier
Which can be switched iri when
failure is detected.

E-Z TRENCH
OUR NAME
SAYS IT ALL

FIGURE 2

SWITCHED ACTIVE REDUNDANCY
MAIN 2-WAY
TRUNK AMPLIFIER

e•-.......0

INPUT -o-e.
o

OUTPUT

LOWER PERFORMANCE
REDUNDANT 2-WAY
AMPLIFIER

J-1000
cuts: 1-2" wide/7" deep

Can it pay for its self in only one day?!
E-Z Trench makes trenching avery
quick and easy one man operation,
while saving valuable time and money.
Cuts approximately 100 feet in five
minutes. Giving the most professional
look possible with virtually no damage
to the turf. Its rugged construction and
dual belt drive produces long and
dependable service, with avery small
investment.

0

Advantages
1) Fully redundant amplifier modules.
2) Individual amplifiers can be removed without interrupting service.
3) Can be accomplished internally or externally to main trunk housing.
Disdvantages
1) MTBF degraded by inserting RF relays in the system.
2) Redundant amplifier may be susceptible to the same surges which could
cause the main trunk to fail.

FIGURE 3

INTERNAL REDUNDANT FWD/REV TRUNK
AMPLIFIER HYBRIDS

J-2000
cuts: 2/
4 "wide/8" -13 1
3
/
2"deep

FWD

FWD

INPUT
REV

Shouldn't you consider an E-Z Trench?

REV

DIPLEX
FILTER

Call for: Nearest Distributor or order direct.

E-Z TRENCH
Rt. 3Box 78-B
Loris, S.C. 29569
803-756-6444

FORWARD

Advantages
REVERSE
1) Minimizes non-critical circuit redundancy.
2) All redundancy contained in trunk housing.
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Disadvantages
1) Removal of module severes service.
2) Redundant hybrid exposed to same conditions as primary hybrid.
3) Level drops by roughly 6dB in the event of either amplifier failure.

OUTPUT

DIPLEX
FILTER

How to buy, sell and
repair converters.
M

anaging your converter inventories for profit may require
turning old converters to cash,
purchasing new and used equipment as well
as repairing existing inventories.
All makes, all models.
Where do you look for the buyers and
sellers of each converter make and model?
Service reps at PTS/Katek talk to more
system managers everyday about converter

JERROLD

All repair is not the same.
Your repair company should work closely
with manufacturers. This assures trained
technicians with factory support. Consider
parts availability, turnaround, warranty, and
quality in addition to
price. It's important to
know the company you
ship your converters
,
to will be in business
tomorrow.
needs than anyone in the business. PTS/
Katek buys all makes, all models and sells
only to authorized cable systems. If it's not
in stock, PTS/Katek knows where to find it.
New Jerrold equipment in stock

Writing the book on
addressable repair.
New chapters are being written on addressable repair every month. One com, pany has consistently been the

Many distributors only want your big
orders and work from manufacturers'
inventories. PTS/Katek has one of the
largest private inventories. Plus they ship
every in stock order, large or small, within
24 hours.

460

GENIEML
INSTRUMENT

leader in this area.
PTS/Katek repairs more
addressable than all repair
companies combined.
Do it yourself.
If you have an existing in
house repair program,
you'll find it economical to
sub-contract sophisticated
repair such as tuners,
RF, IF, and decoder modules. Talk to PTS/Katek.
Call toll free today.
Talk to the converter
specialists. If you want
to know more about ,
buying, selling or re- *Ilit
pairing converters call
1-800-441-1334.

DTC Wolin&
The Converter Specialists

Bloomington, IN
Arvada, CO
Detroit, MI
Indianapolis, IN
Jacksonville, FL
Jupiter, FL
Longview, TX
(800) 441-1334
(303) 423-7080
(313) 862-1783
(317) 353-6668
(904) 389-9952
(305) 747-1808
(214) 753-4334
Newbury Park, CA
Norfolk, VA
North Highlands, CA
Pittsburgh, PA
Westfield, MA
Yeadon, PA
(805) 499-8702
(804) 853-5844
(916) 334-2012
(412) 787-3888
(413) 562-5205
(215) 622-0450
Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #1830
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LAN

It might be argued that a great
solution to redundancy would
be to offer two amplifiers
in parallel.

ONE
BUTTON
BILLING

within the integral housing, or, in fact,
can be accomplished externally as well
by switching aless expensive amplifier
across the primary in the event of
signal loss.
While this is a more desirable tech-

nique than "station by-pass," in both
cases an RF switch must be utilized.
Once again, these switches degrade the
amplifier reliability.
It might be argued that a great
solution to redundancy would be to
FIGURE 4

INTERNAL REDUNDANT FWD/REV TRUNK AMPLIFIER

CABILL

OUTPUT
DIPLEX
FILTER

•Pay ti
•Concise AR
•Easy DB/C
•Timely late not

BUY CABILLTM NO
FOR $3995",
GET AGENUINE ATT
PC 6300 COMPUTER
AND PANASONIC
PRINTER FREE!

DIPLEX
FILTER
REVERSE

Advantages
1) Minimizes non critical circuit redundancy.
2) All redundancy contained in trunk housing.

•20 MB HD/640K RAM
•Hi Res Mono Monitor
•8MHz 8086 CPU
•COMM/LPT
•Battery back-up calendar
•Includes DOS 3.1, manuals,
and cables
•Panasonic KX-P 1592
180 CPS wide carriage Printer
Even aFree box of diskettes!
Leasing available through AVCO
for $141.82 per month based
on 36 mos.
MIEN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC.
6094 Appletree, Suite 9
Memphis, TN 38115

901/795-0955
Introductory offer expires April 15, 1987
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Disadvantages
1) Removal of module severes service.
2) Redundant hybrid exposed to same conditions as primary hybrid.
3) Level drops by roughly 6dB in the event of either amplifier failure.

FIGURE 5

EXTERNAL COMBINED AMPLIFIERS
MAIN AMP #1

OUTPUT

INPUT

MAIN AMP #2
Advantages
1) Fully redundant amplifiers.
2) Amplifiers can be monitored separately.
Disadvantages
1) Both amplifiers exposed to same conditions which might generate afailure.
2) Level drops by roughly 6dB in the event of failure by either amp.

The industry's best signal
analysis meter just got better.
Introducing the SAMME
600. Everything the SAMM is,
and more. Afrequency range
of 4to 600 MHz. Microprocessor
controlled. Soft-touch keypad.
Preprogrammed Video/Audio
frequencies and channel assignments in Standard and HRC formats. "NEXT" key for automatic
incremental up-channel tuning.
Internal reference for temperature variations.
The SAMME 600 quickly
measures Hum modulation, and
can accommodate spectrum
analyzer display on an associated X-Y oscilloscope.
For the CATV system
engineer looking for
the best signal analysis
meter, there's only
the SAMME 600.
For more information
call us toll free,
1-800-622-5515. Or write
Wavetek Indiana,
5808 Churchman,
P.O. Box 190,
Beech Grove, IN 46107.
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00 MHz

LAN

To ensure constant
communications over the LAN,
redundancy is a necessity.

ble since the other gain path is still
active and a level change of roughly 6
DIVERSE ROUTING REDUNDANCY
dB is the only output variation.
This method is subject to one weakness. Both amplifiers are now subject
to the same surges and perhaps operate
off the same power supply or transformer. In addition, heat becomes an
issue as both amplifiers in the normal
state continue to consume power.
With any of the above solutions,
there is still aserious weak link. That
BRIDGER
ROUTING
weak link is the cable and mechanical
DATA
SELECTION SWITCH
connections of the system. The mechanCOMMUNICATIONS
(REMOTELY CONTROLLED)
ical problems are at a lower severity
CENTER
level in an indoor controlled environAdvantages
ment, however, they can and do exist.
1) Most reliable of redundant configurations.
TO TAP
A case can be made, particularly in
critical data situations, that the only
Disadvantages
acceptable solution is "true" redunCostly (amplifiers and cables).
dancy (see figure 6). lime redundancy
can be characterized by aseparate path
bling both to be active simultaneously
offer two amplifiers in parallel, "on"
located some distance from the primary
(see
figures
3,
4
and
5).
In
the
case
of
a
continuously within the same housing.
path to avoid construction accidents.
The two amplifiers have a splitting failure between one or the other hybrid
This is an appropriate solution to the
amplifier, the result would be negligidevice on the input and output, enamain signal path (i.e. trunk) to ensure
integrity.
A logical necessity to this approach,
as in any other technique, is aflexible
We can satisfy your needs, be it buying or selling, or
and powerful monitoring system. Routine testing and trend analysis can be
repairing your converters, line gear and headend equipment.
used diagnostically to predict problems
and trigger preventive maintenance
prior to network outages. Interrogation
of key amplifier nodes and external
MOLE
test equipment is also quite possible.
FIGURE 6

WHY CALL CABLE LINK?

LINK
INC.

Conclusion

WE'RE THE
CABLE OPERATORS' CONVERTER STORE
AND A WHOLE LOT MORE!
Check our stock for your needs:
Jerrold
Oak
Hamlin
Eagle
Texscan

Pioneer
RCA
Scientific Atlanta
Standard Component
Arcom

Magnavox
C-Cor
Sylvania
Blonder-Tongue

01-00

MICHIGAN Sales Office

TEXAS Sales Office

280 Cozzins St.
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 221-3131

2482 Tuson Drive -2C
Drayton Plains, MI 48020
(313) 673-0818

2439 NE Loop 410 -#1404
San Antonio, TX 78217
(512) 650-3132
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Little data has been accumulated
on LAN-type environments, but in
CATV systems statistics show that the
most vulnerable part of the system is
the cable and mechanical connections.
The amplifiers themselves have arelatively long Mean-Time-BetweenFailure (MTBF). To ensure constant
communications over the LAN, redundancy is a necessity. The insertion of
RF switches in the amplifier does
obtain this redundancy, however, with
acertain risk factor, as these switches
will, by definition, further degrade
amplifier MTBE
True redundancy consisting of separate and distinct cable paths, combined
with effective status monitoring, is the
preferred solution to the problem of
reliable communication in aLAN. •

Once you've
defined your terms,
hard, choices
become obvious.
Ceee

SIGMA Vsig-m\ n: an advanced 550-MHz, baseband
home terminal unit manufactured by Oak Communications Inc. Provides true encryption-based signal secuewe, eevis'‘e teceies
rity; available features include IPPV,*all-channel secure
\,o
le c1-‘ e1s
Nec‘,\
MIS-stereo capability, secure master/slave configuration, on-board settop timer and programm able RCU
ece
`
35
‘je
timer for VCR compatibility, dual-cable inputs with automatic
switching between Aand Bcables, and baseband outputs (audio, video).
All Sigma units also provide on-screen message display of channel, time and status,
last-channel recall function as well as user programmable favorite-channel memory.
Other standard features include full-function addressable remote control unit, electronic
parental lock, volume control and muting, second-language/second-audio program,
self diagnostics, rugged scratch- and mar-resistant housing, and channel mapping. Product
quality and reliability proven in the field with
ongoing analysis and tracking. syn: the most
advanced on-premises system available.

Oak Sigma ...

'Available mid-198'.

CIDL

The Obvious
Choice
Communications Inc.

16516 Via Esprillo, Rancho Bernardo, CA 92127 (619) 451-1500
Reader Service Number 78

SEE US AT NCTA •BOOTH

2937

SUPER-TRUNKING

Ultimate single-mode fiber
system bandwidth is afunction
of the spectral purity of the
laser used.

Continued from page 52
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solves the
pay-per-view
puzzle.
Pay-Per-View is here and growing
fast. Last year alone, the number of
homes able to receive PPV service
doubled and PPV revenues soared.
If you're considering Pay-Per-View
but are puzzled about which technology
is right for you, consider the benefits of
Impulse Pay-Per-View with General
Instrument's TOCOM 5503-VIP
converter:
•TOCOM 5503-VIP addressable
converters are impulse-ready NOW,
eliminating converter obsolescence.
•Instant access to PPV programming
via the TOCOM 5503-VIP remote gives
subscribers the convenience of arm
chair ordering, generating higher buy
rates.
•The TOCOM 5503-VIP uses fieldproven store-and-forward technology,
providing last minute ordering capability
without peak load constraints.
•TDCOM's fully integrated software
and system support is compatible with
most major billing systems, PPV
programming services and PPV
ordering methods.
Get in on PPV

*

profits now with the
TOCOM 5503-VIP
— the Impulse
converter that easily
solves the Pay-PerView puzzle.
TOCOM Impulse can be
implemented in your system today!
To find out how, contact your Jerrold
Account Executive or call the General
InstrumentrIDCOM Marketing
Department at 214/438-7691.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
Reader Service Number 79

SUPER-TRUNKING

good balance between potential performance limitations contributed by
even/odd-order intermodulation products, optical device frequency response
and noise performance. The ability to
carry 12 channels 30 miles or more on
a single-mode fiber with relatively
inexpensive terminal equipment opens
many possibilities for CATV applications. When the distances that must
be traversed are not so great, the
relatively large power budget available
may be used for branching of the
system to feed a number of hubs from
a single transmission point, or for the
insertion loss contributed by WDM
diplex filters inserted to add additional
transmission capability at 1550nm (in
either the forward or reverse direction).
It appears probable that the CATV
industry is on the verge of rapidly
accelerating use of this technology
because of the convergence of performance and economics.

The Star of our
family
grabs
much
attention...
Pat. #4,451,803

EAGLE COMTRONICS, INC. 4562 Waterhouse Rd., Clay, N.Y. 13041

System economics

Reader Service Number 80

distances and channel loadings. Breakpoints occur where a second cable is
added to the coax system for additional
channels, where additional fibers and
lasers are added to fiber systems, and
at distances where fiber repeaters are
required.
FM, FDM ANALOG SIGNALS ON FIBER:
TERMINAI. EGUIPMENT COST PER CHANNEL
vos000
It is clear that digital technology,
FIBER COST:
Singe Fiber
$0.30 per/K
based on the assumptions above, is
2Fibers
$0.45 per/K
3Fibers
$0.60 per/It
attractive primarily in very long-haul
4Fibers
$0.75 per/It
applications where repeatability be5Fibers
$0.90 per/ft.
6Fibers
$1.05 per/It
comes critical. It is this technology,
7Fibers
S1.20 per/K
8Fibers
$1.35 per/ft.
however, which may have the most
CHANNEL CAPACITY
12 CH/FIBER
DISTANCE BETWEEN REPEATERS
30 MILES
potential for dramatic capacity inREPEATER COST PER CHANNEL
$000.00
crease and cost decrease in the next few
WON DIGITAL SIGNALS OF FIBER:
(FIBER COST SAME PS ABOVE)
years.
MOMENT COST PER CHANNEL
$1364500
FM video on coaxial cable and FM,
CHANNEL CAPACITY
4CH/FIBER
DISTANCE BETWEEN REPEATERS
26 MILES
FDM video on single-mode fiber show
REPEATER COST PER CHANNEL
$9175.00
much more closely comparable economFM SIGNALS ON COAXIAL CABLE:
CABLE, AMPLIFIERS 8POWER SUPPLIES
$0.66 pernt
ics. While each application must be
PRESENT VALUE OF MAINT 8POWER... 00 rears 12% arnal amount ate). •$0.33 Pet/ft
analyzed individually, it is clear that
TERMINAL EQUIPMENT PER CHANNEL
$5000.00
CHANNEL CAPACITY PER TRUNK
20 CHANNELS
analog video transmission on fiber is
Oceanic Cablevision. There will, of often the least expensive alternative,
course, be variations with each specific particularly when the present value of
the significantly higher ongoing operapplication.
ating costs of acoaxial system, with its
The graphs in Figures 21 through
amplifiers and power supplies, is in26 illustrate economic trade-offs under
a variety of conditions between the cluded (as it is here).
There is an additional factor which
three systems, based on the assumptions presented above and assuming is difficult to represent in either perequal labor, duct and strand costs for formance or cost comparisons between
coaxial and fiber systems. That is the
all three systems. 'Ibtal cost per channel is plotted against a variety of significantly greater reliability exhi-

The following are updated cost assumptions made for systems which utilize
FM video on coaxial cable, and the
digital and analog fiber optic transmission systems installed and tested at
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bited by fiber systems (with their
smaller, tougher cable, and passive
nature) over long distances. The vulnerability to amplifier, power supply and
power utility failures which are inherent in FM coaxial systems are almost
entirely avoided. This factor is of
greater importance as the CATV industry moves into an era of increasing
competition and demand for service
quality from subscribers.
The analog fiber optic system marks
the emergence of a second generation
of fiber transmission technology which
is economically applicable to the CATV
industry. Digital transmission on fiber
has a place today and may become a
competitive alternative as digital components make advances in increasing
speed and decreasing costs. Analog
systems appear to be capable of performance and economics which will
make them very useful for some time
to come.
While FM video on coaxial cable
remains awell understood, viable alternative in some applications, the number
of those applications is decreasing
dramatically. For point-to-point transmission of video and other CATV
system signals, analog transmission
via fiber is an option which simply
must be considered. •

...the rest of us joined
together to get the
at ention we deserve.
The Eagle Trap is the biggest selling and best known
product manufactured by Eagle Comtronics. In fact,
since the advent of cable television, it has constantly
held the spotlight as the most popular CAN security
device in the industry

Programmable and Addressable
Descramblers, Headend Scramblers,
Remote Computer Slave Control,
Test Equipment. MADE IN USA.

But Eagle Comtronics manufactures an entire family
of superior CA1V security devices and distribution products. And though they may not be as well known to
you as the trap, they are all cast from the same
proven mold.

Traps, Decoding Filters, Multiple Channel Traps, High &
Low Pass Filters, Brass & Plastic Shields, Security Tools,
IF 8( RF Encoders and Lower Adjacent Sound Oscillators. MADE IN USA.

Batch Descramblers, Band Pass Filters
and Video Amplitude Controller. MADE IN USA.
2, 4, and 8-way Brass "F" Port Directional Taps -100%
Pressure Tested & Polyurethane coated.
MADE IN USA. Splitters. •Pat. #4,311,974

COMTRONICS INC.

Meet the Family
EAGLE COMTRONICS, INC. 4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, New York 13041.
TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: 800-448-7474 In New York, call 315-622-3402 /In Canada, call Deskin Sales, 416-475-1412/ In Europe,
call Electro Service, Brussels, Belgium, 011-32-15-209575.
Reader Service Number 81

product profile

Single-channel negative traps
Augat/LRC Electronics
The VT-X single channel cylinder rejection traps from
LRC Electronics operate within channels 2through 6and
(A-2) through I. The trap's PC board is molded with hard
plastic, and the units are temperature stable from -40 to
+140 degrees. HRC, PRIME, IRC and other offsets are
available for the VT-X line, which also features ablocking
capacitor and RF shielding. A notch depth of -60 dB is
provided for all channels; a special notch of 65 dB is
available.
For more information, contact LRC Electronics at (607)
739-3844.
Eagle Comtronics
Eagle traps are available at standard, HRC, IRC,
inverted, European and special frequencies. Made in the
U.S., standard features include: a single PC board for
improved ground continuity, a blocking capacitor to
discourage theft, permanent channel identification, extended high frequency response and temperature compensation. The thick wall brass housing is anti-corrosion nickel
plated and will withstand a half ton of pull. Eagle traps
also feature two 0-rings sealing the main body, a sealed
pin, metal or plastic shields, and urethane potting to resist
shocks and increase stability.
The ETN line of traps from Eagle provides a highfrequency loss of -0.5 dB at 500 MHz and -1.0 dB at 525 to
600 MHz. The ETN-2 through ETN-13 for channels 2-6,
A-2, A-1, A-I, and 7-13 offer anotch depth of -75 dB; ETN-J
through ETN-W for channels J-W offer anotch depth of -70
dB.
For more information, contact Eagle Comtronics Inc. at
(800) 448-7474 or (315) 622-3402.

GAMCO INDUSTRIES, INC.
19 Walnut Avenue
Clark, New Jersey 07066
(201) 381-0700
(800) 221-1367

SHEILA O'SULLIVAN
Sales Manager

Gamco Industries
Security traps from Gamco are completely encapsulated
to prevent moisture absorption and to absorb shock. The
traps feature a soldered linear ground pad, a sealed
connector and pin, and power protection on the center
conductor. The traps' thick wall brass housing will
withstand ahalf ton of pull. Gamco traps are temperature
compensated from -40 to +140 degrees and operate to a
bandwidth of 450 MHz. Return loss on the traps is 16 dB.
130 Communications Engineering and Design May 1987

Gamco traps are available with the optional Terma lok
security system—a built-in, patented theft-deterrent locking mechanism.
The single channel traps from Gamco are available in
either a three- or four-pole configuration. Gamco's threepole 605/606 series of traps for the low-, mid-, high-and
superbands provides a rejection depth of -60 dB. The
four-pole 617/618 series, also for low-, mid-, high- and
superbands, provides rejection depth of -75 dB.
For more information, contact Gamco Industries Inc. at
(800) 221-1367 or (201) 381-0700.
Intercept

Intercept's single channel notch filters are completely
filled to prevent moisture absorption and sealed at both
ends to prevent moisture from penetrating into the trap.
The double press fit of the outer cover to the inner housing
assures positive contact for maximum resistance to RF
leakage. All metal parts of the Intercept trap line are
machined from solid brass which is nickel plated for
durability and corrosion resistance. A PVC boot on the tap
connection seals tight against the tap port and prevents
thread corrosion. Weather-tight 0-rings seal the outer
sleeve. All Intercept traps will withstand temperatures
from -40 to +140 degrees and pressure on the port up to
100 PSI.
For more information, contact Intercept Corp. at (800)
526-0623 or (201) 471-2212.
Filter
The Series 5KV standard video pay TV traps from
Microwave Filter provide a video notch loss of 70 dB. In
addition, a 50-dB bandwidth maintains video suppression
under extreme temperature swings from -40 to +140
degrees. The units are available for standard, HRC,
inverted and offset channels.
Microwave's traps are moistureproof-tested to withstand
forced air at 100 PSI without leakage. In addition, the units
are designed to withstand 25 in-pounds of torque without
connector rotation or damage, and permit less than one
microvolt per meter of leakage at adistance of 10 feet from
the trap. Shock testing equivalent to a 15-foot drop onto
asphalt is also performed on Microwave traps.
For more information, contact Microwave Filter at (800)
448-1666 or collect at (315) 437-3953.
Microwave

Northeast Filter Co.
The PermaTrap series from Northeast Filter offers a
rejection depth of 65 dB. The units are temperature stable
and feature a non-removable crimped sleeve and rubber
seal on the connector and male pin. Completely urethanefilled, the PermaTraps also offer a passband range in the
lowband of 450 MHz minimum; passband range for all other
bands is 600 MHz minimum. Designed to be completely
shockproof, these traps include moisture cure adhesive
sealant to provide superior sleeve seal.
For more information, contact Northeast Filter Co. Inc.
at (315) 437-7377 or 7378.
Continued on page 136

ARCOM Traps
Stack Ups..
against the comp
*Superior long-term stability
•Superior moisture proofing
•Superior security-rolled case
prevents subscriber tampering
•Superior RF radiation shielding

Traps
Shown
Actual
Size

2 Pole
Series
4 Pole
Series
6 Pole
Series
8 Pole
Series
IN N.Y. STATE
CALL COLLECT
315-463-8433

(800)448-1655

cl NorthErn
catv sales, inc.

Please see us at the NCTA Show, Booth #3222
Reader Service Number 82

classifieds

HELP WANTED

BakerScott
O.

SPLICERS WANTED

ENGINEER
Broadband, Communications
and Electronic System
Michigan State University has an advanced level opening for a seasoned,
operations-oriented communications engineer. This position requires the application
of extensive and diversified engineering
principles and methods to the operational
development of a large broadband LAN
and various electronic systems.
Examples of typical tasks are the following.
Plan, develop and coordinate large and
vital broadband cable and electronic systems as well as smaller complex projects.
Develop preventative maintenance programs for broadband television and data
networks, and other electronic systems.
Design broadband cable trunks and distribution systems. Consult on maintenance
and troubleshooting problems for broadband cable, general analog, digital and
radio frequency communication systems.
Assist with the development of improved
and innovative operational procedures for
high technology systems in a university
environment. Develop, direct and implement technical training of personnel. Applicants must have a BSEE and reasonable
progressive and responsible experience
in planning/designing broadband and other
electronic systems, installations and equipment. Some supervisory experience is also
required. Registration as a PE in the State
of Michigan is desired.
Contact Michigan State University Employment Office, 110 Nisbet Building, 1407 S.
Harrison Road, East Lansing, MI 48824.
Refer to Position A654.

Experience necessary. 600 mile new
build. New York area. Call (718) 442-0281/
(718) 948-5285.

1259 Rouie 46

EXECUTIVE SEARCH

Parsappany. NJ 07054

201 2613355

Specialists in the COMMUNICATIONS

INDUSTRY
CABLE TV BROADCAST
DIVISION

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
DIVISION

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF
MANAGEMENT. COAST TO COAST

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER
COORDINATOR
Florida's fastest growing cable company
seeks individual with experience in all
phases of construction engineering including mapping design, headend racking &
design, satellite antenna installation and
alignment, systems balance, sweep &
proof.
Excellent salary for right individual.
Send resume today to: Dan Chiz
Telesat Cablevision, Inc.
4305 Vineland Road, Suite G2
Orlando, FL 32811
EOE.

Ca or woo, .n CONFIDENCE

FU PAID

-WE

DONT TALK CABLE, WE KNOW CABLE"
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY BOUER

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
TELSTA T40C
1981 Ford F800. 30,000 GVW. Allison
automatic w/Telsta T40C. Call for details,
Ingersoll Cable (414) 422-1700. Ask for
John Ingersoll.

MLE
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER
Self-motivated individual, familiar with
construction and CATV standards and
procedures. Ability to work well in utility,
government and developer relations
needed. Management background, design,
budgeting experience required. Expected
to work independently. Send resume to:

MSU is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution.

King Videocable Co.
RO. Box 572
Tujunga, CA 91042
EOE/MFH

Main Line Equipment Co.
24430 Hawthorne Blvd., Ste. 204
Torrance, CA 90505
"A Better Source"
For all your requirements
CONVERTERS
New—Used—reconditioned and
all used equipment
BOUGHT — SOLD
Custom—The Best—Security Boxes
Finest-U.L. approved Drop Hardware
And soon for your subscribers
The Finest Closed-Caption
Decoder for the Hearing-Impaired
HOWARD -MARK -SY
(213) 375-5353

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

AUTOMATION Licensed
NC.
TECHNIQUES I
Modification for commercial receivers to work with descramblers

PDC new tunable processor, demodulator, converter $329 0°
GLR 500 CH new crystal commercial satellite receiver $329 0°
1839 North 105th East Avenue • Tulsa, OK 74116 • (918) 836-2584/(918) 836-8281 (Service Center)
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CLASSIFIEDS

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
„, *

* * *

FOR SALE

SPECIAL LOW LOW RATES
*

Regular
Prices

CONVERTERS

M-35
20:00
RSX
12e50
SX
11):80
Gammets
886
JRX
iese
JERROLD TRUNK AMPS
JN 300 MHZ All With Housings.

*
*

STATIONS

R
pe
r
tuel
a
sr

AGC Trunk w/dist.
3600
*
2# MGC Trunk w/dist.
3.1.0086
3# AGC Trunk only
Zee)
4# MGC Trunk only
23800
''5# High Gain dist.
3-18:00
Taps -300 MHZ, FFT, EFT RMS $3160
1#

Special
Low Prices

15.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
12.00

„er ir.,:•:•:.:•:.:.:•:.:.:,:,:.;,:•:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:.:,:,:,:.:•:,:.:•:.:«•:•:-:•:.:•»»»:.:.:•:.:•
:
•
:
.
:
.
:
.
:
•
kk;
:.:
"We are not selling9
e:
•:.
.:...
We are buying."
:e
?
>
...
7-4i2P

Special
Low Prices

FIRS

315.00
270.00
245.00
200.00
270.00
$2.50

Nationwide purchasers of scrap,
wreckout and clean coax.
ii

"VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE"
All equipment is in workable condition. Don't miss out on these
super low prices.

*

*

*

:•:.
•:::
:•:.

ma

AMERIGIN GIBLESYSTEMS OF FLORIDA
)4

le‘

141 N.W. 16th ST.
Pompano Beach, FL 33061
(305) 946-0099

A

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ell

LEE ENTERPRISE

623 en STR EET • P 0 BO> 590 • DES.LER

NEEIRASK. 683.0
.021365 7570

*

*

*

CID

•Addressing •As Built •Auditing •Data Base
•C.W.O.'s •Installs •Design/Drafting
*Quality Control •Strand Mapping •Pole
Make Ready •Pole Application; Attachment
Lic •Special Permit Acquisition; RR, City,
County, State, Government •

CABLE INSTALLERS &
DESIGNERS INC

AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS

P.O. Box 42583
Houston, Texas 77042

Large selection geared for CATV
STANDARD TRUCK &
EQUIPMENT CO.
1155 Hill St. S.E.
Atlanta, GA 30315
Phone: 1-800-241-9357 BuckEr TRUCKS

(713) 785-9044

— Converter Repairs —
Jerrold Specialists
Quality Workmanship

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED:
SURPLUS CABLE EQUIPMENT
Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin & Scientific
Atlanta equipment.
Highest Prices Paid
Cable Equipment Brokerage Co.

(818) 709-3724

TOM WOOD, Jr., Accounts Mgr.
14127 Langbourne
Houston, Texas 77077
(713)493-5158

.:.:

CHANNELCUE
Line equipment
and meter repair

..

:•:.

TOM WOOD, Sr., Marketing Mgr.
11373 Southton Rd.
San Antonio, Texas 78223
(512) 633-0630

-)^( »

Contact: Kurt Kerrigan
*

RESOURCE
RECOVERY
SYSTEMS

C

-3

Fast Turnaround
Two Weeks

Cable Television Services
120 Erbbe N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87213

(505) 292-7766

TURNKEY
SERVICES
for • Installation
• MDU • Design
Save your warehouse and
overhead costs — have us
do it all.
PRE & POSTWIRE,
wreckouts
REBUILDS
Excellent track record 8( references
Fully insured & bonded
• 110 man organization • 80 vehicles
• radio equipped
Complete computer integration

Cable Craft, Inc.
we specialize in quality
Ask for Bob or Glen

(312) 673-0101
COAST TO COAST
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CLASSIFIEDS

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CABLE COMM.
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

e

et
ll
ig illi%

—Aerial & Undeground
—Full Service Bench Repair
—System Sweep & Analysis

-AHD-CABLE COMM CONST.Zadt-Nje
m edize

Cable Comm. Construction, Inc.
RO. Box 1009
Hartwell, GA 30643-1009
(404) 376-5259
1-800-342-4103

7231 Garden Grove Blvd.. Suite E
Garden Grove. CA 92641
(714) 894-4499

O

CABLE
CONSTRUCTORS
INC. IRON MOUNTAIN, MICHIGAN

• SYSTEM DESIGN
• MAKE•READY

1
1111M

IMO

BM.

MAPPING • DESIGN • AS-BUILTS
COMPLETE DRAFTING SERVICES

,

Planning a project this year?
Call us for more information.

• FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE
• MICROWAVEIITFS SYSTEM
PLANNING

• OVERHEADIUNDERGROUND

.rrr

BUM

• TESTING
• TURNKEY HEADEND
• MATERIAL SUPPORT

• PLANNING
• STRAND MAPPING

r orrit•

CABLE SYSTEM
SURVEY CO.

IMIMB \fflall
MIMI

•,

k

• • Cable COIlbiluCI011,

111C

105 Kent St.. P.O. Bon 190. Iron Mountain. MI. 49801. telephone (906)774 6621

518 North Main Street
Tekonsha, MI 49092
(517) 767-4185

17 Peddlers Row
Newark, DE 19702
(302) 368-2436

THE
INSTALL
PEOPLE.

COMPUTER AIDED SYSTEM DESIGN
STRAND MAPPING
AS-BUILT MAPS
DRAFTING SERVICES
EQUIPMENT UPGRADE EVALUATION
FULL CONSULTATION SERVICES

ENGLISH
ENTERPRIZES
P.O. Box 6494
Orlando, Florida 32853

"Efficiency by Design"
Contact Steve Williams

Even small cable operators can profitably insert
local ads on ESPN, CNN, CBN and other satellite
channels using our low-cost ad insertion system. A
complete package (character generator, firmware
and DTMF channel controller) for only $975 !Call
or write for information !

Abiqu.a International
P.O. Box 100
Silverton, Oregon 97381
503-873-4181
800-992-8459
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O Aerial Installs
O Underground
Installs
• Drop Transfer
• Commercial
Development
Design

D

305-898-7134

3100 S. Lamar, Suite 101 • (512) 444-2461
P.O. Box 33010 • Austin, Texas 78764

High Profit

Serving the industry
since 1974

CONTRACT

CABLE TV

CONTRACT INSTALLERS. INC.

INSTALLERS

UHF Radio Equipped Trucks •Uniformed Installers
HOUSE INSTALLATIONS
Aerial -Underground -Pre-wire
APARTMENT INSTALLATIONS
Post wire -Pre-wire -Commercial Building
Tap Audits
Install or Remove Traps and/or Conveners
Drop change over tor System Rebuilds

LENNY FISCHER
(414) 582-7087

P.O. Box 1564
Appleton, Wisconsin 54913-1564

ISS ENGINEERING
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Agility. ..

ISS Engineering may well be considered the First Name in Agility. Our
Frequency Agile receivers, modulators and demodulators have earned an
enviable track record and gained an industry acceptance, but we didn't stop
there. ..
GL-2610

This series of Frequency Agile modulators offers acomplete range of
output tuning from Channels 2 through WW including A-1 to A-6.
Available in both +45 and +60dB outputs, this series of Modulators
meets all FCC requirements for stability (±5KHZ), and switchable
offsets for the Aeronautical frequencies (user selected in either
positive or negative offset).

GL-1000A

A uniquely different demodulator which accepts VHF, UHF, and CATV
inputs. Widely used in conjunction with the GL-2610 Series of Agile
Modulators to offer an "Any Channel In/Out" Processor with excellent
filtering. This unit also serves the need for demodulating signals for
microwave hops and "Cherry Picking" cable for special applications.

GL-5000A

Available now with switchable C/Ku format in the popular 9501450mHz downconversion. The GL-5000A offers a broad variety of
options to serve the individual users requirements. From switchable
half transponder international format, to the special TI Filter for use in
extreme cases of interference.

To find out what the First Name in Agility has to suit your needs, or to
obtain a unit for evaluation, call ISS Engineering today and let us put our
agility to work for you.

ISS ENGINEERING

ISS/EAST

104 CONSTITUTION DRIVE #4
MENLO PARK, CA. 94025
415 853-0833
800 227-6288

434 WESTCHESTER DRIVE
BIRMINGHAM, AL. 35215
205 853-6919
800 351-4477
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PRODUCT PROFILE

All metal components of the
ARCOM trap are made of
nickel-plated brass.

Features of the ARCOM line of traps include: staked and
soldered copper-coated steel center conductor, positive
interlocking modules, recess in male "F" connector,
360-degree solder of PC shield to case, soldered interconnection, self-threading screw retainer and temperature compensated design.
For more information, contact Northern CATV Sales Inc.,
(800) 448-1655 or collect at (315) 463-8433.

Continued from page 130
(800)448-1655

In New York

(3 15 )463-8433

6116 Boss Rd., Syracuse, New York 13211
P.O. Drawer 6729, Syracuse, New York 13217

DOMINIC (DOC) D'ALFONSO
VICE PRESIDENT MARKETING

.iNorthern

Pico Products

catv sales, inc.

Northern CATV Sales

The line of ARC OM urethane traps from Northern CATV
Sales is urethane potted to prevent moisture ingress and
drifting caused by water absorption. ARCOM traps are
moisture sealed at the pin end and around the tab and
feature 0-rings sealing both ends. ARCOM traps are also
pressure tested at 100 psi and the design features
metal-to-metal contact between the outer and inner case to
eliminate RF radiation problems.
All metal components of the ARCOM trap are made of
nickel-plated brass in atamperproof rolled case to prevent
subscriber retuning.

Pico's single channel notch filters are machined of thick
wall brass and then nickel-plated for corrosion resistance.
All circuitry is completely potted to inhibit moisture
absorption and to stabilize circuitry. Neoprene 0-rings
between housing walls, at the male end, prevent moisture
migration; and all lines are tested for 20-foot drop shock
resistance. Thermo rubber weather seals form over the tap
shoulder to prevent moisture migration by way of the
threads. This also reduces broken tap ports. Machined and
interlocked connectors facilitate threading onto the tap.
Pico's NF Series of three-pole single-channel notch filters
provide rejection between -55 dB and -70 dB, with -60 dB
nominal. The SNF Series Super traps feature four poles and
offer rejection from -60 dB to -80 dB, with -70 dB nominal.
For more information, contact Pico Products Inc. at (800)
822-7420 or (315) 451-7700.
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THE SHOW STOPPER.

New Ifitek canister traps
stop premium show thefts.
Are your customers
receiving your premium shows
for nothing? Now you can stop
these profit losses economically
with our new Vitek VT-X Single
Channel Rejection Traps.
Available for channels 2
through 6and (A-2) through I,
these traps are weather-resistant
and stable in temperatures of
—40°F to 140°F.
They feature ahigh quality,
injection molded P.C. board, not
foam or urethane-filled, so they

last. They are backed by an
unbeatable warranty—two full
years on parts and one year on
labor.
Each model has superb
R.F. shielding characteristics and
is stamped with aproduct identification code. HRC, PRIME, IRC
and other offsets are available.
For afree sample, just
write or call LRC/VITEK Electronics. Stop their shows.
Increase your profits.
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AIIIAT .
LRC

MVVMI

VITEK

Quality and Innovation
LRC Electronics, Inc.
901 South Avenue, Box 111
Horseheads, New York 14845
Phone: 607/739-3844
See us at the Show!

in the news
where needed throughout the 55,000subscriber system. The whole exercise
is an attempt to be more friendly with
the growing number of cable-compatible TVs and VCRs out there. And, of
bound to lose favor with cable opercourse, the bottom line is to increase
penetration, now at 26 percent.
ators.
Tele-Wire Supply Corp.has been
Pico Products has been tapped by
TCI to provide a negative active trap bought by Anixter. Anixter has been
on an aggressive acquisition spree
for the MSO's "on-premise" cable conlately, and had planned on taking
nection concept. The giant MSO has
market share from other suppliers in
placed an order for 50,000 of the traps,
CATV for some time. No surprise there.
a scaled-down, re-engineered version
of its OTAS off-premise active trap What is a surprise is Tele-Wire's dramatic growth over the past year. We
developed about five years ago, for its
understand the company now has overMiami, Fla., system. The traps, which
will have to meet strict specifications taken Cable TV Supply for the number
two position among CATV suppliers.
supplied by TCI, can be used to control
Jerrold has developed a 600 MHz
up to six levels of programming (which
full feature tap with improved inserled them to be dubbed "6-pack"). The
tion loss performance in the 300-400
traps use an oscillator to effectively
MHz range. The FFT-H series replaces
destroy the undesired signals to prethe FFT-F, FFT-G and SPT series. The
vent subscribers from receiving unautaps are two-, &our- and eight-way
thorized services.
interchangeable and are backward comIn addition to the Miami system, TCI
patible to existing taps. The price of the
has ordered 150,000 additional traps
for use in its other locations around the taps increased about 12 percent over
last year because of increased material
country, according to Pico officials. TCI
costs, said Jerrold officials.
is expected to use the Pico traps for
GI's VideoCipher division has introhighly penetrated pay services while
duced a lower-priced version of its
reserving the positive trap, under develintegrated home satellite receiver/
opment by S-A, for low-penetration
descrambler. The new VC II 2400R,
pays and The Disney Channel.
with optional power supply, sells for
Remember the addressability/scram$1,050 and comes complete with wirebling/Vr2R pickle that Denver's Mile
less remote control, two methods of
Hi cable system found itself in (CED,
Feb. '87, p. 36)? Well, they've taken parental control, programming for 24
C-band and 32 Ku-band channels, a
some steps that they think will help
programmable antenna positioner and
them climb out of the box they're in.
First, the basic services will no longer digital stereo audio.
Reader Service number 110
be scrambled. Of the eight pay services
An FM deviation meter designed to
offered, some will be trapped and some
measure audio deviation in cable and
will continue to be scrambled.
SMATV systems has been developed
What this all means is that customby
FM Systems. The ADM-1 measures
ers with cable-capable TVs who subscribe to the basic service and atrapped the peak deviation of actual program
premium service will no longer need a audio as well as test tones and holds
the highest peak deviation reading
converter. And if they have a cableuntil it's reset. The meter reads up to
compatible VCR, the unit's functions
199.9 KHz deviation in positive peak,
are completely restored. Those customnegative peak and peak-to-peak deviaers who receive trapped services only,
tion. Accuracy is listed at ±0.5 percent
don't plan on purchasing PPV events
when measuring audio at ±25
and don't have acable-capable set will
KHz.Distortion in the modulator can
be issued a plain, non-addressable
Jerrold or Panasonic box, according to be detected by measuring the difference between positive and negative
John Dawson, vice president of engideviation when modulating with a
neering.
sine-wave.
The change was slated to begin
Reader Service number 111
during the first week of April. Crews
—Roger Brown
were to be sent out to install traps

Multiport's limitations drawing
interest from manufacturers and MSOs
Interest in EIA's Multiport is apparently beginning to percolate among the
manufacturers and MSOs because
people are beginning to discover some
of the things it won't do. Missing from
the baseband interface standard is the
ability to impulse order apay-per-view
event and channel mapping.
Because Multiport was designed as
a set-back device and performs no
tuning functions, there is no effective
way to push abutton and receive PPV
programs. For systems using technology other than ANT, that's possibly
a significant problem, according to
Nick Worth, vice president of engineering at IbleCable and a Multiport
advocate.
Two remedies immediately spring
to Worth's mind, but it's unclear which
solution will shake out. The unit could
be returned to the top of the TV,
outfitted with an infrared receiver and
consumers could be issued universal
remote controls. The drawback to that
approach is obvious—operators would
again be forced to add capital to the
home and a key aesthetic advantage
would be lost.
The second option is to redefine the
standard and include provisions for
standard IR coding. However, that
process would be lengthy and would
result in the alteration of a standard
that has already taken a long time to
complete. However, unless ANT becomes the dominant technology to provide PPV, it's a problem that will
become increasingly critical as Multiport catches on with consumers.
On the other hand, the inability to
provide for channel mapping (an expedient way of redefining channel numbers via the converter) is more easily
solved. Systems presently using converter channel mapping will have to
physically alter their headends to put
the programming on their proper channels. In many large metropolitan locations, channel mapping was a quick
way to avoid direct pickup problems
associated with strong off-air signals,
but it is clear that with the advent of
Multiport and the growing sales of
cable-ready TVs, channel mapping was
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Enhance your drop cable investment by speciting the exclusive
IleTime - cable from Times Fiber
Communications. For as little as an
additional 18e per subscriber*,
lifeTime can — nsure" maximum
protection and offer 20-30%
longer cable life.
lifeTime provides increased coverage against moisture—one of the
major causes of premature cable
failure, signal leakage and damaging corrosion. Let your customers
become the beneficiaries of clear
reception, decreased incidence of
flashing and reduced subscriber
outages.

lifeTime cable diminishes the
need for expensive sealed connectors. Decreased frequency of
connector replacement and the
connector compatibility of this
cable should dramatically reduce
labor and maintenance costs.

Center
Conductor —

\,t,
—Dielectric
•

First
Outer
Conductor

tï

Second
Outer
Conductor

lifeTime
Protectant
Jacket

Your most significant operating
expense between the tap and the
home is laboi; not material. By
specifying lifeTime drop cable, you
can defer the labor costs, drop
replacement and increase operating
profits. Make lifeTime apart of your
quality picture.
For afree benefit analysis contact:
Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
P.O. Box 384, Wallingford, CT 06492,
(203) 265-8540 or 1-800-TFC-C_ATV.
'Average drop length 125 feet
**lifeTime is not recommended for indoor applications

TFC

TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS,
an
INC

1/ company
A cutaway of lifeTime** cable.

358 Hall Ave •P0 Box 384 •Wallingford. CT 06492

TFC... Where technology meets the bottom line.
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Now Even More Affordable
These graphs clearly show the superior quality of PICO traps.
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One phone call will prove our affordable pricing.

Call us for aquote!
EAST:

MIDWEST:

Atlanta (404) 449-6533, (800) 241-5790
Cincinnati (513) 733-9100, (800) 543-0113
New Jersey (201) 328-0980, (800) 631-9603
Rochester (716) 426-3440. (800) 252-7516
Tampa (813) 626-7115. (800) 237-6466
Chicago (312) 364-7000, (800) 544-5368
Dallas (214) 484-2933. (800) 231-5006
Skokie, IL (Headquarters) (312) 677-2600

MOM

WEST: Anaheim (714) 778-4414. (800) 854-0443
Anchorage (907) 274-8525
Denver (303) 373-9200. (800) 841-1531
Seattle (206) 251-6760. (800) 426-7665
CANADA: Calgary (403) 250-9646
Montreal (514)637-3511
Toronto (416) 625-5110

SERVICE IS OUR TECHNOLOGY

Anixter, America's No. 1supply specialist for the Cable-TV industry, provides everything from head-end equipment to subscriber
products for operating, maintaining, upgrading and constructing CATV systems. Anixter serves the industry from computerized
distribution centers throughout the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom.
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: ANIXTER BROS., INC., 4711 Golf Road. Skokie, IL 60076 (312)677-2600 — Telex 289464
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